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MR. J. W. CROSS 
An active member of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association since its organization. For over thirty years a cheese maker in New York state and Wisconsin. Superintendent of cheese exhibits at 28 of our conventions, up to the present. Widely known among the craft for 

his kindliness, promptness and reliability.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

z Office of the Secretary, 

4 Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association, 

Madison, Wis., 1923. 

To His Excellency, Joun J. BLatne, : 

Governor of the State of Wisconsin. 

I have the honor to submit report of the thirty-first annual meeting 

of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association, showing the receipts and 

disbursements reported the past “year, also containing papers, ad- 

dresses and discussions had at the annual convention held at Milwau- 

kee, in January, 1923. 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. L. Sammis, 
Secretary.
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PROCEEDINGS OF WISCONSIN CHEESE MAKERS’ 

ASSOCIATION IN ANNUAL CONVENTION 

MILWAUKEE, WIS., 1923 

—— 

The thirty-first annual meeting of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 

Association was called to order Wednesday, January 10, 1923, in the 

Auditorium Building, Milwaukee, by President Chas. E. Reed. An ad- 

dress of welcome was given by Mr. Frank Cleveland, representing the 

Milwaukee Association of Commerce. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

By Mr. Frank CieveLanp, Convention Secretary of the Milwaukee 

Association of Commerce. 

Mr. President, Members of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Associa- 

tion, Ladies and Gentlemen: It seems almost unnecessary to welcome 

the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association to Milwaukee. This is your 

city and we want you. 

Milwaukee is your metropolis, Milwaukee needs Wisconsin much 

more than Wisconsin needs Milwaukee. We, of the Association of 

Commerce, of these later days are trying to teach that precept, not 

only here in Milwaukee, but through the state. Milwaukee is yours 

to use. The business men, the Association of Commerce, the Mayor 

and all of the people welcome you as a group and individually in 

7 Milwaukee. The latch string hangs out for you always and with this 

goes an invitation to meet here many and many times in the future. 

I have been asked to say just a word on business conditions and 

give just an idea or two on merchandising of cheese. 

I understand there is a movement on in the state to bring the im- 

portance of the dairy products as food, more directly to the attention 

of the Wisconsin and the American public. I am not familiar with 

the details of this, but I do want to call your attention to the fact 

that the average consumption of cheese in the United States today 

is less than four pounds to the individual and it should be sixteen 

to twenty pounds on the basis of the advance in the use of other 

food products. That is not at all beyond the possibility—because in 

European countries today the average use is from eight to twenty- 

five pounds to the individual. I did some figuring on this matter. yes- 

terday. If the people interested in dairy products in this state were 

to find a way in which to expend for cheese less than one-half cent 

on the dollar income, we should increase the individual consumption 

: of cheese from four to eight pounds inside of four years. Another 

thing, you are not advertising—you are not educating the American 

public to the use of dairy products and the use of cheese, which should 

be done in the interest of the American public.
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I am somewhat familiar with the activity of the California Fruit 
Growers’ Association who were in a dire state just a few years ago. 
Their product is not nearly so important to the American home as are 
dairy products, yet these people thought they could do something to 
bring their product before the American people that would be of ad- 
vantage to them and also be appreciated by the people. They organ- 
ized and placed their product so that it could be marketed and mer- 
chandised, and began to tell the world about it in an educational way. 
Of course, each individual did his share of advertising in his own 
way to sell his own goods, but all of them combined in a campaign 
of advertising and merchandising to tell the American people what 
oranges, the lime, grape-fruit and the raisins and other fruit was good 
for—with the result that they have for a number of years hardly been 
able to supply the market and they have put competing concerns out 

of business. Now, these people had something to contend with, which 

you would not have with the dairy products. If they were not able ‘ 

to get cars to ship their fruit in and if weather conditions were against 

them the fruit would spoil and they had trouble to get rid of it at 

a reasonable profit. Something always would come up each year 

so that they were only making use of their crops one year ont of 

four. They were at a greater disadvantage than you people are. They 

continued their advertising and as a result of this great big cam- 

paign—when an American housewife calls up her grocer and asks 

_ for some good food products to be sent over to her, she immediately 

thinks “Oh! yes, and please send me a dozen oranges, if you have 

‘Sunkist’.”. She wants no other, with the result that the brand which 

has been advertised is the one that is being sold. This last year they 

could not raise enough second grade raisins to supply the market— 

all because of that activity. I could go on and on into great detail 

on this subject, and I know the man who put it across. I know what 

it has done for the California fruit growers. You have a much more 2 

substantial—a much more popular product with which to deal. The 

American people today are using cheese very largely only as a des- 

sert. We go into a home and have a piece of cheese with some pie, 

when as a matter of fact it should come as a substantial food and the 

American housewife should know more of the splendid and efficient 

and economical ways in which cheese can be used in the home, which 

she doesn’t. I am not going any farther on this, but I am urging 

you to listen to some of the talks on this subject later. It is a big 

idea and there is money in it and you will be doing something for 

the American people. Let’s all get together for Wisconsin and Mil- 

waukee. I thank you. 

President Reed: Before I introduce the speaker who responds to 

this welcome, which was so ably put, I want to mention that two 

years ago in Convention here a resolution was passed not to use any 

left over curds. We have here an exhibit of some cheese and I want 

you to take notice of this cheese and study it and then go home with 

the idea, never to use such. I now introduce Mr. Sammis of Madison.
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RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

By Pror. J. L. SamMis, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Mr. President: This address of welcome which Mr. Cleveland has 

given is characteristic of Mr. Cleveland and Milwaukee. They always 

make us feel very welcome here and very happy, and apparently we 

all like to come again. I think we are going to keep right on coming 

for some time in the future. This expression of good will and friend- 

ship of the state of Wisconsin for the Cheese Makers’ Association 

finds a response in our hearts. We feel the same way for Milwaukee; 

we are glad to be here. This welcome is expressed not only in words, 

put also in the use of this splendid room given to us for the Conven- 

tion meetings. 

Friendliness is evidently a normal characteristic of Mr. Cleveland. 

In a large sense it is also true that Wisconsin, America and all normal 

human beings are animated by friendly feelings toward their fellow- 

men. 
Friendliness is contagious and the kindly way in which we are wel- 

comed here, and invited to come again, should fill us with similar 

feelings toward the fellows back home. Many cheese makers through- 

, out the state regret their imability to come. Our convention has 

grown to its present size as a result of friendly cooperation among 

the members in past years. Just as hundreds of cog wheels, put to- 

gether properly can make up a giant printing press, or other machine, 

which can turn out a great amount of useful work, so this Convention 

with its hundreds of members is capable of doing a vast amount of 

good work, if we can get each of the members to work properly. 

If we can each absorb more of that brotherly spirit which is really 

what has made Milwaukee famous, and take it home with us when we 

go, we may be able to extend the benefit of this Convention more 

widely over the state. 

The Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association exists under state support 

for the benefit of our whole cheese industry. We as individuals have 

each been benefited by the work of this and all past Conventions. 

Each one of us by our presence and assistance here to-day are advanc- 

ing our own interests and benefiting the cheese industry as a whole. 

Whatever lessons we may learn here this year about cheese making 

z or cheese selling, or tests, or laws, the most important thing we can 

carry away with us is a determination to share these benefits with 

the 2,000 cheese makers of the state who are not here. An emotion 

of pleasure or displeasure should lead to some sort of action. It isn’t 

sufficient to be happy over this or that unless we make some effort to 

give that emotion some form of expression. I mean that if anything 

| is going wrong we should at once make an effort to correct it. On 

| the other hand, if a thing is going fine we should make an effort to 

| push it along. 
If next year’s Convention is to properly represent the cheese in- 

| dustry we ought to have over 2,000 members in attendance or at least 

a majority-of all those engaged in the industry.
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This is the biggest Cheese Convention in the world. It is yours. It is worth building up. It is worth a few hours of your time and work each year to make it grow. Yet it is 30 years old and is less than half grown in size of membership. About one-third of the cheese makers in the state belong to the Association. The pleasure which we have here should move us to some action in the matter. We should extend the invitation in a fairly urgent way—in an impressive Wway—in a way that should Produce results. We are trying to convince the cheese makers who have not been here that it is worth their while to come—that they will get more than their money’s worth. Let's have a little thought for the fellow who isn’t here and who doesn’t know what he is missing, unless it is told him by you in- dividually or by me. Each one of us has an infiuence on some other 5 man and can induce him to come to the Convention. The words of Mr. Cleveland arouse in my mind a feeling that we ought to send out an equal welcome to those out in the state, and make them come next year. , 
We tell the dairy students in Madison that the Cheese Makers send them a welcome. (We think if they come this time they will come again in later years. We have brought down a carload of them. If you want to get somebody to work in your factory—come and look them over. Stand up boys, I want to see how many of you are here. (about 35) (Applause). We will hear from them again before the Convention is over. In fact they have organized, for their own amuse- ment, an orchestra and they will play for you. I thank you. 

PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS : 
By Cuarres E. Reep, Thorp 

Members of Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association, Ladies and Gen- tlemen: After listening to the address of welcome, so ably put by the : Speaker, and the response thereto, I think you will agree with me that I should make my address in words of suggestions as to the differ- ent problems which have come up during the past year and are now confronting us as the State Association as well as all others vitally interested in the welfare and development of the cheese industry in Wisconsin and the nation. 
Therefore I will confine myself to what has been brought te the open, and offer suggestions to be taken up and acted upon at this meeting, providing after discussing them you feel and desire to do so. There has been much talk about the present limit of moisture con- tent being too low. Some, however, think that the present law limit- ing it to 38 per cent is most fair and most helpful to the industry. Naturally, all are not of the same opinion. You will readily recall that it was this body in convention that was the guiding influence in getting the change made from 40 per cent to 38 per cent after a most lengthy and ardent discussion of the subject. If it ig your desire to Make a change and it can be proven to you by the Majority that to go back to the old standard is the better move, then I would suggest that you again take action on it,
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You have found out that legislation for the cheese industry is to be 

had if you go after it; and that the only safe and sure road to travel 

is one that has been made better by your own help. 

Several of the local Associations throughout the State have been 

recommending raising of the standard of requirements and qualifi- 

cations for obtaining a license as cheese maker. 

There has been a lot of talk pro and con on this subject around the 

state. I wish to state for the benefit of the few who may not know 

as yet, that our Honorable Dairy and Food Commissioner, through 

his commission has taken this matter in hand and the qualifications 

and requirements as to experience have been raised, taking effect 

February 1, 1923. 

If you happen to be a new man in the field, looking for a license, 

you will do well to look into this matter and see whether or not you 

have had the necessary experience required to qualify for a license. 

This move will likely be a direct agent in improving the quality of 

our famous Wisconsin cheese. 

For two years past we have been talking of cheese instructors suffi- 

cient in number to cover the field. This has never come to a head. 

Most of the talk has been along the’ lines of instructors with police 

power, connected with and under the direct supervision of the Dairy 

and Food Commission. 

I am beginning to believe that we are proceeding in the wrong di- 

rection. It reminds me of the man from the city who had never had 

any experience on the farm or with horses. He purchased a piece of 

wild land and after seeing that he could do little without a horse 

or team he bought a horse and at once started in to harness his steed. 

Coming to the bridle he took it in his hands, bit uppermost, held 

same up in front of his gentle animal and said, “Here Bill, here’s 

the bit, take it.” 

We have been trying to work this through the Dairy and Food 

Commission, when I think we should have been on another track. 

Now then let’s look at it from another angle. This idea of in- 

structors with police power. I would add to that a modification and 

say SOME police power, if any. 

The present Dairy and Food Commission force is seemingly large 

enough to attend to all of the law enforcement. What we really want 

is instructors. Not in the sense that these men are to go into our 

factories and dictate to us long experienced makers knowing our 

local conditions ourselves, how we shall proceed. But instructors in 

the sense that they will be a help as an outside agency in overcoming 

difficulties and bringing about uniformity. This, in my mind, will : 

bear heavily on the improvement of the quality and uniformity of 

the make of cheese, and will tend towards higher market prices. 

Thereby the farmers of the state will be materially benefited, also 

the State and community along with the thing that all are vitally 

interested in, namely, cheese and dairying. 

Therefore, I will suggest for your careful consideration that this 

association take steps to get legislation on this subject, and that same
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be placed, if possible, under and in direct control of the Department of Agriculture, which seems a more logical standpoint. : A few words on a subject of National Legislation that seems very important at this time. One that is vital interest to our State, 
Wisconsin has sustained her filled cheese law, skimmed cheese law, and filled milk law, and the latter is now in question in Congress through a bill by one of our Wisconsin Congressmen, 
Certain states are making and putting onto the market directly along side of Wisconsin full cream cheese, a skimmed, or what they term part skimmed cheese, made up in the same style and form as the Wisconsin cheese. I have been told that some of these cheese are labeled. But the lettering of the labels are So small that it can hardly be seen; and in fact just a light lunch cut off by the retail salesman for the first cut would wipe out the whole label. Now, 

then, what will be the effect on Wisconsin if this is allowed to con- tinue? 

Our Wisconsin full cream cheese of better quality and more value, will sell for the same price as the inferior or skimmed cheese, or not 
sell at all; meaning a tremendous loss to the dairy interests of Wis- consin. 

Can our great State afford this? I think you will all ery with-me - in answer an emphatic NO! I much desire to see steps taken at once 
: by this Association through instructions to your legislative committee, 

to obtain such legislation by congress as will curtail and stamp out 
all filled or skimmed cheese in the United States, unless made up in 
some specific style or form, not at all similar to the styles or forms 
of Wisconsin Full Cream Cheese, also to recommend and work for 
the passage of the Voigt filled milk bill. 

The grading system when made perfect so as to work satisfactorily for all concerned and connected with the cheese industry, really 
should become national so as to make the grades and qualities of 
cheese throughout the country as near uniform as Possible, and when 
this time comes, do not forget that Wisconsin producing nearly three- fourths of all the cheese, should make herself heard and make others 
sit up and take notice, by taking the lead in the project through her 
Cheese Makers Association. 
Members! Never lie down, and never cease to have uppermost in your minds, that Wisconsin cheese makers are not mere machines that re- ceive milk and manufacture same into cheese daily, 365 days in the year, year after year. But on the contrary you will come to know 

that you have a large part to play in the enactment of such laws as : are best for both state and nation, for the dairy industry. - 
Put your shoulder to the wheel, lift yourselves up out of the mire and then strive to stay always on dry footing, always going higher up. No other branch of industry will materially help you. You are organized in State association and your numerous local County asso- ciations. Many of you are members of the new born National Cheese Association. Right in your midst, yes right in your daily work, you
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can see the handwriting on the wall. The success of Wisconsin 

cheese industry lies in the hands of the cheese makers of Wisconsin. 

The other fellow will get in on the ground floor if you give him 

a chance for he is a booster, too. Consequently you having the 

VOLUME, POWER and EXPERIENCE, should take firm hold of the 

reins and guide your grand State safely through; but don’t forget 

to give UNCLE SAM a lift and take him with you. 

In conclusion I wish to say: Each of you get in the game, take 

part in the meetings, express your views and don’t carry any good 

thought you may have brought to Milwaukee, home with you, un- 

uttered and unheard. The program which our worthy Secretary has 

so nobly compiled is of the best and has considerable length. Edge 

in your ideas anywhere you have a chance, you will always be given 

a hearing. Subjects that cannot be finished are the very ones that go 

to help make up a program for the next convention. 

Let our slogan be: Better cheese, better dairy cows, better farms, 

better cheese makers, better Wisconsin, brought about by poosting our 

National, State and Local Associations, and taking active part in 

their meetings. I thank you. 
ee eee 

President Reed: Now we will have the report of the Directors by 

Mr. O. A. Kielsmeier. He is absent, and I have here a letter from him 

which reads as follows: 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin. 

Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association: 

Owing to other business interest, I feel that I have not the time to 

devote to the Directorship on your Board, and do justice in the work. 

Therefore, I hereby present you my resignation. 
(Signed) O. H. Kre.sMEIEs. 

Present Reep: We will hear from Mr. Bruhn in the absence of 

Mr. Kielsmeier. 

REPORT OF DIRECTORS 

By A. T. Bruun, Spring Green. 

Mr. Cuamman: There is very little to report. We looked over the 

books this morning and found them correct as near as we can look 

them over in that short length of time. Now looking over the books 

of the Secretary is a pretty big job and it cannot be done in a few 

minutes, but everything balanced and we took it for granted to be 

correct. I was not supposed to give this report, but since they asked 

me to I naturally have got to tell you what I can. That is all of the 

Directors’ report I have to make. 

@ Cuamman: Mr. Zelm will now give us the report of the Treasurer. 

Very likely his money is all gone, so he is not present. We will now 

hear the report of the Secretary, by J. L. Sammis, Madison, Wis. 

Mr. Sammas: Every one of you can audit this report. Every item 

of it will be published in the printed annual report. For all of the 

expenditures listed here, we have check books, stubs and returned 

cancelled checks pasted on the stubs. I will be much pleased indeed
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to show anybody the system. If you elect a new Secretary, I will 
break him into the scheme. If anyone would like to look at it, come 
along. 1 

The main thing I want to talk about is the matter of the future. 
The past is dead. The future is what we make it. There are a num- 
ber of things we have got a chance to do some work on. In the first 
place, supposing we should get a telegram from Washington asking 
us what the Wisconsin cheese makers would say about a particular 
question, we could only reply there are three thousand makers but 
there are only about one-third of them here, so we don’t know what 
the others who are absent would think about the question. Let’s do 
some real work the next year. It takes so little work from each 
member—let us bring in the other two thousand and make the Wis- : 
consin Association a real success and have a big Convention. The 
growth that we have made is due to hard work on the part of our 
past members and our present members. The association has under- 
taken to make some of these members, “Life Members” because they 
did such good work and they will receive a ribbon which bears the 
inscription “life member.” We find everywhere new people taking 
an interest and doing work for the Association. 

A new plan has been suggested for the coming year in which we 
shall have a third class of members. They will be called annual 
honor members, members who distinguish themselves. They will be 
honor members for that one year and will receive a badge in recogni- 
tion of that fact. The Board of Directors discussed this matter and 
thought it was a good thing and want to submit it to you. We want 
to give credit to all to whom credit is due. The town you live in or 
near contains a number of merchants who do business with the 
cheese makers. Each of you could go to some of them and see if 
they will give small or large prizes, and you then send the prizes to 
our office. For each prize you send in we will give you one honor 
point and for each new prize donor added to the list, we will give you 
an additional honor point and in that way you could each get a few 
new prizes for next year, and send them in to our office. 

In the second place, when you meet a cheese maker, who is not a 
member, speak to him about this Convention and get him interested 
enough to join. You send me his check for one dollar. I will send 
him a membership receipt and will give you credit for one honor 
point for each dollar you send in. If this is a new member and if 
he wasn’t a member of last year’s list you will get an additional 
honor point. In this way we will be able to value what each one of 
you do. Anyone doing this will be an honor member for one year. 
Their names will be printed in the program and they will be invited . 
to come and make a few remarks. I want to show you how this 
works out. This year with this system in operation we have two 

men who have become honorary members for 1923. One earned 28 

points on the plan I mentioned—Mr. Gottlieb Werren, Blue Mounds, 

and Mr. Alex Schaller of Barneveld has earned 20 points. Mr. Schaller 

is our first honorary member and we will remember that and that will
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go down in our_records as such. There isn’t one of you boys who 

couldn’t do this if you will remember to try it: 

I would like to have an expression of opinion from you as to how 

many of you could just as well come to this Convention the first week 

in December instead of January. Those who think December is just 

as well I wish you would hold up your hands. It usually happens 

that when an ordinance is to be passed a great many people vote “yes” 

on anything that is proposed to them, but we want to know what the 

majority of those present would prefer. It was voted to have it in 

January. 

Mr. Carswett: I would like to say just a word in regard to that. 

The Wisconsin Products Co. have a convention the first week in Decem- 

ber. When they hold that, these halls are all occupied and they al- 

ready have engaged the whole Auditorium for that week in December. 

Mr. Reep: The Wisconsin Products exposition is held for the pur- 

pose of advertising industries and Wisconsin products. More sales 

with them means more money. We cannot participate in this because 

we are an educational Association under the, state of Wisconsin and 

we are obtaining state aid. We are not getting enough aid, and we 

need $400.00 more at this time. We would lose it all if we go into 

| anything like this advertising exposition. 

Mr. SamMis: Sometimes some members would like to meet in some 

other town than Milwaukee. We now have an invitation from La 

' Crosse to go up there, but I guess we will have to come here as here 

; we have plenty of room and they give us this hall free. 

| I would like to get your opinion on our banquet. We want to make 

this an annual event and it is going to be better each year. We are 

going to have more to eat, and some good music. It will be short and 

snappy, fine and dandy. I would like to get an idea as to what would 

; be your judgment—do you think we ought to have a 75¢ or a dollar 

j meal? How many of you would rather pay 75c than a dollar on such 

' an occasion? (The majority wanted a 75c meal). 

The Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association has been receiving 

$600 as an appropriation from the state each year now for several 

years. We would like to add to this convention a cheese judging 

school that would enable each cheese maker to examine his cheese 

in comparison with other cheese here and to use the second half day 

\ of the convention for that purpose next year, but that it would cost 

1 ‘more money. We still have the same state appropriation now but 

the officers thought best to ask that our appropriation be increased 

from $600 to $1,000 hereafter, to enable us to do this additional work. 

Meeting adjourned until 2:30 p. m.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT ON 1922 CONVENTION (READ IN 1923) 

BY J. L. SAMMIS, MADISON, WIS. 
Part 1. State Treasury Account 

Receipts 1921 
June 30 Balance forward tn treasury...................$ 387.55 July 1 State appropriation Mth ttt tees et ceeeceeecees 600.00 oS 16 Refunded overcharge from printer cee esesecces 43.87 
Jan. 17 824 membership fees deposited................. 824.00 
Total ASS 08 Rein d.s'a tis simeie'p eips'g vin wicnk e sipicipuliceece ete ne $1,855.42 

Disbursements 1921 
Oct. 15 Rental on Auditorium... 0... eee eS 260.00 Nov. 14 Louena Findorff for mailing jist! |” ste eeeeeeee 25.00 Nov. 19 Postage on annual Programs................... 40.00 Dec. 1 Postage oe. s\0d 9i0,v 00 tipwneccesteesccdccevesenca ce 90.00 t Nov. 28 825 annual reports, isi DDeweeeeeeeeeeeeceeeee 310.42 Dec. 21 Circulars and OU VOIODES So. oo ose ssecn ses cosee 27.88 Dec. 21 Convention DRIRD GORE ooo ios ca cc okc eck 168.00 - Dec. 27 Convention prize hand Bags..-- eee eee etre 138.00 Jan. 14 Milwaukee Auditorium Dill... ll 594.70 Jan. 15 Schwaab Stamp and Beal Co... 22 05CCLIIIII 140.00 Jan. 29 State printer Pie aon n wiehinin sn e’e wings Sorel y cowie 16.27 Apr. 1 State genes Peter HOROE 602 Saisie dence ve Sance 13.01 Balance fo! ORS 96 See Fane e e weswiss cle Ueidbessieeic Roni c. 33.14 

— Total oO si8\< Fe Bw Sec tisiesines vin ss:etse'eieds cee cmavewlcek oo $1,855.42 

Part 2. Secretary’s Donation and Program Fund 

Receipts 
Balance forward from last PEPOTt. 2... 0. se eee eee eceeeccecceeeeee$ 870,19 Damrow Bros. Co., BOONE eo a steed ssn cistss ococsoe sete cl ee 85.00 A. H. Barber Cry. Sippy Cas, boathiscs5o2.6 0s sae ee, 45.00 D. & F. Kusel Co., OIE assis sso lcnsdn ve scsud gescag cectec ee 40.00 Creamery Pits. Mis. Co. booth: 2.5... c20icctsses eo 40.00 Stoelting Bros. Co., WOON Scns chemise bo waiers Ginctba Cosi ec ene 40.00 De Laval Separator Co., DOMMES erin csinncepsccdset he eiae cee 80.00 aeecont — OTe “nance ersten sae canashs ss encsccres~ rin junstrans ice Special 0.5 Dec eee cee recececcc sec ecesece . Chris Hansen Laboratory, OWE a injnie anes cca Sodas Chars ceaedes 40.00 Eagle Chemical Co., BOON os ssi0'y 5 des a Gamoes teases ore eee 40.00 Manitowoc Plating Co., WOO 95 Sew acins eoccnue sen ae ve tetee ore 40.00 Be PEO, WINN a sas oie so os od aasbsneiecien le ere 40.00 Sharples Separator Co., booths. <2 2002052 TIIINIIINININIES 80.00 J. G Chetry CO DON since Gaécesiaces dearest eee 40.00 Rexine Co., DOO: «Foca pay sect stsnrsisse coats ee ce ec eree 40.00 ee ee Mh BOOW Nn sonia cee sec doce es scet ae osee ak ee 40.00 Frint Motor Co., DOU x sisson wien ciswsncaancgssSscr centeee ee 80.00 Wisconsin Bandage & Supply COs op Sine sae we neat ceeds eeteecle 40.00 A. H. Arnold & Bros. Co., booth..022200 2 20IIIIINIEISIEESEEE 40.00 A. J. Stiegler, DOO 6 os 6s aialsca cwiehek cauvder stereos atiee etnies 40.00 Toledo Seale Co, DOOM. so... es sca ceescssessee selene ee 40.00 Thom. A; HOWAe DOOR. «25 oo. ccs c cna ects csskies ote 40.00 Republic Chemical Co., DOO. . <a ainivnsws ac ctecascecor ies oeesc ss. 45.00 Worcester Salt Co., DOOM 6 9 «'s:n in aes aisinis's's Ssiesoucisssaee sp oueecce 40.00 Better Products Co., QO wis. < fio sicin'sig tase sta eae HRS e eel care 45.00 Morton Salt Co., WOO Ss iowin'nictdiosee oN Cue cose oe ance me 40.00 Sonsoliatnted (Coal Co, POOR S oso5 dcinn's xo lene se <iceauisidd tne tk teee anne John irkpatrick, hal DEECs » 0\0< 8.05640 0.0.Sevweses dss eedaccacecces bi Sheboygan County News, PODS 8 oie 6 ois ic.ecinrs'ewidis ols Obs Cece aek eee 20.00 Brodhead Cheese and Cold Storage Oise sane ssaessu ces Gncnaces 5.00 Woodland Box OB o> sib von op wreGe rescues ccna eek oie i ee 10.00 Brillion Iron OMI sarsis Tasca ais ain Bene pass eee ee sae te 10.00 J. Gempeler Os clo sieinisleis said sins vin Sem Sev oceg SFE asus cee ce 5.00 Plymouth Exchange MOMMIES i 5'5'n's sis Soaisivcs Ss paadian coke cu miae Demo 10.00 H. G. SAODMONE ara cGv'e tices abinn's igs os ocee dea coal hee 10.00 Northern Wis. Produce I. so asic ais.o sold a tsina deere eh ee eau cee 10.00
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ee ans Reet Gn oer eset eee ace 
louth Refrigerating Co.............s.cecee cece nsec ee ceeeeees ¥ 

Winncbaxo EE EMR e nevis’ casas in sve Sh Geen ce tceseccccvesseee 10.00 
} Creamery Pkg. Mfg. Co., cover page..............0-0000000 0c eee 22.00 

Solrwaal Atamip: & Heal Co... o.oo s eco cece cnc cecssewcvccccce 10.00 
Pe PE Dee vex one os ees se besiccesceseccscccoccccccccce 20.00 
Stoelting Bros. Co., § PASS nese eee ne eee ce ects ese eeeceec seers 60.00 
Pee IONE Ore eos oo uote ccc a cccesccacccrcocececcccces 20.00 
MOM IO ORs poe stir cos naSahss ivcecescheccccdescscecece 10.00 
MEIN ME sos C08 6 Tees < 5a ccce Su cicewcccacscetaes cs 20.00 
ree SUR EMONRE SIRO, TION 66 oo sc ses ste dec ecccecccccceves 5.00 

eto os ties CoS scisic voce cous aseig cca ven coe ee cade 20.00 
Se MIU 2 erate ha sie aS clon’ Gs ods Saisie web alse ioceccocs ta 20.00 
Richardson Bros., Sheboygan Falls............ 2.0... cccceccceeee 20.00 
UUM PREMERA ich Ss Cibiain sia ciaw%sb.c os os'enobss Sin cscccccccceeace 20.00 

SM PMID MOE So 400s 5 acc acco k cc ioeveccccncteccccs 20.00 
I SE GRUNT So oe occ. aces cenees ccc goceeccecce 20.00 
Konz Box & Lumber Co., Appleton.........000000000IDDIIDTIIDTI 10.00 Balranks, More $0.5. oveveeececiele ee. 30.00 Pyrami ‘0., Minneay praeaevis€s Swalssig cael Veidv esses se'se's Se i 
Hotel Gilpatrick, eaten i728 522222: 20.00 
Phenix Cheese Co., Zeeland, Mich............0.. 0.00. ces ccceceece 20.00 f Quincy Market Cold Storage Co., Boston..............0.22IIIIII 10.00 
Champion Milk Cooler Co., Cortland, N. Y...............:00000000 10.00 Bojommloe saree, (Co. Chiena0......-.-- 2.0... ssccsecccssecccece  -10,00 

Damrow Bros. Co., Fond du Lac, 2 pages......................... 40.00 
D. Picking & Co., Bucyrus, Ohio......--.-... 0... eec eee e ce eceee 10.00 
A. D. De d_Co., SRODOYEAM. ope een este eecerceceesereeceeeees 20.00 Manhattan Refrigerating Co., N. ¥..........000 00. clicsescseeee 20.00 MWA RNIN, SIRI ng Gs cose soc c'cec'cvceceesccs cwncstocece 10.00. 
Wiliott @ -MoGarraghy, Chicago.... 2.0.0... ..cccccccccccccccccul. 20.00 
Wisconsin Dairy Supply Co., cover.............0.ccccc cece ceeeee 22.00 
Seep EIBIEe PORE CO. 66.5 5. acess cos accscassootcceces 19.00 Me Fe, GMNOP CROCE OO, COICEGO. oo cance ce cos ssecececece 20.00 
CA, Btraubel Co, Green Bay, 2 ooo. ees cccenscdcescesecccce 20.00 

C. E. Blodgett Cheese Co., Marshfield... 20.0.0... DILIIIIITIIT 10.00 
kg General Laboratories, Madison..............2.+.ssceccecececeeee 20.00 Dairy Supply Co., Minneapolis...........0.000.IIDIIIDEIIIINII 10.00 Se Me PUOOL C0. WRTUOWR oe oo cs cece cece deer scesccusccuccs 20.00 

Eagle Chemical Co., Milwaukee...... 0.000... ccc cccceece cece eee, 20.00 Juneau Boiler Works, Juneau, Wis.............. 0... ccsccueccsece 20.00 i Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc... 5.00.00... cccsessscccccsceece 10.00 Sheboygan Bandage Wactory............. 0... site cececcecccccee 10.00 We CNS ARIE ogg oa 0s Fos bos iss 50s coe kes cece cc lene 20.00 H. Iwen Box & Veneer Co., Shawano.........0.. 01s. cscs eeeeee ee 20.00 J, B. Ford Co., Wyandotte, ‘Mich...... 0.0.0... cc ccc ccccccccccece 20.00 Baker Ice Machine Co., Omaha............ 0... i ii ililssscscceeee 20.00 Bete MAMI MRM cvs oes oc oasis 6 acee's sac ccecescnccevceetee 10.00 
Sharples Sep. Co., Chicago, cover..............00 00sec cee ee lene 22.00 ieee, Bite ieee. OG Chicago. «561.025... cccccsescssslselicce 2008 SAE BOOM 0 CRMBLO a sacs css c cccccowesciccccsciccses cc. 10.00 G. A. Stallman, Watertown................ccccccc ccc cccccecnece 5.00 Stanley Woodenware Co., Stanley..... 0.0.0... lillissssseeeeeeeee 10.00 Meier CNY CGE WRN so ccc ics Feeds dnececccccencccccccwe 20.00 pee eee EMM ME Es cic aii aihie 6 0:d'g sis p's-o'n. 2 oo icigle’ se 20.00 Frint Motor Car Co., Milwaukee...............000.cccccee cece eee 20.00 A, H. Barber Creamery Supply Co., Chicago...1.2222222 222111112 20.00 Walter Voechting Co., Shebovwan...........00. 0. cscs cccceeeeeeee 10.00 Puerner Creamery Co., Marshfleld...........002.222..IIIIIIIIIT 10.00 ae ee ee TE Re hea 22s 5 sec ni kslaleccccce | 9808 ‘ Bitar ay ete ec meview, New York... ..-..0.... 2... a eboygan Falls Creamery eect eeeecce ever sccceceeerecesces 10.1 } TEOtRE SOWR— MUWNGUERO S655 50 5005 occ scccesceccccrcacnseetcccece 5.00 Reinhold & Meyer, Plymouth...... 0.0.0. c ccc ccliscccccseccccceee 10.00 PRM MIRON: MII 56 oo.dia. 5 55s oc sce wen ca decceeecec cl 5.00 eee MeN OO OMEN Sarre osc ofS 5 conc sen. ecseeccn cc cl le 20.00 Blum Bros. Box Co., Marshfield.............00002IDIIINIIIIIIEE 5.00 ee IE RMN gaa coca sins (si suse oc ciees vo nkicccccsecet cle 10.00 Johnwon Mtg. Co., Marshfield... 2... 066... c ccc ccc cecceeecceeeee. 5.00 TO gO ao anos nn eioi sn osc nccsweccsecccccccenves 20.00 DOG POO OG CHAR en nn a ccs once css lsmcccecdecececccs 20.00 Valley Sheet Metal Works. Neenah......0000 0222 2IIIIIIDIIIIDIII 10.00 Fairmont Creamery Co., Green Bay................00000 2 eee 20.00 meena Hotel, AGROCIRIWON. . 25. 655605505550. s ccc ccce lll. 20.00 Rogers & Johnson, Marion, Wis...............2000000 0c eee eee e 10.00 Chris Hansen’s Laboratory, Milwaukee................ 22 22i2II2! 20.00 Lehmaier & Schwartz, New York.......000 0ST 20.00 Cheesemakers Mnfg. Co.. Rinlinger......2.02200200DIIDDIIDDIIDDIE 20.00 Sunstrand Office Snecialties Co..........0.02IIIIIIIIIIIEEIIE 20.00 een Mr MW RMEEE 265. o5cs cose cc ccs ce cececce ll, 10.00 Butter, Cheese & Eeg Journal.......00220IIIINIIIIDIEIIIE! 20.00 Hunter, Walton & Co., New York... 00 00IDIIIIIIIIIIIEEIIIIEEE 10.00
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Thos. A. Rhode, Timothy, % page............ceccecesesceececess$ 10.00 
Doraion: Baines (CO PAES..- 5 57s sae onces ss reeds sects ces dees ece 20.00 
Winnebago Cheese Co., prizes...........eeesceecsecccceccseesese 20.00 
SCOOT SEE Os BE oo asa on ic cc cleiacae veiecswtele cs eiesalenss 30.00 
iret Nations? Bank, PMG. 5.56/52 coco ss sane ce cee sins a se ees oe 10.00 
De_Laval Separator Co., prizes... .........ccccecccocsasectccence 35.00 
&. D. Cannon, Neenah, prises. 0.6505 oss Si becuase ve beens 00's o's 15.00 
AG. Ti VOMCURY, MORO MOG oo 5 nw Ss 50's esd 6in'e eS bioe vnsgadin sce 5.00 
Stete: Franke OF MIMO, 5 cae oo bass wins on asiniociccs se oeastee toes 5.00 
Wernecke, Schmitz Hardware Co...........0.0--sccececcecccecocs 5.00 
A. H. Barber Cheese Co., Chicago, prizes............eeeeeeeeecee 75.00 
Cc. A. Straubel Co., Green Bay, prizes. . 2.0.0.5 .0cscccecccnectsees 48.00 
C. E. Blodgett Cheese Co., Marshfield..............0..2eeeeeesees 15.00 
Manitowoc Co. Cheese Makers ASSN............cceccecccevccees 5.00 
Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., BE ace ots Teeter nace (erent 35.00 
Bank of Sturgeon Bay, prizes... .........0.ccccecscccvecsccsecs 10.00 
Peoples State Bank of Thorpe, prizes............0..ececeeeceeses 10.00 
(Oe Be, SEES RR CG Sioa eons eine oars wisi oke. oie oie wie dlo a ois ne abies 10.00 
Pauly. & Pauly Co, fOr DTEe ONMIG, ssn 5 6 seca cee wey’ tieciee te oes 25.00 
Schuette Bros. Co., Manitowoc, prizes. ..........eeeeeeeeeeecerece 10.00 
Sharples Sep. Co., Chicago, prizesS..........2.ecsceccesecscccceuee 35.00 
Oakes & Burger Co., Cattaraugus, prize..........cccceccscccccesee 25.00 
A. Grossenbach Co., Milwaukee, prizes.......0...-.2--e-eeeeeeeees 20.00 
Sheboygan Falls Cry. Co., prizes. ..........cccscccvccceceevsses 25.00 
35, 3. BRBLOT: Coy, FIFMODEN, TINS... ccc cco we ccisetesweseceeces 5.00 
Wis. Cheese Producers Federation...........0.0..ccsccccccsscnce 15.00 
Blanke Cheese Co., Plymouth, prizes...........cccsccseecccsccese 15.00 
Bisiemaier Oo. Ply Mow,” POMOG ooo. bse daca tice xc ces es aciges 45.00 
State Dank of Piymeuse, Masel. os ssc scin css ow asses ecacaceses 5.00 
Plymouth Exchange Bank, prises... oc. ccs sciscvcctccceccses 5.00 
Hunter, Walton 4 ©o., NN. 2, $F1GORs 5s occ Sonics ccsnsctccevseneds 5.00 
Rogers & Johnson Co., Marion, prizeS...........-.ceseceeeeeeeeee 6.00 

First National Bank, Marion, prizes...............ceeeeeeeeeeere 15.00 
George Bros. Co, Manitowoc, prizes.............ccccececccsscece 10.00 
Manitowoc Lumber Co., prizes......-..-...2-- eee eeeseccecceccees 10.00 
Manitowoc Savings Bank, prizes..............20ceccecccccccesece 10.00 
Fond du Lac Co. Holstein Assm.............-.2eeeeeecccecsecerce 10.00 
Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago, prizes.............ce cece eeeeteccceenees 25.50 
Biret: National Bank; Cryton vile. 6.3 «oo... ndccesnadicce owacesedee 10.00 
Clintonville State Bank, prizeS............segcccececcccsvecccces 10.00 
Dairymen’s State Bank, Clintonville... ........2..0.cceccceccceoees 10.00 
Citizens State Bank, Bear Crock... 0 .cseccccscceeeccescscseccs 6.00 
Holstein Breeders Assn. of Wisconsin..............--.e-eeeeeeees 5.00 
Iowa Co. Holstein Breeders Assn.............---eeeeeeeeeeeceees 10.00 
Brown Co. Holstein Breeders Agsn...............scecseseceeecees 5.00 
Manitowoc Bldg. Supply: Co., prize... cccckecsccecescecdewewsis nes 10.00 
State Bank of Kiel, prize... .....cecesceeccccccseccccccccccccsces 10.00 
Marketing Div., table space.............-sseccecsceccccccecececes 25.00 
Brillion Iron Works, booth space..........esececececsscccccesece 20.00 
C. L, Santee Agency, booth space..........e.cccceceseecccseccnce 20.00 
Sale of 425 supper tickets, 75C...........cccscceccccccccecccscece — 318,75 

> A. Grossenbach Co., for cheese.........-.eccesecaceccccccsecccces Bp18B077 
J. W. Cross, cheese sales...........-- cece eee ccc cce eect cececece 44.54 
Marketing Division, cheese used........0...2---sccccssecccencese 13.77 : 
Refund by Arthur John, Luxemburg............ccccceccccececcces 3.00 : 
EOD WOR: ASE, “WAC OTORED oo asa os oie 95 ob Shoe 0 Sse SEUSS meek eees 1.00 
E. H. Kielsmeier, Astico, refund. ...........2.2cccecceececceesces 3.00 
Donation from friend... . 2... 20... csc cacececcececdecccssescee 60.00 
Donation Lomi “Peleg 53.5 oo os sn <is'ec wsieisis seen sisics seis celace costes 10.00 
J, Ss, BROIS, RBD Fae BT EOS «0.0 10: c.0 V5'e cin reine Fie ie ses Siese ala seis 5.00 
Partial Wet Oto ois sors oun nein ois were evinvicinccasticeucstcniat ssh sies 3.50 
W. C, Thomas, complete Het. oi... osccc ses iccesstesssstcssssases 5.00 
Hotel Martin, partial Wat... 0.00.06. cc0sscecetcesecssccceseccdes 4.00 
DOWN OG oe cis'uia'e 5 sa sive Wainie'g = oie o tip as er nee se ceme wesewseccectce 7.00 
Manitowoc Plating Co., pase... 2... icc cee occ csesscccccecseneccs 20.00 

FOE TOOGUNR: So ).57:5 ws 0k noo Seas n he cree Neue one ceede Tee 

Disbursements from Secretary’s Donation Fund 

Streissguth-Petran Co., 10,000 stickers. .................eseeeee00$ 28.16 
Olson Publishing Co., 3,200 programs, 100 pages.................. 540.00 
SO UE oes 6 nnn 50 954.9594 rao nk Danie ae cance ves seen hence 20.00 
Convention ad, Butter, Cheese & Egg Journal...................- 20.00 
Convention ad, N. Y¥. Produce Review. ......2.s.ccscceccecscccces 20.00 
Secretary’s office expense to Jan. 8, 1922..........0...ccccceeeeee 137.18 
Van Housen Co., 81 Lake St., Chicago, horns...............+...-. 28.72 
Olive Holt, Madison, typewriting..............ceeeeeeeeceeete eee 5.00 
Louis Alder, Monroe, Swiss quartette................0scccceeeeee 51.68 
T. A. Ubbelohde, Glenbeulah, expense.................2ceeceeeee 6.88 

Si ROO, UOMMOMES iss ae > oxs.on sls oi os pneces coe ces tosoes Son cu ee 
WE WS ROR, CECI oo oo sais cos See pose es onc oc oe oa eeee nwees 23.96
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Fred Marty, judee, oxpense ... 2% .- 2. occ ccs e ccc c eee c ss cescesee§ 29.46 
Miss Louise D. Mason, stenographer, advance.......-..----++++++ 50.00 
John E. Krines, 425 suppers at 75C.........seeeeeeececeeeeceeees 318,75 
te, EE OMDONE sae cai 3 5 < nig tie o\0's ain < <'els odin s acisieir'es ceesecce 18.71 

¢ * J. D, Cannon, expense, judge.........-.eeeeececeeeceesereececece 21.91 
H. J. Noyes, expense. ......cecccccccccccccccsseccecvcccsscennnee 18.83 
C. EB. Reed, president, expense........-.+.sseeeeceeecececcteerece 70.47 
O. G. Gibson, doorkeeper, expense........--2-- +e eee eee cece eeeeeee 15.32 
J. W. Cross, supt. of exhibits and expense.........--20-seeereereee 55.62 
O. H. Kielsmeier, expense..........-.sceeescecscceescceseceecese * 17.00 

q H. A. Rindt, expense.......2--.eeeeeeececeecccceerceccerteeeece 41.24 

AG, BR. Vallesky, Expense... 2... cc cccc ccc ccccccesscccccsesecoce 6.45 
A. F. Zelm, expense. ......-. ese eeeecccecee cece eer cee eeeeeeeeeee 40.35 
mete eee Bee erieassiagcs sicns esos etesee st rets es ae 
lex Schaller, expense, JUAC.......0.eseccecceccceccecerescceces Al 

Fred Marty, judge........sssesscecccececccccvecccecseersteecece 15.00 
R. A. Young, Monroe, expense...... 20. 2eeeeeeesceescecccccseeees 23.50 
Republican Hotel, convention expenSe........+seeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 118,11 
M. BE. Jansky, clerk and expense. ..........cccccccececccccccccces 70.94 
E. G. Pickering, Dayton, Ohio, tags.......+++++sseeceeeereeeeceee 1.25 
ic iy RICO ORDONEG. boc cccbiancecscccscccesccececcccvccecees 7.20 
Olson Publishing Co., 1,000 score CardS.....-.+-.e+seeeeeeeeereece 6.39 
N. E. eres reese tsco ete 9.50 
E._M. Sammis, clerical work and expense...........-++eseeeeeeeee 64.00 
Office Specialties Co., typewriter rent, etc......-+.eeeeeeeeeeeeeees 7.65 
G. F. Bachman, Fremont, refund overcharge............---+++++0+ 1.00 
C. A, Straubel Co., Green Bay, refund...........0-eseeeeerereeees i. 
E. G. Hastings, expense, Madison..........cceeeeeceecssccnceees 96 
Sheboygan County News, convention ad..........secceceecsescees 10.00 
We EN FEN, DEIN 8 6 noe ccc ves ccccccccrccoscces 1.00 
J. C. Grieb, express on prize Chairs... ..........ccecccscccccccnccce 10.64 
W. F, Hubert, expense. .........2eeecsscceccccecceccesgeecccese 46.28 
Earl B. Whiting, refund overcharge.............++-+sseeeeeeeees 94 
SPPIRE SRR RE WAO MEIN aia occ c cis otis os sevice cc ceccescesecscces 5.00 
Harl B. Whiting, Gillett, prize............eecececceececcccccecees 2.50 
C. H. Schneider, Merrill, prize...........--seeee cree eee eeeerceees 2.50 
Joe Schmid, refund overcharge.........1...sss.sssccsscccsseeeee 1.00 
Green County Herald, convention ads, etc.........-+-++eeeeeeeee 30.00 
Ralph W. Leeseberg, refund overcharge...........-.seeeeeeeceees 1.00 
Jos. Dusek Co., Chi 0, TELUNA.. 0.2... scenes eceecececeseccccs 15.00 

Alex Hoerberger, to correct Crror..........sssseescecceccccceeces 1.00 
q P. M, Franzen, Madison, signs and cards..............+seeeeeeees 23.00 

A. W. Hahn, Plymouth, prize No. 95.........2-cecccceececcceeces 7.00 
A. ¥. Zelm, Plymouth, prize No, 96... .4..sccccecccccccccecececces 5.00 
H. W. Behrens, Plymouth, prize No. 97.........-2e+seeeceeceerecs 3.00 
H. J. Kuschel, refund overcharge............-++0-eeeeeseeeeeeres 8.00 
Paid exhibitors for cheese and prizes as per cancelled checks 

DUOR A 1G ABCC De TSU) iia. oie coors sain o's oct wee siein's oss cicie'ese cw 2,904.26 
Secretary’s convention expense.............c.eececcccccecccseces 105.00 
eee eee pene 2 eee eens rec aces ese senses 12.00 
Express on prize hand bags............----eeeecceecececcecceece 1.98 
Clerical help, listing, typewriting..............cceesceccccecccecs 10.00 
J. L. Sammis, secretary. .......-....-ccccccseccccccccccccecceses 450.00 
F. H. ‘Schroeder, Abrams, refund overcharge.........-..se-eeseeee 4.00 
A. Peterson, Muscoda, refund. .............-..2.esceesccecceces -51 
Secretary expense to State Fair Conference.................0eeeee 9.50 
Secretary expense to Wis. Dairy Council Conference............... 8.75 
Secretary expense directors’ meeting...............eceeeeecceeres 15.70 
C. EB. Reed, expense to directors’ meeting.............+.eeeeeeeeee 19.62 
PN Se IEE co dine tvin'w C00 sais ve vee nue cers cccceecoctesncse 15.60 

f J. D. Cannon, judge.........sseesescccccccecccecceccceeccececceee 15.00 
t Schwaab Stamp and Seal Co., staMps...........0.2eseeeeeeeeeees 1.70 

: EOE) LOI ION.  DOOOUI INE in 4s 0 o's 5 v.54 s.0'0.0 6.0'0's'e Keccccecccceccecce 3.00 
A. J. Mensch, Glenbeulah, prize... 200 220200DIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIND ~— xfoo 
Adolph Gutherz, Muscoda, to correct error..............eeeeeeees 5.00 
John H. Peters, Plymouth, prize No. 108..........0.eseeeeeeceeeee 5.00 
a OE Soave noe nin eee e os ete rs ee ee 10.70 
Addressing and mailing circular letters.................eeeeeeeee 6.00 

4 A. ¥. Zelm, expense to meeting.............2...-ccescecceccccese 5.60 
Secretary, expense to Nat. Dairy Assn. meet..............2-seeeeee 9.60 
Miss L. D. Mason, stenographer, balance due.........-....-0-+0+5 55.00 
Circular letters mimeographed..............ccccecccccccccsceces 1.00 

Space at Nat. Dairy Show, Minneapolis, 1922................-2+00 10.00 
Balance of donation fund... ..........ccccccccccsccccccccccccsees 594.85 

TOEAT oo cece cc ccew enc cscceesccesesenciccesecccesccecsnccss + $6,571.02
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SECOND SESSION—WEDNESDAY, 2:30 P. M. 

The Dairy School Orchestra played several selections, which were 
appreciated and applauded. 

PRESENT REED: Don’t forget to reserve your tickets for the ban- 
quet for to-morrow evening. There is only a limited number of tickets. 
Get them early enough so that you will get in. “Also leave your rail- 
Toad certificate at the door as soon as possible, because they must be 
signed by the secretary and the local railway agent. 4 

THE VALUE OF CHEESE IN THE DIET 
By S. K. Rosrnson, Chemist for the J. L. Kraft & Bros. Co., Chicago 

We are all interested in the growth of the cheese industry and 
greater consumption of cheese in the United States. The cheese 
maker himself is, of course, interested for obvious reasons; it will 
mean more business, bigger profits and a more stable demand for the 
product. The milk producer should be interested because an increase 
in the amount of cheese used, necessarily means a greater demand for 
milk. If we were to double the amount of cheese consumed in the 
United States, we would increase the demand for milk by four bil- 
lion pounds. Such an increase is not at all impossible for, as will 
presently be shown, there are many important influences in this coun- 
try that tend to stimulate and produce this'very thing. 

Before we attempt to take steps that lead to an increase in the 
total cheese consumption of the United States, it is necessary for us 
to analyze the facts that would influence our method of approach. 
Let us glance at the accompanying chart—you see here that the total 
meat consumption in the United States is about 33 per cent of all the 

3 Money spent for food, whereas, we spend only 9 per cent for milk and 
1 per cent for cheese. From the standpoint of composite food value, 
as you will see in this same table, these same meat products for which 
we spend approximately one-third of the food budget, yields only in 
heat calories, protein, and mineral salts, a little more than one-fifth 

’ of the total furnished by all food. Considering milk and cheese, how- 
ever, we spend 9 per cent of our money for milk, but it yields approxi- 
mately 16 per cent of the food elements necessary for building up the £ 
body; with cheese this comparison is still more striking, for every 
per cent of money spent we get over 2 per cent of energy. The cost 
per pound of cheese is also something that must be considered. This 
cost we must compare with such foods as milk, Meat, and bread. We 
must also consider the factor of (let us take 32 cents as the price 
which the house-wife has to pay for her cheese. Let us compare this 
price with milk and the cheaper cuts of beef. Let us take the cost 
of milk at 13 cents per quart and meat at 15 cents per pound) how 
much does the housewife consider these points when she goes out to 
buy her food for the table?
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If we consider all these factors we must come to the conclusion that 

. the importance of food value does not as yet play a very important 

part with the average house-wife. With the advent of the newer 

ideas of nutrition, bringing to light such important factors as mineral 

salts, vitamines, and the like, it is not at all unwise to prophesy that 

in the future this will become important. We will not only buy what 

is palatable but also take into consideration foods that are healthful, 

and we can already see where this is becoming a fact. The impor- 

tance of iron in spinach is a point which is commonly known. The 

sales of raisins and yeast have been greatly increased for similar 

reasons. The great milk campaign in our schools to-day, which is bound 

to become of much greater importance in the next few years, is also 

supported for reasons of food value. It is, therefore, obvious that in 

order to increase the total consumption of cheese, it is important that 

we not overlook its food value. 

Cheese Composition 

In the making of cheese, the greater part of the casein and fat is 

brought down in the curdling process, leaving behind in the whey the 

milk sugar and albumen. Most of the mineral substances go into the 

cheese. The three most important constituents of the mineral matter 

viz., the calcium, phosphates and the iron, are retained in the cheese. 

Since the cheese is rich in fat, the Fat Soluble A or growth vitamine 

is almost completely retained. The vitamines B and C are also re- 

tained but to a smaller extent, the exact extent has never been deter- 

mined. It is, therefore, clear that whatever is said about the nutritive 

value of milk is to a great extent also true of.cheese, because the most 

important constituents are retained to a very remarkable degree. As ; 

a matter of fact, cheese being the more concentrated food, enhances 

some of the benefits derived from a milk diet, several fold. 

The Importance of Mineral Matter 

Up until recently the science of nutrition busied itself chiefly with 

the study of fats, proteins, and carbohydrates, and a deal of impor- 

tant work has been collected. The importance of mineral matter in 

the diet has been overlooked unfortunately. That the minerals are 

important, however, can be seen at a glance when we realize that - 

q 2 per cent of the body weight is made up of calcium and over 1 per 

: cent phosphorus. 

Here is an interesting experiment that shows the importance of 

minerals. Rats fed upon a well-balanced diet composed of carbohy- 

drates, protein and fat, but devoid of minerals, died sooner than an- 
other litter of rats placed on a starvation diet, 

The Role of Calcium and Phosphorus in the Diet 

Ninety-nine per cent of the calcium content of the body is found in 

the bone. Phosphorus, however, is found all over the body; there 

is no other element which has such a wide distribution. Both of these 
minerals are of the greatest importance in growing animals.
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Rickets and soft bone in children, poor teeth and similar troubles 
can be directly traced to insufficient calcium in the diet. (According x 
to Dr. J. B. Delee, of Northwestern University, the disease, hypereme- 
sis gravidarum, a pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, has been traced to 
an insufficient calcium diet. Phosphorus is always found where growth 
is taking place, where it plays a leading part. It is also abundant in 
brain tissue; pathological cases of the brain have been attributed to 
insufficient phosphorus). 

According to Lorand, we owe our superiority to all other organisms 
to the brain which is very rich in phosphorus. Without phosphorus, 
there is no thought. It is claimed by others that fatigue of the brain 
and nerves should be met by more phosphorus in the diet. 

The point of great interest in this connection is that a mixed diet 
will in most instances produce the required amount of iron and pro- 
tein but is apt to be deficient in calcium and in calories. Analysis 
made of the mixed diet in American homes, shows that they are defi- 

cient in calcium a great part of the time. 

The American diet is apt to be made up chiefly of the grains and 
meat products. Both of these foods are known to be deficient in cal- 
cium. Indeed, it may well be said that the deficiency in calcium is 
the big gap in the American diet today and it is primarily in this con- 
nection that cheese becomes an essential factor—because cheese con- 
tains a combination of calcium and phosphorus in greater proportion 
than in any other food, organically combined with the casein in such 
@ way as to make it readily available. 

To put this same matter entirely in other words, although bread 
‘ and meat may be a balanced ration from the standpoint of supplying 

carbohydrates and protein, from the standpoint of supplying mineral 
constituents it is decidedly deficient and unbalanced. The best way 
to stabilize this inequality is to increase the amount of cheese and milk 

~ consumed. 

Vitamines 

In the last twelve years the interest of the scientific world has been 
focused on accessory food substances existing in small amounts in 
various foods without which normal growth and health cannot be main- 
tained for any great length of time. These substances are known as 
vitamines. 

Up to the present time, three such vitamines have been definitely 
found to exist. They are the Fat Soluble A or the growth vitamine; 
the Water Soluble B or antineuritic; and the Water Soluble C, or the 
antiscorbutic vitamine. As a result of this unusual discovery, foods 
hitherto unknown to any great extent have become a prominent part 
of the diet. There is a sad side to this problem, however, many drug 
preparations have been put on the market which are supposed to 
contain the necessary vitamines to maintain health and bodily vigor. 
It is unfortunate that the public gets the idea that these vitamines are 
to be administered in the form of drugs and lose sight of the natural 
foods which contain vitamines in abundance in an uninjured form.
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One of the foods that combines the three vitamines in greatest abun- 

dance is whole milk. Cheese is very rich in the growth vitamine and 

also contains the other vitamines but to a lesser extent than does milk. 

Digestibility of Cheese 

Concerning the digestibility of cheese, there has been a wrong con- 

ception prevalent. This was rather conclusively shown in experiments 

conducted by the Office of Experiment Stations. Young men in good 

health were fed a mixed diet containing large amounts of American 

factory cheese at different stages of ripening. The result showed 

that over 90 per cent of the cheese was available as energy and fur- 

thermore it caused no constipation or physiological disturbances. Ex- 

periments on cooked cheese also indicate the same result. Cheese 

being a food in which the protein is closely intermingled with fat, re- 

mains a little longer in the stomach than is the case with other foods 

and gives a sensation of fullness and heartiness. In the intestines, 

cheese is very quickly digested. 

The respiration calorimeter experiments were conducted to measure 

the energy expenditure during active digestion. Comparisons were 

made with meat and cheese. Meat is usually considered a food very 

easily digested. These experiments did not show any material differ- 

ence between the amount of energy expended during meat and cheese 

digestion. 

Another point of interest is brought out in the work of Konig, of 

the University of Minnesota. He states that cheese ingested together ‘ 

: with other foods, had a marked influence in increasing the digestibil- 

ity of the entire meal. We need not worry about the digestibility of 

cheese. The English and Scandinavians, who use many times over 

the amount of cheese that we do, are not troubled with as much con- 

stipation as the American public. 

I Acid-Forming and Base-Forming Elements of Diet 

There are certain foods that cause the acid to predominate after a 

meal and others that are not so acid-forming or are entirely basic. 

The acid-forming foods tend to decrease the alkali reserve in the blood, 

a condition which is undesirable if not harmful. (The comments of 

W. Fitch on the acid-forming foods are as follows: “It must be re- 

garded as physiologically wrong for man and correspondingly dis- 

advantageous, moreover, it is quite certain that in certain pathological 

conditions the lack of base-forming elements is actually harmful.”) 

Cheese and milk are both important as basic foods. 

% Some Advantageous Uses for Cheese 
As can be seen from the foregoing discussion, cheese must necessa- 

rily be considered an important food in the diet from any one of the 

factors considered. It would, however, be of greater value, in special 

eases, for instance in growing children who are in great need of cal- 

cium, phosphorus and the growth-promoting vitamine A. 

As has been pointed out, cheese is especially rich in all of these 

factors and the intelligent mother should see that her growing boys 

and girls have at least one ounce of cheese per day.
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To the expectant mother, the value of these same three aforemen- 
tioned factors, viz., calcium, phosphorus and vitamine A are very im- 
Portant in order to prevent soft bones in the infant. During the 
Deriod of lactation the richness of the mother’s milk in these growth- 
promoting constituents is dependent to a certain extent upon the food 
ingested. It has also been shown that cows during the lactation period, 
will actually draw calcium salts from their bones. 

As a source of the proper amino salts, as a basic-forming food and 
to balance the diet in calcium, cheese must necessarily find a place 
in the diet of adults. In the convalescent diet, cheese can often be 
used to very good advantage. On this point, W. Fitch can be quoted 
as follows: “Cheese has its place even in the sickroom, as in cases 
of tuberculosis, neurasthenia, diabetes, convalescence, dyspepsia, en- 
teritis, and enterocolitis. The easy dssimilation of a certain quantity | 
of soft cheese and their peptogenic and antiputrefactive elements is 
of decided value from a therapeutic standpoint.” I thank you. 

DAILY REPORTS AND CHEESE MARKETS 

By Mr. J. B. McCreapy, Fond du Lac 

Mr. President and Fellow Members: I want to call your attention 
to a few rate reports which we issue at Fond du Lac. Reports are 

¢ free to any who ask for them. A weekly cheese Review from the 
United States gives us the figures for the week of products, ete. In 
addition you have the storage stocks of New York, Chicago and Bos- 
ton. The Weekly Cheese Review also gives you the Plymouth mar- 
ket and is issued on Tuesday from the Fond du Lac office. We also 
have a daily report. In reading these reports I call your attention to 
the fact that you shouldn’t expect to get these figures from your 
cheese dealers when shipping your cheese. Those two are the im- 

portant reports which we issue. We have a monthly report, also a 

monthly export report. The latter is not of interest except to the 

cheese dealers. You can all get these reports sent to you by applying - 

for them here at the table. 

PrespENT REED: Now that we have heard from our Canadian, we 

will hear from another gentleman who comes from a greater distance 

and who is one of the pioneer cheese makers of South Africa. 

ADDRESS: THE NEAR EAST RELIEF 

By Mr. Cart W. ScuMorke, of South Africa 

Fellow Cheese Makers: I am very happy of having this opportunity 

of meeting with you. I am here on behalf of a lot of children who 

would give a lot for a little cheese. I am here for the Near East 

Relief who have a campaign on throughout the United States to get 

some dairy products for these children, so I came to Wisconsin with
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that idea and I have had a wonderful response from the condensaries. 
We have all those children and they are dying, and in one camp our 

loss is at the rate of 180 a day. They haven’t enough food to keep 

them alive. I am here this afternoon in the hope that each one of 

you will be pledged to do something—just a little bit, but that little 

bit will go very far with those children. I am going to ask you to 

give enough to buy five pounds of cheese for those children—115,000 

children in the orphanages. They are begging to keep alive. I can 

assure you that conditions are such that if you would see those pic- 

tures you would cry. If any of you would like to give a case of 

cheese or if you represent a firm who would give some we will be 

only too glad to receive what you can give. All the dairying people 

in the United States should work together to make this the biggest 

advertisement for Wisconsin. We will see that Wisconsin gets the 

advertising and publicity from what you do this afternoon. We are 

very grateful for anything you may give in the future. We will look 

forward to getting some cheese from you. 

I will be glad to talk privately about my experiences in South 

Africa. I am one of the pioneer cheese makers in South Africa. I 

established the second cheese factory in that country. I taught cheese 

making and other classes of dairying throughout the whole of the 

Union of South Africa. Since 1916 we are exporting cheese and there 

is very little condensed milk made there. The breed that predomi- 

nates is the Holstein. We also have the Jerseys. Cheese making is 

going ahead in leaps and bounds. I established the largest cheese 

factory in that country. I started in a room 12x16 feet and had to 

' enlarge the place and after about eight months we were turning out 

about a car of cheese a day. They have increased that considerably 

and they are doing pretty well. They are working under great diffi- 

culties. I had to go to a tinsmith to show him how to make the differ- 

ent equipment we required. I introduced a new industry there—that 

of making of dairy equipment. I may say that at different times we 

exported cheese from our country to England. My cheese competed 

with that of New Zealand, Canada and other countries. My cheese 

won the first premium and I was mighty proud of that. I can put 

- it down only to the fact that the most careful attention was paid to 

cleanliness. I have no time for a man who will spoil all the business 

and all my efforts to break it down through careless methods. The 

f first thing I judge a man by is his cleanliness. If a man is careful 

fi in that respect I believe he will be careful in other ways as well and 

in his factory. Caution is the thing I always aimed at. We ‘were : 

able in that way to build up a business and to educate the people to 

q eat cheese, who never ate it before. I had a man say to me, “How 

is it we never get cheese of this kind? I would be a confirmed 

cheese eater if we could get cheese of this kind (pointing to a cheese 

he had). Well, if you could give me cheese such as we get from 

England or Canada I would be glad to buy your cheese.” So I said to 

} him, “What sort of cheese are you handling now?” and he replied, “I 

have some Canadian cheese now.” He showed me a cheese and it was
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some of my own which had been sold to him through a wholesaler 
who told him it was imported from Canada and I said to him, “I am sat- 
isfied if you handle that brand of cheese because that is the cheese which 

‘ comes from our factory, and after that we had him and he always 
ordered cheese from us. I always give uniform quality and we built | 
up a fine trade through this. This was in Cape Colony. 

Collection for Near East Relief 

PRESENT REED: You will now listen to the result of the collection | 
for the Near East Relief. The committee report here, signed by Mr. 
Winder, Peters and Damrow shows the collection of $92.59. 

Mr. ScuMorke: I want to thank you for your contribution. I am 
sure the Near East will appreciate it very much indeed. 

Appointment of Committees wh 

PresIpENT ReEp: I will also make my Committee appointments at 
this time. Committee on Resolutions will be: H. A. Rindt of Clinton- 
ville, J. H. Peters of Plymouth and A. T. Bruhn of Spring Green. 

Legislative Committee: The president and secretary are ex-officio 
members of the legislative committee. I will place Mr. H. F. Garling 
of Clintonville and Mr. Fred Marty of Monroe on this committee. 

The committee on resolutions should get busy. We want a report on 
this to-morrow afternoon; the majority of the members are present 
then and you should act on them then. 

Now we will have the reports from the different local cheese organi- 
zations. We have one very new one. We will go from the north 
to central and from central to south and then to the southwestern dis- 
tricts. 

Barron county cheese makers have organized and they are called 

the Northern Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association. This is the 

correspondence which we have received from Rice Lake, Wisconsin. 

: (Mr. Reed read letter, but he did not give it to the reporter). Mr. 

Cook of Cumberland has written up this article. Mr. Cook states he 

was very sorry he could not be here to represent the Northern Cheese 

Makers’ Association but because of illness he could not come here and 

be with us. 

We have a letter from the president of the Northern Wisconsin 

Cheese Makers’ Association which says, “We are unable to get any 

one to go down to represent our organization, etc., ete. We want the 

members to know that we are organized and if you will urge the cheese 

makers from different parts of the state to organize small associations 

we will be pretty well organized by 1924, and at that time the State 

Association can be either reorganized or altered so that all parts of 

the state will be represented. I trust the new secretary of the State 

Association for 1923 will help the cheese makers get organized and 

I am sure we will be pretty well organized by 1924.” 

Mr. Winver: The object of our association is to better the quality 

of cheese—to get better acquainted; to put on scoring contests; to 

have expert men score the cheese and explain how it should be made
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and we should have a uniform scale of wages. I was at the meeting 

that they held in Rice Lake, I think it was on the 19th of December, 

and they were but newly organized. I think with about twenty mem- 

bers and they are starting out and their object is something like the = 

Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association and as soon as they can get 

together they wish to develop into something of that kind. The idea 

is to give service and to better the curd. They realize there has been 

too much free for all among the cheese makers and no cooperation, 

no organization and a few of the cheese makers up there conceived 

the idea of organizing along that line. That is about all I can tell 

you about it. Just what they hope to do in connection with that I 

am not sure. 

Mr. ScHatter: Don’t you think they are trying to organize like 

the butter makers of the state? 

Present REED: Let the locals throughout the state organize in 

: any manner that they wish for the betterment and improvement of 

the industry itself. Then all the members of the State Association 

at large will be glad to help them as much as we can. 

REPORT OF THE CENTRAL WISCONSIN 
ASSOCIATION 

By Miss L. C. Bruny, Auburndale, Wisconsin 

-Mr. President, Members of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Associa- 

tion, Friends, Ladies and Gentlemen: The opportunity of being on 

your program is an honor highly appreciated. It is my privilege to 

give a report of the Central Wisconsin Association, an excellent con- 

vention held at Neillsville a few months ago. 

President Reed called at my factory several times last summer. 

\ He said that the 31st program of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ As- 

sociation should be characterized by more cheerfulness and good fel- 

lowship; also added material for educational purposes. It seems to 

me I recall him saying that he is going to seek talent in this audience 

this year, for more brief talks, perhaps songs, music, jokes, and stories. 

Just be prepared, for he may call on you, silent member, for a num- 

ber on the program. 

Perhaps you will feel that there is a little truth in the old saying 

{ —aAn ounce of keep-your-mouth-shut, is better than a pound of sorry- 

I-said-it. 

Your organization needs your assistance. It offers you the broadest 

opportunity to bring your joys, trials and tribulations, here for discus- 

i sion. The work in the vineyard is plenty and laborers are few. It 

ealls for you if you would gather any harvest. Sitting back, and 

expecting your officers to get results without your fullest cooperation, 

is surely a mistake. No matter how small or humble your support 

may be, it will help the big movement along. 

Let us not forget to pay tribute to the life members of this asso- 

ciation who have rendered faithful service for Wisconsin’s Dairy
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industry and have stood solidly back of all good movements and given 

liberally of their time and money to strengthen our organization. 

The chain is no stronger than its weakest link. The progress of the 

individual should keep step with the whole. 

Articles have been written in dairy papers for the express purpose 

of awakening the producer, manufacturer, consumer, to the tremendous 

loss occurring in the production and care of dairy products. Money 

value in food loss in this way runs up in the millions of dollars an- 
nually. It starts with the improper care of the cow and keeps on | 

growing, some way or other, through process of manufacturer, market, 

transportation until the product at last reaches the consumer. 
The question may be asked,—Who is the loser? Every man alike z 

is the loser, from the producer to the consumer. Careless, inefficiency 

and improper methods are at the root of most of the evil. They feed 

the loss column and make it grow. Poor management covers it all, 

in every department along the line. = 

Dairymen do not realize how much they could help to correct this 

evil. They often become discouraged and offer complaints, such as 

low prices on products, milk checks too small,.dairying does not pay, 

cows are no good, cows dry up when prices are high, condensaries 

and creameries pay better, prices on gasoline and garage repairs and 

everything they buy is out of proportion to prices received for farm 

products. Politics are in the hands of the wrong class. The devil is 

to pay and our good Lord is far away. I am sure that most cheese 

makers have been called upon to answer these very questions the past 

few years. It is said that the cheese maker is the hub of his com- 

munity. He has the opportunity, and a great deal is expected of him: 

Will you agree with me that our responsibility can not be overesti- 
mated? 

What can be done to-improve our condition? The first great prob- 

lem is to study the demands and taste of the public—to offer quality 

E attractive and make cheese that will suit the consumer. We all have 

our ideas as to what an ideal cheese should be and yet our ideas may 

not meet with that of the consumer as to flavor, body, texture, color, 

type and size of package. Of course, it is impossible to suit the notion 

of every individual consumer, still I believe, with the fullest coopera- 

tion of the Division of Markets, the cheese trade could meet the de- 

mands made upon it. Some people like a mild new cheese, while 

others prefer a stronger or cured cheese. A prime quality, a meaty 

body, smooth, silky, waxy body, fairly good texture and flavor, a 

cheese that will cut without crumbling or breaking will meet the ap- 

proval of nearly every housewife, creating a desire for more. To 

manufacture a cheese of this type, requires prime quality of raw ma- 

terial, skilled workmanship, and the best care in storage and distribut- 

ing channels. Increasing the demand would naturally bring advanced 

market prices. Dairymen and manufacturers realize the fact that 

there is no demand for an inferior grade of cheese. The time was 

when this cheese could be given over the free lunch counter, but that 

outlet no longer exists.
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We can not overemphasize the necessity for a spirit of cooperation, 

better understanding and confidence, to stimulate the farmer who 

milks the cows, to induce him to handle milk in an up-to-date, sani- 

tary way. 
Another important factor is the qualification of our cheese makers. 

Wisconsin needs the kind of maker who has the good of the public 

at heart, who from day to day is a careful student of his work, and 

can adapt himself to the changing conditions, giving time and energy 

to produce cheese to meet the demands of the market. 

At the Neillsville convention resolutions were drawn up and adopted 

of the Central Wisconsin Association, recommending to the legisla- 

ture of Wisconsin to make appropriation of sufficient funds to the 

Dairy and Food Department, so they can put a sufficient number of 

instructors in the dairy field. Second, with reference to the issuing 

of licenses, that the apprentice should have eighteen months of ap- 

prenticeship and Dairy School, or two years without Dairy School. 

I sincerely hope that the Wisconsin Central Association will go on 

record favoring these two resolutions, which are aimed to maintain 

the good cheese maker in business, and induce bright, young men to 

_enter the industry. 

In early summer, through the courtesy of our dealer, quite a num- 

ber of cheese makers of Central Wisconsin had the opportunity to re- 

ceive instruction in behalf of a new process, or rather New York pro- 

cess, to manufacture American cheese with the cold water system, 

under the direction of Mr. Stevens and wife, both expert cheese manu- 

facturers of the state of New York. They spent one and one-half 

“weeks with me at my factory teaching an instructor to go out in the 

field for the dealer after his return to the state. 

Time does not permit to go into detail in behalf of this process, 

but I want to say this, that cheese made right with this system 1s 

sure a fine article. Please bear in mind and understand that is no 

Colby or Soft Cheese, but it retains the fat that is otherwise lost in 

the old process, and has a smoother, silky, waxy texture, meaty body 

and a clearer flavor. Experience at my factory taught that it also 

meets the approval of the consumer. We are selling to two grocery 

stores direct besides the large list of farmers and outsiders. By add- 

ing this system, the retail list has been much larger than former 

‘ years. Compliments were extended by consumers as to the prime 

quality of cheese manufactured the past year at the plant. 

To prove to myself if this cheese will stand in storage I placed in 

storage five boxes made the 12th day of June, making no choice, manu- 
factured from 22,000 pounds of milk. I placed one of these cheese at 

the Marshfield Fair as an experiment. Someone at the warehouse did 

| not see my note, hence it was stamped Wisconsin Fancy. Messrs. 

Bruhn and McCready scored it 94 at the age of seven weeks. At 

Neillsville, Messrs. Cannon and Bruhn scored 95, at the age of nearly 

four months. 

I note your program has a number on this process, and I can assure 

you it is worth consideration. 

\
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It was said the expert was sent to Wisconsin on account of the 
shortage of cheese in the state of New York. Dealers who are dis- 
tributing to hundreds of stores in the eastern markets report the con- 

sumers in their territories demand cheese made under this process 

only, hence, the expert was sent to Wisconsin to instruct along this 

line, to answer the call of the eastern market. 
The 1922 annual convention of the Central Wisconsin Association 

was notable for its growth, showing that the educational work is at- 
tractive and useful to its members. The city of Neillsville was dec- | 
orated in gala attire, with welcome signs everywhere, Convention | 
Hall, Banquet Hall, business places and streets. Neillsville is one 
of the few cities that decorated to boost the cow. 

With a splendid spirit of cooperation, cheerfulness and good fellow- 

ship prevailing everywhere among its citizens and the members of 

the Kiwanis Club, the little city left no stone unturned to make the 

occasion pleasant for the guests. 

The attendance the first day was fair. On Thursday the Conven- 
tion Hall was filled to overflowing. The quality of the exhibits were 
remarkable and a center of interest. Hundreds of visitors called at 
the Exhibition Hall to view Wisconsin’s fine cheese and butter. Dona- 
tions of products were made by members and the Neillsville conden- 
sary to advertise our slogan, “Use More Dairy Products.” Lots of 

good cheese, wafers, and cold milk was served to visitors. 

Thursday afternoon the city closed its business places. A parade 
was planned, led by the Neillsville Band, with plenty of features to 

z advertise Dairy Products. 

First among the generous gifts which we received to support the con-~ 
vention was $325.00 from the citizens of Neillsville and Granton to 

be used in the prize contest. Convention Hall was heated and lighted 

with decorations free of charge. 

It was our first attempt to issue program booklets. Twenty-two adver- 

tising firms and a multitude of friends donated the 102 prizes, valued at 
$700.00. The total membership is 476. Total number of exhibits dur- 

ing the year were 170. Total money received and disbursed in con- 

nection with the organization work from November 27, 1921, to 

December 31, 1922, runs to nearly $2,200.00 receiving no appropria- 

tion from the state. After paying all bills, there is a balance of about 

$440.00 on hand. 

A most fitting climax of the convention was the banquet served by 
the ladies of the M. E. church, with community singing, brief talks, 

songs, music, jokes and stories at the close. 
The excellent growth of the Central Wisconsin Association is suffi- 

cient guarantee as to its continued usefulness. 

The city of Stevens Point has extended an invitation for the 1923 
convention. We are looking forward to growth, in every department. 

The members join with me in extending greetings to all. Come and 

let us entertain you in the convention city, in the fall of 1923. 

In closing, I beg of you each to determine as an individual and as 

an organization to render greater service to humanity. Forget for
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just a moment the peculiar benefit you have been working for. If 

we knew each other better and others knew us better, we would get 

along better. There is lots of good in everybody. There is more sun- 

shine than cloud. In our frenzied chase for the almighty dollar let 

us not forget to be grateful for the good things we have, in modern 

conveniences, comfort and happiness. 

We wish you success in this convention. I thank you. 

Present REED: Miss Bruhn, I want you to tell the members the 

number of pounds of milk you handle and how much help you had to 

handle it. 

Miss Bruun: I had 22,500 pounds. I have a boy and a girl and 

we do our own house work and we are making squares and are wrap- 

ping them, and we are washing those wrappers. We are using 11,000 

pounds of milk at the present time. (Applause). Any time any of 

the members happen to pass along that part of Wisconsin you are 

welcome to come to my factory. 

Present Reep: Mr. G. C. Reidel of Hilbert representing Calumet 

county is not here so we will listen to what Mr. Damrow’s people 

are doing over in Fond du Lac county. 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY 
Mr. Damrow: Ladies and Gentlemen, Fellow Cheese Makers: We 

have a double header here in Milwaukee. I came down here to at- 

tend the Ice Cream Convention which finishes up this afternoon and 

I expect to go back there. We are working on the same lines as we 

did last year. I want to tell you something about a trip I made last 

summer and some of my experiences at that time. I made it a point 

to stop at the universities and especially in the dairy sections. While 

I was in the Agricultural department in Sacramento one of the in- 

structors asked me to go along in the northwestern part of the state. 

q This is what he was doing. He says in a part of the northwestern 

part of California a few of the farmers are shipping grain, but that 

there is practically three to four months in the year when they can ° 

not bring their stuff to the market. They were planning to send up 

two men to organize the farmers to produce milk for cheese and in 

that way, if they did make cheese and had to hold the cheese for the 

three or four months they cannot ship, it will improve the quality of 

the cheese and the farmers don’t lose anything. These two men were 

{ to be gone from four to six weeks. I asked him where he got the 

money from and he replied: “The state appropriates it, not only the 

dairy department, but all our other agricultural departments.” He 

| y told me that he talked to the farmers individually, and collectively at 

; meetings. Another thing which struck me very much was a state- 

ment he made and that is: “I can’t see why you in Wisconsin are 

always advertising every dirty factory and pulling the different cheese 

makers into court and prosecuting a man. That is the worst thing 

you can do.” He said, “If a man can’t run a place right, he never 

i will be able to run it right and he has no business to be in it. We 

; don’t publish these facts in our papers or the public would get the
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opinion that if a man is brought into court for such conditions—they 

would think that all factories are dirty.” That got me to thinking 

quite a little, and I agree with him on that subject, and I was won- 

dering why we couldn’t do that in Wisconsin. Instead of giving the 

facts to the general public and make them feel and think that our ’ 

cheese and butter, or all our dairy products are produced in unsani- 

tary and dirty places, suppose we get away from that and see if we 

can’t get them to clean up in some other way. I am not prepared to 3 z 

lay out a plan for that purpose, but we should have a resolution 

adopted that we get better cheese makers in the business with better 

experience. We should also adopt a resolution to have a bigger force | 

of inspectors—not only inspectors but also instructors in both cheese 

making and butter making to go out and inspect and instruct. I think 

that they will help quite a little. In Wyoming, the money that is 

appropriated at present is given to the sheep and not to the cow. 4 

In a mining state, the money is appropriated entirely for the mining 

industry and the few cows they have there are only a side line. Wis- 

consin is a dairy state. Let us get an appropriation large enough 

to carry on this kind of work, and I think we are entitled to a larger 

appropriation from the legislature to boost the dairy industry in the 

state of Wisconsin. 
I have another interesting experience in Tillamook, Oregon. I spent 

a little time there with a friend who was a lawyer about fifteen years 

ago in a small country town where it was very hard for a lawyer to 

make a living. At that time there was five cheese factories there and 

they had their troubles to get their cheese to the market. This man 

started to get them together and they are now organized with 25 . 

factories and all of them are cooperative factories. When I was in 

his office on the 16th of July, he says: “Do you people down in Wis- 

consin get our prices for your cheese?” I haven’t figured it out, but 

if you could figure it out and know the number of pounds of cheese 

‘ that we are making in Wisconsin this would run into millions of dol- 

. lars. They get so much more for their cheese than we do for ours. 

He showed me an invoice on the 14th of July to Armour & Co. and 

he was getting 10 per cent higher price than we get for our Wisconsin 

cheese. He showed me another letter in which Cudahy offered 26 

cents a pound, which they could not accept. That is practically 7 

cents a pound more than we get in Wisconsin. That would amount to 

$16,300.00. You can belong to the Association or you don’t have to 

belong to it. You can quit to-day and you can come back to-morrow. 

It don’t cost anything, but when you quit you can’t use their brand. 

You must market your own cheese. This is the reason that they are 

sticking together. They get 13 cents more per 100 pounds for their milk. 

I asked Mr. Peterson, an inspector, what the cheese maker is getting 

for wages and he said, “The cheese makers are all organized. Every 

cheese maker at the head of the factory has got to learn through me 

and they get the price they ask and we get together that way, but 

none of them can hold the job unless they turn out the goods.” 

If there is any trouble in any factory that the cheese maker himself
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| e cannot locate, he telephones Mr. Peterson and he is there the next 

day, unless he is laid up. I visited several factories with him. Some 

of them use as much as 35,000 pounds of milk and eight men in a 

; factory. They never get through before six o’clock and the day I 

} was there they had 28,000 pounds of milk in the factory. He told me 

he could get more out of a man that he has trained than he can out 

of a man who has learned somewhere else. 

He also told me about the support they receive from their banks. 

‘He told me about a factory which burned down and which was not 

y quite paid for—that the owners had borrowed the money from the 

pank at 3 per cent whereas the legal rate was 8 per cent. On the 

strength of this, I stopped in to have a visit with one of the bankers 

and I told him I wanted to start a cheese factory out here and I want 

to see if we can get some 3 per cent money. He said, “Of course, you 

refer to the factory that burned down. Well, we loaned them the 

money at 3 per cent as an accommodation because if it were not for 

the cheese in this community, it would not be worth half of what 

: it is. This is the first year that they had a dry season, and that is 

something that never happened before.” 

I have not been very active this year in Fond du Lac county be- 

cause I was gone most of the time, but there is much to take care of. 

We are working about on the same lines as we did the last year and 

most of your men know our work. Our organization is just a county 

organization. We have approximately half of the cheese makers affili- 

ated, and it seems to be a hard proposition to get the cheese maker 

3 out. We are making plans now for our 1923 work. We are planning 

pienics, amusements and scoring contests. Fond du Lac county is 

entirely different than other counties. Many factories are privately 

owned and scattered, and there are cooperative factories amongst 

them. It is hard to work as they do in Oregon. That would be out 

of the question, unless years might bring it about. The market out 

there is practically going from Tillamook to Los Angeles and there 

is a difference in freight rate of about 2 per cent, while here in Wis- 

consin to Los Angeles the rate would be so much higher, still they 

are getting approximately that difference, although last year their 

difference was only 2 cents and they are gradually raising it. As for 

their cheese, I don’t think it is better than our cheese, which is our 

average or better grade of cheese, but they are trying to hold it uni- 

form. I thank you. (Applause). 

Mr. Cuamman: We will now hear from Mr. L. J. Blahnik of Ke 

waunee county. (Absent). We will then listen to Mr. Dave Korth 

of Langlade county. (Also absent). Is Mr. Hugo Wilkowski of Mara- 

thon county present? 

Mr. Huco WiKowsxi: I believe somebody is playing hooky from 

school as there has been quite a few counties called and there has been 

4 no response. After the foregoing orations, I don’t know whether I 

will have much to say, but I have written it down.
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REPORT FOR MARATHON COUNTY 

By Huco WiKowskr 

I presume you have all heard of Marathon county, more or less. You 
know it is in the northern part of the state somewhere, but in all 
probability never heard much about it nor of ‘Wausau, the county seat, 
outside of the names. We in Marathon county claim we have the 
world’s greatest dairy county. This we know is a pretty large state- 
ment to make, but if you will bear with me for a minute I will give 
you a few figures showing that we are not making any statements 
which we can not stand behind. These figures are official and there- 
fore should be correct. 

Marathon county, situated in the center of the state, is 51 miles 
from east to west and thirty-five miles from north to south, cov- 
ering an area of 1,552 square miles, which is 316 square miles larger 
than the whole state of Rhode Island, this goes to show that it is 
the largest county in the state area. & 

During the year 1921, the last official figures, the county produced 
18,847,000 pounds of American and 42,900 pounds of Brick cheese be- 
sides 406,000 pounds of butter, this was manufactuerd in 157 cheese 
factories and ten creameries, besides this there is one condensary 
which started several weeks ago on which we have no official figures 
as yet. 

To keep the cheese factories, creameries and the condensary going, 
there are in the county 6,450 cow owners. This includes about 400 
who live in little towns who have perhaps only one or two cows, in 
round numbers there are in the county 100,000 head of cattle, of 
which approximately 60,000 are milk cows. The value of the products 
of these milk cows in round numbers is $3,549,000. 

A word in regard to the progressiveness of the farmers of the 
= county. There are in the county at present, eight cow testing asso- 

ciations with two more ready to start as soon as they can employ a 
tester, giving us ten, which, from good authority, is more than any 
other county has in the state, also have seventeen breeding clubs, the | 
most of any county in the state. There were brought into the county 
during the year just closed, 200 males and 110 females, pure bred, 
to be used in building up the dairy herds of the county. In passing, 
will say other states send their buyers to Marathon county for to buy 
their dairy cattle. During the year just closed, there were shipped 
from the county, 38 carloads of Guernseys and Holstein cows and 
heifers, some pure bred and some grades, a total of 913 head. These 
were bought for breeding purposes and were shipped to the following 
states: California, Colorado, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, 
Maryland, Minnesota, Ohio, Illinois, North and South Dakota and 
some to the southern part of Wisconsin. Also will say papers are now 
being circulated for a tuberculin test of all cattle in the county. 
These will have enough signatures in the next couple of weeks to be a 
put across, and I expect this to be done before spring.
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From the above figures, should we not feel proud of our county? 

And we do beyond a doubt. 

In regard to our county organization, I have not much to say. We 

had several meetings last spring, but the cheese makers felt they did 

not want to pay $10.00 to the Cheese Makers’ Protective Association 

and out of this have only $1.00 for our county local, therefore, it was 

impossible to get them to pay their dues. There we were up against 

it. It was then proposed to have a county organization for Marathon 

county only, not to be affiliated with the Protective Association. This 

met with very good approval from all sides. We have done a little 

work on this, and aim to have this county organization completed 

this spring. 

When we have our county organization well under way, keep your 

eye on Marathon county. We are going to catch up to the best county 

in the state, not only that, but are going to leave you far behind, for 

this reason: at present there is only 20 per cent of the available land 

in the county under cultivation, when we will have about 60 per cent 

under cultivation, giving us three times the amount we now have, 

Marathon county, we expect, will produce in round numbers, 60,000,000 

pounds of cheese annually, with an estimated figure of $12,000,000 

worth of dairy products per year. 

Take it for granted we will lead the state. When we do, we cheese 

men are coming to one of your annual conventions 100 per cent 

strong and take Milwaukee by storm and boost to have one of the 

annual conventions held at Wausau, the center of the greatest dairy 

state, the county seat of the world’s greatest dairy county. By the 

way, did you know that Wausau, with a population of 20,000, is the 

richest city in the state for its size. We also claim the distinction of 

having the highest point in Wisconsin before our very doors, that is 

Rib Hill, 2,600 feet above sea level. We are looking forward to the 

time when the rest of the state looks to the highest point, not only 

to our Rib Hill, but to the highest point in the production of dairy 

products, more particularly, to the highest produetion of cheese per 

county. In behalf of the cheese makers of the county and the Chamber 

of Commerce of Wausau, when we lead the state, we extend to you 

a cordial invitation to hold one of your future conventions in our city, 

where you will be royally received and made welcome and know if 

you come there once you will want to come again. (Applause). 4 

PresipENT REED: Next will be Manitowoc county, Mr. Adolph Val- 

leskey. 

Mr. Vatiesky: I have nothing to report. 

CHamrMAN: Marinette county, Mr. Albert Jossie. (Absent). Mr. 

O. T. Radtke of Shawano county next. (Absent). Sheboygan county, 

Mr. W. C. Lindow. (Absent).
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SOUTHERN WISCONSIN CHEESE MAKERS’ AND 

DAIRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

By Mr. Frep Marry, Monroe 

Fellow Cheese Makers: About the only thing I have to report upon 
is that our organization while seven years old, is the junior of this ; 
organization and is an organization composed of between 500 and 600 
members. The interest of that organization is devoted largely to the 
foreign types of cheese. The organization is strong in many respects. 
I may say this, that the organization in itself is a little stronger than 
this one for the simple reason that we have been successful in reach- ; 
ing and putting our hands just a little bit deeper in the pocket of the 
State treasury than you have been doing. We receive one thousand 
dollars per year, while you are only receiving $600.00. We have been 
having a cheese instructor that is financed by the appropriation for 
that cause from the state of Wisconsin, and with the proceeds of 
our annual convention: we have been able to nearly alternate about 
every other year. Sometimes we would have to wait until we could 
get enough money again so we could put another man on. again, so 
we have been limping along on one leg. Three years ago we started 
a Swiss cheese dairy school in cooperation with the University of 
Wisconsin. Now, I want to say right here that its success so far has 
been largely due to your worthy secretary, Professor Sammis. It 
seems as though you cannot burden that man with too much work— 
he has a faculty of taking on work and making you think he really 
likes it. That man has taken charge of that particular course and 
again in the beginning of February we will hold that course in Madi- 
son. I haven’t prepared anything to tell you further, but as I was 
sitting there, I have listened to different speakers on different county 
organizations and I believe that if we had a few more women as ' 

: cheese makers in the state of Wisconsin—if we could cast them, one 
here and one there, we could get that spirit that we ought to get back 
of us as a unit in the state of Wisconsin. It is either greed, selfish- 
ness, or some unknown factor that has been creeping into our cheese 
industry. It is this competition that has crept in that has under- 
mined us. Fellow members, when there are dealers in the state of 
Wisconsin who will come in to a factory and buy any kind of cheese 
no matter how young it is, it is a sorry day. I haven’t become a 
dealer myself yet, and the only way I can compete is to do what the 
rest are doing. Business men are compelled to go here in the state 
of Wisconsin and pay any old price for chéese that is not ripe. All 
summer long they do this whether it is good, bad or indifferent and 
they say that if you don’t like it, there is another man there to take 
the cheese right off your hands. There are dealers, who even pay 
spot cash and all the maker has to do is to deliver to that particular 
dealer. All ‘he has got to do is to hand in the weight before he makes 
out the bill of lading and to get his certified check from the bank.
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Now we are up against competition of that kind in our section in the 

southwestern part of Wisconsin. There is no control of the quality 

or what you may say even as much as to write to a particular maker 

or the manager of that factory a letter in a nice way, stating that 

the last shipment was not what it should be and we wish for him to 

make a proper adjustment, and the only answer you get is: “If you 

don’t want it, say so, there is another man waiting for it.” 

Continuously here for 31 years we have jumped from one place to 

another. I wrote a little article which will be published in a differ- 

ent paper. I had planned to entitle it “In a Nut Shell.” 

We heard a very able explanation about promoting the increased 

consumption of cheese by Mrs. Bruhn and all the way along the line. 

I am, however, here to tell you right now, it is the customary practice 

of the majority of the dealers, particularly so, when the market is 

high, when you believe in your own mind it is not a good policy to 

speculate to paraffine cheese and shove it onto the poor consumer. 

Get rid of it, even at a loss but get rid of it. You are shoving this 

green curd upon this patient consumer. It is a wonder that we still 

have him with us to consume 2.8 pounds of that green curd for us. 

Why is it that we are about to launch a campaign to advertise cheese? 

Why? Have you ever heard of foreign nations advertising cheese? 

Switzerland consuming 22 pounds per capita, Great Britain 12 pounds 

per capita. Have you ever heard in their history that they launched 

a campaign to advertise the consumption of their cheese? No you 

have not. Cheese did it itself. Cheese did the advertising, and I 

believe that if we had a system whereby we could put down on the 

counters of the retailers in all of these cities here good cheese, cured 

cheese, matured cheese, cheese with a little kick and a little flavor 

to it, there would be no need to advertise it. Can you get a flavor 

into a cheese without age—you can not. Now if you had a cheese 

Z that you could lay down on the counters before that consumer and 

. let them try a pound of it, it would demand immediately another pur- 

3 chase of that same cheese, and I want to tell you, if we could only 

inaugurate a policy whereby Wisconsin could put a good piece of 

cheese before the public, it would not be necessary to advertise. Par- 

don me for the statement, it is simply a fact that the cheese that you 

are eating today is not fit for the people to eat in its state of age. 

It is not a food—it is not what is known by the term of cheese. We 

are drifting away from it. I think this organization should go or 

record with an idea whereby, if necessary, if you please, so long as 

we have a state marketing department that is coming out with rules 

of branding a grade, why not put an age limit on that cheese. Have 

you men ever considered those two points that have been crossing 

one another? Years ago you would find that we had a cheese that 

reached the dealer in the matured stage. The cheese were kept in the 

factories. We had then no limit upon that cheese covering the mois- 

‘ ture content with the exception of the old standard that 50 per cent 

of the water free substance must be butter fat. We have put a rule 

on our cheese from 40 to 38 which necessarily means that to the
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present writing we are going before the consuming public with | 
a cheese that really should need more time to mature and cure than 
in the days when the cheese was held longer with a higher moisture ' 
content. The result is that there is two points crossing one another 
and it is beginning to tell on uss The public is getting tired of eat- 
ing this hard, unresisting, rubbery curd—they want cheese and if 
there is anybody that tells us that they don’t like old ripe cheese, give 

them a nice cheese and it won’t be long before they are nibbling on 
that cured cheese. They will be eating cured cheese if they have a 
chance to get it. What we should do in an advertising campaign, 
more than anything else, is to notify the consumer of only one thing, 
to absolutely insist upon a cured cheese. The consumer don’t know 
that there is a cured cheese; they haven’t been educated up to it. Day 
in and day out this curd has been handed to them, and accidentally 
there was a cured cheese passed on them and they could not find 
any more like it. I dare say if somebody here asked for a pound of 
cheese, they would take it and walk right out of the store with it. 
If you go down east, what do you find? I stood there waiting to get 
a chance at the buyer for hours. People came in there one after an- - 
other. It seems they were wise to the fact that they could have cured 
cheese if they want it. So there is one thing I want to say to this 
body that they should go on record with some sort of a move whereby 
the State Marketing Organization should incorporate in its present 
rule, some sort of a regulation of aging cheese before marketing it. 

“I am satisfied, had they done it in the southwestern part of Wis- 
consin, it would have been accepted with a blessing on the part of 

the farmers and everybody. We were surprised when that ruling 

didn’t come out. The farmers expected it—they absolutely expected 

it would be a ruling that cheese couldn’t leave the factory before it 

was so many days old. The ruling never came. There is no reason 

why we can’t do it. It is for the betterment of the cheese industry. 

- In conclusion, I wish to say that the Southern Wisconsin Associa- 

tion will be in session at Monroe next Tuesday and Wednesday and 

I will accord you in the name of that organization a hearty welcome. 

I thank you. (Applause). 

BENEFIT OF COW TESTING ASSOCIATIONS TO 

THE CHEESE INDUSTRY 

By H. M. Knyirret, Neillsville, Wisconsin 

Mr. Present: Members of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Asso- 

ciation: I am looking at this dairy business from an entirely differ- 

ent angle. I realize that this standardizing, marketing and advertis- 

ing is necessary to the business, but I hope you can look at it from 

my point of view. The dollars and cents to the factory—that tells 

the tale. I am interested in cow testing work only from what it is 

doing and what has been done in that branch of the work. I am abso- 

lutely sold on the proposition from the results obtained in our country. 

I am not looking to organizing a lot of cow testing associations, for
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it don’t make any difference as far as I am concerned, but I do wish 

to give you an idea of a better understanding of cow testing work. 

You may wonder what this has got to do with the cheese maker—well 

it is just this much, that I know you men as cheese makers coming 

in contact with the farmers, you hear all kind of stories as to what 

he is losing on his milk, ete. But if you can put your men on a pay- 

ing basis whereby he is making a little money and he can pay his 

taxes, you will be better off. Cow testing will bring more milk in 

your factory and I can prove that to you. I come from a county that 

produces 17 million pounds of milk a year. We have eleven cow 

testing associations in Clark county now which is more than in any 

other section in the United States. We have got hundreds of Hol- 

stein organization groups and breeders organizations of every kind 

in Wisconsin and you men have not seen the results and how this 

dairy business and good cattle have been brought about in Wiscon- 

sin. Now I am taking the results from my county—I don’t know the 

conditions all over. But it will do for the average farmer what it 

has done for us. Our farmers average around five thousand pounds of 

milk a year. My county averages 4,700 pounds of milk to the cow. 

People are talking of getting the cost of production and the problem 

is how are we going to get to that point. The average test would be 

3.6 probably, about 165 pounds of butter fat. If our cows are not 

doing that then we should not be in the dairy business. The ques- 

tion is how can we do it? I will tell you of one case in my county. 

The banker there says to me, “Do you want to go out in the country, 

i Mr. Brown wants to borrow more money on his cows?” I went out 

there and Mr. Brown says, “There is the cattle and I can’t make it 

go.” I immediately told him, you have too many—you have ten too 

Many. He got mad when I said that. He had all spring cows that 

come in the spring. In July we went there again as the bank makes 

a practice of testing that milk, and the second day that it was tested, 

Mr. Brown was taking in 13 cents a day from his cows a piece, and 

we told him that he had better sell the whole works and we would 

buy him five new cows. I then went to an auction and paid from 

$50.00 to $95.00 for a cow, and to-day Mr. Brown has six cows on his 

farm. He don’t have to work so hard and he is making a profit 

: from his fat now and he never did that before. Cow testing asso- 

ciation work of course will do that and after all that is what dairy 
, men are in this business for. In order to have-better conditions that 

is the way it has got to be brought about. If a farmer is to figure 

165 pounds of fat for each cow and figure the cost of his farm, the 

insurance on his buildings, etc. and pay for the feed and charge his 

labor up, some of those fellows would have to get $1.50 a pound for 

butter fat to come out even, and they won’t get it. That will never 

come about. They must get a higher average yield of milk. If 

there is anything that will do it, it is cow testing association work 

and better feeding. Mr. Laabs told me: “I never had less kicking 

in my life as long as I have been a cheese maker. We have other 

men in Clark county who are doing the same thing because the people
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know what their cows are doing and they know that the milk is 

tested. So in closing, if I can’t do anything else but just to make a 

plea with you cheese makers to back this proposition up, It is on 

a different basis now and they are getting better results. Judge it 

fairly and I think you will come out and say it is a mighty good thing 

and if you people here believe in this thing it might be a good thing 

to endorse cow testing association work—but use your own judgment 

on that, but you can’t judge it right unless your patrons have been 

in this for a year’s time. 

The record book tells the tale of whether they are making a profit 

or losing, but do give it your moral support; tell your patron to 

join a cow testing association and he will know where he is stand- 
ing. I give you these ideas as coming from my own experience, I 
have followed it for three years. I am sure that by next year we 

will have many more cow testing associations in Clark county... It 

is going to do something for the dairy business in the state of Wis- 

consin, if you will give it your moral support. I thank you. 

THIRD SESSION, THURSDAY, 10:35 A. M. 

SAFE INVESTMENT OF THE CHEESE MAKERS 

SAVINGS 

By Mr. H, A. Morntenran, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Ladies and Gentlemen: I want to assure you that I appreciate the 

honor of being with you this morning. As a business man, after 

thirty years of direct contact with the dairy men of this state, I think 

I quite fully appreciate the significance of such a conference as this 

and at such a time. I wish I might say something this morning 

which would be a source of inspiration to you young men. I always 

take heart as I come in contact with a group of young men like this, 

In the chaos of the world economically, it is opportune that we can 

have together in a conference like this the forward young men of our 

state. May I congratulate you young men of the University that 

you are here in conference this morning in this year 1923. If you 

read the papers right this morning, my countrymen, if you read be- 

tween the lines and underneath, you must appreciate as never before 

the importance of that word “cooperation.” We learned how to co- 

operate during the war. That is a new word in our vocabulary and 

we have put it over against that old word competition. This world 

is finding out today the real importance—the real meaning of co- 

operation and I mean that, and I say it with all my heart as a citi- 

zen, that we should give first concern to the great movement of co- 

operation in our community and in our state life. 

You represent the greatest industry in our state—the greatest di- 

vision of the greatest industry of our state. You represent 2,700 

cheese factories—not in your organization, but as an industry—in- 

stitutions producing three hundred million pounds of cheese annually 

—70 per cent of all that is used in these United States. Does that
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méan anything to you? And I want to congratulate you young men 

today that you have the privilege of capitalizing in your life the great 

heritage that has come to you from the leaders in the past in your 

industry. I am still a young man in heart, but it was only yesterday 

that we heard Governor Hoard talk to the men of his day as they 

were getting an idea of the dairy industry as we men know it. Now, 

as I think of Governor Hoard and Professor Babcock and Dean Henry 

and Dean Russell and these other great men that are in the period of 

greatest usefulness, may I appeal to you, as young men, this morn- 

ing, to value and improve that heritage? Use it in this state to make 

in the future in your business what it ought to be. If I did not feel 

| keenly on this this morning I would not trespass on your time. 

Wisconsin is now the recognized home of pure bred cattle. Wiscon- 

sin the outstanding leader of all the states in production of pure bred 

cattle—a foundation that you men can well dwell upon this morning. An 

average factory in this state produces 100,000 pounds of cheese a year, 

and if you get 1 cent a pound—after you have paid your gasoline 

bills, etc., you haven’t money for savings left. I don’t care if you are 

a privately operated creamery and you get 2% cents per pound and 

you have to set aside funds for the depreciation of your equipment 

and of your factory in fifteen or twenty years, you haven’t much 

money to save. If you have, then go to your nearest banker and find 

a place to invest your money in the community in which you live— 

with the men who have put their life’s work upon your soil. You 

haven’t any money to put in the oil wells in the south or in the pine- 

apple plantation in Florida and the other get-right-quick propositions 

that come to you too often. If you don’t know how to do that I can 

; tell you because that is my business. 

If you are thinking about investing your money in a cheese factory 

where you must depend upon the uncertain or spasmodic interest of 

the patrons of your factory without their capital investment, you cer- 

1 tainly are taking chances. You are on a sure foundation when your 

. patrons in that community have a real financial interest in that fac- 

tory that you operate. A dual relationship should exist, but don’t put 

your eggs all in one basket. I have had some experience with farmers 

the past thirty years. I have seen too many young men coming from 

the agricultural schools going out to take charge of these factories 

and their dads helping them with a few thousand and they have lost 

it, not because they were not good workers, but because of the selfish 

interest involved. Consider this well. 
Wisconsin, because of her dairy industry, rode the storm and stress 

of the past two years in a more comfortable manner than the other 

agricultural areas of our country. The one crop sections were in 

great distress. Exports on cotton had closed down completely. Wool 

had dropped from 67 cents to 25 cents and no demand. The war price 

on wheat had gone from $2.26 a bushel to $1.50, with a crop of 800,- 

000,000 bushels of wheat and a home consumption of a little more 

than one-half so it can be easily understood the distress that pre- 

vailed in these great one-crop sections, In all those days of distress 

fm this country we never had a murmur from Wisconsin. There is
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a reason, gentlemen, for this. The reason is obvious because we have 
a diversified industry in this state. We did not depend upon one crop 
like the cotton and the wheat sections. 
They tell us that Wisconsin asks for less than any other state, yet 

I know because I come in contact with a certain banker in this state 
that in the small communities that the farmer is in distress. It is 
almost entirely a dairy program which you men represent this morn- 
ing. The demand for all dairy products is apparent and we have the 
greatest market at our door. The time is come when this great dairy 
industry should be organized from the standpoint of standardizing, 
advertising and merchandising. When I say merchandising, I don’t 
mean selling. I want you to get that distinction. We have the back- 
ground—we have the assets. The people of the world and the people 
of our own country know about us and yet the people of the state 
of Wisconsin haven’t been told about it the way they should be. We 
have been too long in the selling game. We’ have been too long de- 
pendent upon one group—noticeably the packer group in the purchase 
of our cheese product. Wisconsin, the leading cheese state of the 
Union producing 70 per cent of all of the cheese of the United States 
within the borders of our own state, producing one-sixth of the butter, 
and yet we have developed no program for standardizing or adver- 
tising or merchandising. 

May I make just a little illustration that might put it in a picture 
upon your mind? About thirty years ago as a young man, I went to 
Madison to attend a lecture at the Monona Assembly grounds. A lec- 
ture was given by the greatest platform speaker that this country has 
produced, Dr. Russell Conwell of Philadelphia. I was attracted there 
by the curious subject: “Five Million Dollars for the face of the 
Moon.” I said to myself, as ten thousand other people did, at that 
great assembly: “What has he got to say on a subject such as that?” 
The reason I speak of that is, because it has influenced every hour 
of my life since. This is the idea. He starts his lecture with a little 

c story about a man he knew who was supposed to be dying from an 
incurable disease. Doctors and surgeons had given him up, when an 
old lady neighbor asked that he might try a tea made of herbs—the 
request was granted, and strange as the story may seem, he began 
rapidly to recover. In his convalescence, he began to speculate as 
to what he would do with his life that he had given up. He finally 
decided “What better could I do than to sell this tea so that others 
might profit the same as I.” First he peddled the tea by hand from 
house to house—then later he put wagons upon the road—then he 
began to advertise it until the fences and barns and rocks by the 
roadway told the story of this wonderful remedy. He even placed 
the signs of his medicine on the Rocks of the Andes and on the Rock 
of Gibralter so that passengers on passing ships might read with 

* profit. One night his trance found him gazing at the moon—being 
accosted they asked him what was the matter and he said, he would 
gladly give five million dollars for the face of the moon, and they 
asked: “What for?” He said I would put five words upon the face 
of the moon so that all the world might ever read. These words were: 
“Find Good, Then Advertise It.”
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The great point of his lecture is—that the Creator has placed in 

the breast of every human being a conscience, a love for the right, 

which, if coached or strengthened will be sufficient to crowd out all 

the bad. The point I would like to make is, gentlemen—we have the 

assets, we have the good thing, let’s advertise it. Let’s tell the world 

about it; that is what the dairy industry needs. We use 4 pounds of 

cheese per capita, England uses 11 pounds, Denmark and Holland use 12 

pounds, and so on—now how many men in this meeting here were 

served-a piece of cheese with your pie yesterday? Mighty few of 

you, and if you did, you didn’t get a good article, and if it wasn’t 

good, I hope it was a piece of cheese you made yourself. (Applause). 

- You men represent the greatest industry of our state. The products 

of the dairy cow amount to, I find, over three hundred million dol- 

lars. It is the one great conserving factor in our commonwealth. 

If we advertise this great asset and bring to the farmer the just. 

returns from his produce that he is entitled to, we will not only 

have solved his discontentment and happiness, but the great economic 

and political problem of our day. It is the only way a proper answer 

can be made to the discontent that prevails with the dairy farmer 

at this time. Let me remind you living on the dirt of Wisconsin, 

producing the greatest health food product in the world,—let me re- 

mind you that about one-tenth of the population of these United States 

can be seen from the top of the Woolworth Building of New York, 

and they don’t raise even a spear of grass on those cement streets 

‘down there. Do you get that fundamental basis proposition? It is 

" a big man’s job to relate this greatest industry of our state to the 

centers of human life. I don’t know how true it is, but I have been 

told that this nation of ours used to spend two billions of dollars on 

beer and booze. When you think of 250,000,000 dollars worth of 

dairy products in this state, butter, cheese and milk, remember that 

‘ $250,000,000 is only one-fourth of what was spent on beer and booze. 

As an economical fact they tell us that $750,000,000 is spent on 

powder and other cosmetics they put on their face—three times as 

much money as we get from all the cows in this state—and every 

one of those Gog-gone things is advertised on the boards as a health 

proposition. ~ 

We see on every hand men of enterprise advertising all kinds of 

articles under the garb that same is a health product. Soap, or gum, 

Be or cigarettes or tooth paste. What do you see about Coca Cola— 

Health, Health. Candies, Life Savers. How about Wrigley’s Chew- 

ing Gum—Health, more health, and you all buy it, and so I could 

go on and on. Isn’t it possible, dairymen, to direct some of that great 

volume of money back to the position of real health-giving food? If 

so, then why don’t you do it? Is it because we are not organized? 

Why is it you have meetings like this? They have farmers’ and 

political meetings and they talk bunk. You have your meetings and 

you have had the greatest good that man could give to you at the 

industry during the past fifty years—and it is about fifty years since 

the first carload of butter went out of our state. Now, gentlemen, I
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want to tell you as a business man, we are going into a new game. 
It means this, that in the production of cheese or butter, the standard 
has to come up and the quality must go into the article to be able 
to advertise and to merchandise continuously—to bring to the man 
who is the real producer of the dairy farm, the result of that product. 
STANDARDIZE—ADVERTISE—MERCHANDISE, but standardize 
first. 

We have seen what cooperation has done in our own state in the 
handling of the great cherry and cranberry business of Door county 
and what the potato sections have done. 

We know something of what the fruit growers on the Pacific Coast 
have done in standardizing oranges, prunes, raisins, etc. By coop- . 
eration and advertising they have been able to organize this past 
five years this great industry so that the returns to the Pacific Coast 
are fabulous in results. 

Just a few days ago I was with a bunch of six or seven country 
bankers of Wisconsin. We were going down the streets of New York 
on Broadway, and I was intensely interested to see what the orange 
men of California had done in New York for that product. All along 
Broadway little marble stalls were made 10 or 12 feet wide, selling 
Orangeade. I don’t know much about beer and whiskey, but I do 
know that on that hot night in October we got some of that Orangeade; 
it was cool and it was refreshing, and every drink we took of that 
Orangeade, every banker thought of California. On every counter was 
a package of Sun-Maid raisins. We ate Sun-Maid raisins of Cali- 
fornia. We had seen it on bill boards—in the papers and other places, 
and so have you: “Have you had your Iron?” And we thought we 
wanted more iron in our system, and so we bought the raisins. The 
raisin industry is out of danger in California. 

In Washington and Oregon they took their prunes and put them 
up in packages. They are saying to the world now: “Eat them Raw.” 

r So we are getting to where we are eating prunes now. 
On February 2nd, in the city of Madison, we are going to have a 

conference, after six months of hard work. The farmer will be cele- 
brated there. We hope to have a man from every cheese factory in 
this state; a man from every butter factory; aman representing the 
Farm Bureau and the Equity. We hope to have a conference of five 
thousand men and before that conference will be put a concrete pro- 
gram to put this industry where it belongs. The time is come when : 
business brains must be related to your game. The farmer must be 

. kept contented—his business must be made profitable in these days 
when prices are out of plumb—we do well to give our first attention 
to this very important subject. Milk, cheese and butter are the most 
important foods for the human race. With our state leading in this 
industry, why not advertise and put the industry to the front where 
it belongs? So I appeal to you men to think in terms of quality. 
Young men, you cannot hope to get the best out of your own life 
unless you make good cheese. Wisconsin’s dairy products should be 
known the world over by some name, just as the word “Sterling” is
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related to silver. Let’s put quality into it and let’s tell the world 

about it. Let us therefore as producers, manufacturers and business 

f men cooperate and pull together and put this over. May I assure 

S you I am with this to the limit. I thank you. 

LETTER FROM GEO. A. PUTNAM, B.S.A., 

t Director of Dairying, Toronto. 

“TI regret not having had time to prepare a special paper for your 

convention. The best I can do, however, is to send you copy of the 

address which I have prepared for our own convention being held 

this week. 

I had the pleasure of a visit to Wisconsin this past summer and it 

would appear to me that the problems facing your dairymen are quite 

similar to the questions confronting the producers and manufacturers 

of this Province. The quality of the raw material, with well-equipped, 

good-sized manufacturing plants, and efficient marketing organiza- 

tion, would do much to place the industry upon a sound business 

basis. 

We have a staff of 34 cheese instructors for 845 cheese factories, 

also four men employed in checking up testing of milk and cream 

in the factories and creameries, condensaries, etc. We also have a 

grading staff for the grading of butter, consisting of two men in the 

“ winter and four in the summer. Then we have two chief dairy in- 

structors and two dairy schools with efficient staffs, mostly composed 

of instructors who are employed in ffeld work during the manufactur- 

ing season. 

Since spasmodic and somewhat effective efforts have been. made 

Fi in years gone by to induce the dairy farmers and manufacturers to 

produce high quality goods, lack of efficient marketing has been a 

continuous handicap. Unless we introduce a system whereby a defi- 

nite standard will be fixed and the product will be paid for on a 

quality basis, I see little hope for rapid or permanent improvement. 

The marketing proposition is not a problem which can be solved by 

government action, although governments should be and are prepared 

to give advice and assistance to the producers in their efforts to place 

the marketing of their goods upon a business basis. There is no prob- 

lem of such importance before the farmers of this continent as that 

of the proper merchandising of their goods, and the broad-minded 

business men of our country, financiers, tradesmen, and manufacturers 

are coming to appreciate the fact that permanent national prosperiity 

rests in the efficient organization of agriculture, not only for produc- 

tion only, but also for efficient marketing. It is a matter of national 

concern. Agriculture does not need artificial bolstering but rather 

the introduction of business principles all along the line. 

ee Would it not be well for the producers of cheese to study the mar- : 

= ket situation, since the methods which have been followed may result 

in high quality Ontario cheese, not only losing ground on the export
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market, but also being crowded off our own market to a considerable 
extent, if the producers continue to be satisfied with the present 
methods of marketing. 

The Dominion Government is, I believe, about to appoint an agri- 

cultural marketing agent for the United Kingdom. 

1923 PLANS OF THE WISCONSIN DAIRY COUNCIL 

By A. J. Grover, Fort Atkinson 

Fellow Cheese Makers: I always feel at home among the cheese 
makers of Wisconsin. In my early boyhood days I learned to make 

cheese and for several summers I operated cheese factories. I also 
grew efficient enough—at least Minnesota thought so, so that I be- 
came the instructor of the Minnesota Dairy School, a position I held 
while I was attending college. I have watched the growth and devel- 

opment of the cheese industry pretty close now to thirty years and 
the same problems that faced us then are before the cheese makers 

today. We have listened to a very enthusiastic address by Mr. Moeh- 

lenpah and the dairy industry should be congratulated that the bankers 

of this state are interesting themselves in the welfare of our greatest 

industry. 

Speaking of California and the raisin reminds me of a little book 
I saw. You know before the days of prohibition California manu- 
factured a great deal of wine and when this 18th Amendment came 

up the people were very much against its enactment because they 
thought their greatest industry would be injured, if not entirely 
destroyed—but the coming of prohibition has only stimulated the 
greatest growing industry of California and last year when they had 
a chance to vote for it again, they voted for prohibition—and some- 
body added there was a raisin in it. (laughter). 

is I am not going to say a great deal about the plans of the Dairy 
Council for 1923. I will say this, that the organization has been es- 
tablished for about three years and has established itself firmly in 
Milwaukee County. The milk that comes in this city for distribution 
is being assessed, or in other words, an assessment of one cent per can 
is placed upon all milk in this city and for every dollar raised in that 

way the distributor is raising a dollar with it. 
Much money is being spent in publicity and in advertising. You 

will observe as you go about that you will see large bill boards setting 
forth in very trite statements the food value of milk, its health quali- 
ties, etc. A campaign is now being planned that will be carried on in 
this city by the schools, women’s clubs, the Health Department, and in 
fact, every organization. I can’t help but feel that I did not have an 
entire agreement with my friends that the dairy men of Wisconsin 
can well afford spending considerable money in setting forth the food 
value of butter, milk and cheese. It has been my hope that every 
county in the state could be organized in that direction as we have 
here in Milwaukee county—but that work has been suspended for a 
little time. Mr. Kelly came in with a plan of merchandising this 
proposition. I know Mr. Hatch has a good address for you as I had
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the opportunity to read it. We do need merchandising and we need 

quality in the dairy products that are so essential to the health and 

; welfare of the people of this country that even the public schools are 

giving their efforts towards that end and they tell the students that 

they should drink milk. There is no other food product, gentlemen, 

in all this land that can go into our public schools and be advertised, 

if you wish to call it that. It is only because milk is looked upon as 

a fundamental food that its value is permitted to be set forth before 

the boys and girls in the schools of this country, and the moment 

the dairy industry loses sight of that fact it is taking a tremendous 

step backwards. I think that publicity and merchandising and ad- 

vertising can go side by side. Now, the Wisconsin Dairy Council 

rendered its support as far as it could to the movement that Mr. 

Kelly has so ably started in our state and the bankers are now help- 

ing in this movement also. I am also in favor and I can’t help but 

repeat that it would be a serious error upon the part of Wisconsin 

to hinder the work of the Dairy Council in giving publicity to that 

product, to the things that have made Wisconsin what it is today. Why 

is it’ Wisconsin stands at the head of all the states of the Union? 

In this state of depressed times, the financial statistics tell us it is 

the dairy industry that has kept us up and we have been paid a 

high compliment by such men as Babson. These men say, go to 

Wisconsin, there they have money, there you can sell your goods—it 

is the most prosperous state in the Union. It doesn’t mean that all is 

well and that we can rest as we are now, but it should be an as- 

surance that Wisconsin has been going in the right direction and 

4 that we should be slow to overthrow those forces that have made 

Wisconsin what it is today; that has made her farmer the most 

prosperous in the Union. There is something fundamental in that; 

it is something we must not let go of. We should go forward other- 

. wise we will begin to decay. Now what are the factors that has 

} made the Wisconsin farmer or has placed Wisconsin in the position 

she holds today? The Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association was organ- 

ized over fifty years ago and they began to preach “get good cows, 

etc.” It worries me when I hear men say that we underestimate the 

cows in our state. Let’s us not for one moment think that by de- 

creasing the production of each one of our cows that we are going 

| to raise the prices of the dairy products to the consumer. No farmers 

4 ever became well off except through efficiency—by making every cow 

; that he keeps produce well, every acre that he tills produce well; in 

the keeping of good cows. Let us reduce the number of cows—it 

wouldn’t take very much of a cow to produce 300 pounds of fat average 

‘in this country—we could dispose of 11% millions instead of keeping 

¢ 23. That is the way to make progress and that is the way Wisconsin 

has made progress. I will say to you that when Governor Hoard be- 

gan to preach the gospel of dairy industry, he knew what he was 

| talking about. 
‘We have a cow testing association around Fort Atkinson that last 

| year averaged 305 pounds of fat per cow per year, that would make 

| over 350 pounds of butter average of those dairymen and gentlemen 

¢ +
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Wwe must not lose sight of the fact that that is what is making Wiscon- 
sin. In our little city we have shipped as high as a carload of dairy 
cattle a day. We are shipping out of this state millions of dollars 
worth of dairy stock. Farmers are coming to us from all over the world 

- and for what? For efficient, healthy dairy cows and they are willing 
to pay more for them in Wisconsin than in any other state in the 
Union. I was in Illinois week before last (where I used to labor) 
and while out to a friend’s place, I saw in his barn a lot of two-year- 
old heifers of pure bred cattle and I said “Harry, where are all your 
old cows, you have a splendid bunch of pure-bred heifers,” and he said 
“My herd was so infected with tuberculosis that I disposed of every 
animal and I went up into Wisconsin, as our neighbors are doing, and 
bought new cattle because they are free from tuberculosis.” I got the 
same story from several other places. Does that mean anything to you 
men? Encourage your patrons to breed healthy cows. 

IT am invited to talk on the 16th at McHenry, Illinois on this same 
subject and to tell them about eradicating tuberculosis from their 
cows. Men I have known for more than 20 years say it must be done. 
Twenty-two years ago they gave a banquet in Illinois because they re- 
pealed the law that all cattle should be tested for tuberculin. 
Now people let us remember that Wisconsin has had wise leader- 

ship. We have the most efficient cows in the United States and a 
move is now on to go at the work of eradicating tuberculosis with more 
energy than ever before. The thing now to do is to look out that we 
don’t go too fast. The Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association when organ- 
ized 50 years ago had men in it that sold their goods for good prices : 
but they put good quality in it. Now they are paying their entire 
attention to the conducting of Cow Testing Associations. Wisconsin 
has been returning to her patrons more money for her butter fat than 
any other state in the Union. It is because we are producing quality 
products that causes the buyers to come here. Unless you have got . 

: quality in it you won’t sell it. Quality is the first thing to consider. 
= Before we begin to tell the people what kind of products Wisconsin 

is producing be sure you have the quality in them. We are suffering 
today, not so much from the lack of advertising, but because 35 years 
ago eight or ten men thought if they take out the butter fat and put 
in foreign fat in cheese they could get away with it, but it killed our 
cheese industry and we are still paying the penalty. In 1919 our cheese 
went on to the market with a great deal of moisture in it and it came 
back to this state. That shows, doesn’t it, the necessity of putting 
quality in it. And this merchandising program that Mr. Moehlenpah 
has so well outlined carried with it the quality advertising. That 
Wisconsin stands at the head of all states in her prosperity is due to~ 
the efficient cows—it is due to producing quality products. In study— 
the merchandising of this great state it has been staggering to me 
after having consulted with business men in Chicago, men I knew 
were interested in the welfare of this state. Major Critchfield says: 
“Put quality in Wisconsin’s dairy products and you can’t produce as yi 
much as the people will demand.” That is true. Do you know that 
while the prices of dairy products are not high enough to suit me—
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that they are about as high as they can be without a diminishing con- 

sumption. Do you know that when the price of butter goes to 65 cents 

a pound the consumer thinks, “I will have to eat a little less butter.” 

Do you know that when the price of cheese is higher the consumption 

will be decreased? I found last week in Minnesota they were manu- 

facturing sweet butter to sell for 10 and 12 cents more at wholesale 

than we get and the market is crying for more; so you see what it 
is when you put quality into your goods, whether it be butter or 

whether it be cheese, they will buy it if it is good. And let us not 

forget, good people, the things that have made Wisconsin what she is 

to-day and let us go on in this merchandising program, but also let 
us carry on this proposition of clean products and products of good 

quality. I thank you. 

POPULARIZING THE USE OF CHEESE 

| By Pror. K. L. Hatcu, Madison. 

| Ladies and Gentlemen: Look at this cigar and see what the 

wrapper reads. Last night I walked down Grand Avenue and I saw 

at the top of a building a wonderful sign all lit up with a man on it, 

lighting a HARVESTER cigar. Every moment since then, when I 

have not been chewing Wrigley’s chewing gum I have been smoking 

a Harvester. We walked down the street a little further and saw 

another sign reading: “Learn to say Mi Lola.” 

The cheese industry is the strong right arm of the dairy business. 

The hand at the end of this arm holds ten per cent of the net annual 
° income of all the state’s business enterprises. The cheese business in 

Wisconsin is no mean business. It contributes more new wealth each 
year to Wisconsin’s. accumulation than any other single enterprise. 
The five fingers on this strong right hand are quality, trade names, 
handy packages, advertising and service. We cannot expect to 

4 Popularize cheese consumption in America without perfect control and 
| coordination of the fingers on this good right hand. 
| You cheese makers say that if the farmer will bring you good milk 

you can put the quality in the cheese, but the farmer’s part is to bring 
| me the good milk. Now when will the farmer bring you good milk? 
IE When you will pay him for good milk, and only then. And what 
| is the cheese makers part? I am told by Mr. Glover and men who 

4 know about the manufacture of cheese that the cheese maker can 
take the quality out of the product that the farmer has put in it. 
Now has the cheese maker done his part? The farmer delivering to 
you a good milk that will make a good cheese your part is to put the 
quality in-it and you will put that quality in it when the dealer pays 

4 a little better for it. 
I like to think of this cheese industry as the strong right arm of 

the state and I like to think of the five points of the eheese industry 
| as represented by the five fingers of this right hand. The first, quality, 
| the second naming that quality so that the consumer may be able to 

call for it by name. Names like these: “Mello-Creme, Sunkist, Nippy, 
Meadow Gold, Tillamook, Skooken, Sealed Sweet, Sun-maid, Swiss
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Charms and Eskimo Pie.” All these things suggest a certain in- 
dividuality—a picture that you have in your mind. This is the thing 

that made Mr. Moehlenpah address you so forcefully and vigorously. It 

is the package of Sun-maid raisins that puts so much iron in his blood. 

Sun-maid raisins—you can’t think of raisins without thinking Sun- 

maid raisins and you can’t think grapefruit without thinking “Sealed 

Sweet” grapefruit, and you can’t think oranges without thinking 

Sunkist oranges. What do you think of when you think cheese? 

Tell me now, tell me. If you had any particular picture in mind— 

any particular quality? It has been profitable, so Mr. Moehlenpah 

has told you, for these men to put up these raisins in this kind of a 

package and sell them under that kind of a name. You can’t think 

anything else. So my second point, the second finger of this industry 

is the name, a mark that will designate to you quality so that the 

consumer may know what to call for, when he asks for cheese. 

And the third thing, the third finger of this right hand, is a handy 

package. Now what has the cheese business done in the matter of 

package? It was my pleasure just a few weeks ago to present to the 

Historical Library at Madison, a collection of dairy utensils for the 

dairy show last year and for the celebration of your organization of 

the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, and among these things there 

was a cheese press one hundred years old—a press that was used on 

the farm in Ohio throughout the early part of the cheese industry. 

The same kind of a hoop you are using today, the same kind of pack- 

age. It hasn’t moved a single inch in one hundred years. It is using 

the same package. Whoever saw a customer go into a grocery store 

and lug home a sixty pound cheese. It is easy to make Mr. * 

Moehlenpah eat raisins, he can’t help it, he wants iron in his blood, 

but he couldn’t get it if they hadn’t devised a package that he can 

carry in his pocket. I want to take back what I said about the same 

package being 100 years old. We have one man that has done more 

= to popularize cheese, more than any other man in the United States— 

he has provided you with a handy package. You can get any kind of 

a package of cheese you want. Any kind of a cheese in any kind of 

a package. Now Mr. Kraft is too wise a guy to let the grocer put 

that kind of thing over on him. He has soldered it in and the grocer 

can’t get rid of that package without Mr. Kraft’s name on it. It is 

there to stay, and so he has devised other methods. Who would want 

that three and one-half ounce package of cheese? I know Mr. Glover 

wants to take along some provisions when he goes on his trip. He 

could carry this with him and could fish it out and have cheese for 

dinner, and he would be dead sure of getting it in that kind of a 

package. Devise a package that will provide for the use of this article 

in any form at any time by anybody that wants to use that article and 

you will do much to popularize it. That is why I say this man has 

done more than any other man in developing that kind of package. 

Here’s an article manufactured by the Carnation Condensed Milk Co. 

I remember two years ago we had a tremendous fight in the state 

legislature about this—that is just closed, on the matter of a product 

Produced by the Carnation Condensed Milk Co. known as “Filled Milk.”
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We fought that proposition because it did not afford a new advantage 

for the use of milk. But now this same concern has come along 

} here with a product they call “Cho Cho.” It is skimmed milk 

and cocoa. Two years ago Professor Sammis got you a little circular 

on milk drinks. One year ago I went over to the National Dairy 

Show and hunted all over the grounds there at St. Paul in which you 

could get a milk drink or a cheese sandwich, and I finally discovered 

one place where you could get a dairy product to eat on those grounds. 

I then went to Mr. Skinner and asked him, “What kind of a Dairy 

Show are you running?” 

‘Well, last fall I went to the National Dairy Show and right inside 

the door I saw a big National Cheese Association counter, that during 

that week sold 26,000 cheese sandwiches and milk drinks, and right 

back in the center of the hall I saw another organization that was 

giving away a milk drink. Another organization was selling Angel 

drink and way back was another organization that was dishing out 

cheese sandwiches of all kinds. It is these new uses that is helping 

to popularize the market for these products. How about cheese? How 

do we get cheese anyway? Where do you find it on the bill of fare? 

I went to the best club in town with a banker friend—to the City 

Club, and looking over the bill of fare, I said I would like some cheese. 

Now,.there are one thousand members that belong to this club, rep- 

resenting the very best of Wisconsin’s industries here in Milwaukee, 

but they do not recognize the industry which transcends all others in 

the state on their bill of fare. It is partly our fault. Do you know 

what put ice cream on the market? Was it advertising? Was it 

quality? Was it health, Mr. Glover, was it all these things? No it 

was this. It is this (holding up an ice cream cone). It is the handy 

package. Ice cream was sold in an old fashioned ice cream parlor 

until some wise guy had a new notion. The cone is the reason that 
q ice cream became so popular—it is the handy package. Every kid on 

the way to school stops in and gets a cone. That is one of the things 
we have got to do in the cheese business. 

A man in the bakery business in Madison got an idea. He said 

+ this sandwich business means you must get a loaf of bread and get 

} your supplies and then put the two together and finally you have a 

} cheese sandwich. He said if I can just fix something that all you have 

to do is drop a piece of cheese in it—so he made a roll—simply a roll 

like a parker house roll and you drop a slice of cheese in it. A news- 

paper reporter got hold of that and made fun of that and so the 

newspapers came and wrote the thing up, making a little fun of us 

and having a joke on us, and they got into the papers. A man down 

in Monroe got hold of theidea and he asked about it, and this is what 

he is doing. He is taking that thing and calling it “Swiss Charms.” 

That is the thing for Monroe County to sell our Swiss cheese in. 
ie Now if you can get volume enough you can make it pay, so he ad- 

vertised in the papers. That fellow believes in the next thing, the 

little finger—the advertising. That fellow believes in advertising be- 

cause he knows you could not have a strong right hand without you 
| have four fingers on it. He has a distributor down in Madison. This
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is the way to popularize the Swiss cheese in Green County—so he 

advertises. He is doing something to let the people know that we 

have such a thing as cheese. 

That right hand cannot do efficient work without the thumb. That 
is the most useful finger on that hand. And the thing that makes 

that fist close up tight, to strike a good solid blow is “service.” It is 

for this reason that a sore thumb is always in the way. It is used 

so much we do not fully appreciate its value until it becomes injured. 

So it is with service. It is the most important part that must be 

played in making cheese-eating popular. Now I want to agree with 

these speakers who have gone before mé—that the thing that makes 

this strong right arm is “service” and you can’t have a popularizing 

of Wisconsin cheese under its most fanciful trade name—under the 

most efficient kind of advertising, without you have a service organiza- 

tion like Mr. Kraft has, and to keep the grocery shelves con- 

tinuously filled with the product you have got to give service. Sun- 

maid raisins you can find on every counter, every cigar counter in the 

city of New York and in every city you can think of. If you want 

iron in your blood, all you have got to do is to walk into any store 

and you can find it. That is what we-have got to have if we are go- 

ing to popularize Wisconsin cheese and have it remain popular. 

I want to say to you that these organizations that we have heard 
about this morning that have been set up and that are now being 

set up, should function together. This new merchandising scheme is 
going to have one branch, an educational branch, which is going to 

carry on or assist the Wisconsin Dairy Council in the carrying on 

of this educational campaign. And I want to tell you further as an 

assurance from the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the Wisconsin 

College of Agriculture that in all this educational work to popularize 

milk and butter and cheese you will have our strongest encouragement 

and support and active help. I thank you. 

Secretary SAmMis: To-night we have the annual event, the biggest 

event of the whole convention—the banquet, and we have a wonderful 

program for this evening, so all try to be present. 

PRESIDENT REED: We will dispense with the parade this noon. 

LETTER FROM MR. H. J. NOYES 
Secretary J. L. Sammis, Sebring, Florida. 
Dear Professor: 

As the time for the Annual Convention approaches, I feel a longing 
to be with you in person, but as that can not be, I am sending this 
note of greeting. 

I sincerely hope this convention may be the largest and most profit- 
able ever, and very much desire that something may be done to make 
the State inspectors of the factories, instructors of cheese making as 
well, and also abolish the present grading law. 

Mrs. Noyes and myself are basking in Florida sunshine amid orange 
and grape-fruit groves and most beautiful flowers. 

Sincerely yours, H. J. Noyes. ; 
PresiweNT REED: This is the first time Mr. Noyes has missed a 

meeting in thirty-one years. A motion by Mr. Damrow and Mr, Bruhn 
was carried that the Secretary be instructed to reply to Mr. Noyes’ 
letter by telegram.
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FOURTH SESSION THURSDAY 2:45 P. M. 

* ESSENTIALS FOR SUCCESS IN A GRADING SYSTEM 

By Pror. B. H. Hipsarp of Madison. 

Ladies and Gentlemen: I notice that I am the fourth speaker on 

this interesting program on what was to have taken place this fore- 

noon. It reminds me of the case of the convention of colored preachers 

which took place in a southern town, and the resident pastor wanting 

to honor as many of the visitors as possible, invited four of them to 

preach in his pulpit on Sunday morning, but he made the prayer 

himself and it read something like this—“O Lord, bless the man who 

is to preach the first sermon and grant a double portion of thy bless- 

} ing on the second sermon and grant a triple portion of thy blessing on 

the third sermon, but Lord have mercy on the man who preaches the 

fourth sermon.” 

Now, I wasn’t so apprehensive of this when I saw the printed 

program, the subjects were different, but I was here during the morning 

session and I noticed it did not seem to make much difference what 

the subject was in print, but that all of these gentlemen talked on 

the same theme as the one that was assigned to me. Therefore I 

want you to have mercy on me. 
5 So I am not altogether to blame because I am the fourth on the 

program, because those other gentlemen were first, second and third. 

And they all talked on grades and standards. It seems that every- 

thing that can be said on the subject has been said. It is my purpose 

to tell you that the price of cheese is excessively low. The wonder is 

that the cheese is bringing as much as it is now bringing. The only 

explanation to offer is that the American people are beginning to recog- 

nize a valuable food market and are beginning to use it seriously and 
4 to pay a fair price for it. I always feel like stopping and telling what 

“fair price’ means. I have read a great deal to-day on what men 
: say about fair price. You can find about sixteen definitions about 

what fair price is. If I were asked to define fair price, I would define 
it about this way—“It is about 10 per cent more than you can get at 
any time.” The fair price from the standpoint of the producer is 
always high from the standpoint of the consumer. The fair price from 

a standpoint of the consumer is always low. 
I am not a cheese maker and I am not much of a cheese eater; not 

because I do not appreciate the value of cheese as a product, neither 
is it because I don’t like it. It is rather that I don’t like the variety 
which my storekeeper keeps and I do not know what I am going to 
get. I once bought some cheese. It was highly recommended, but we 
did not care for it. I offered a little of it to the neighbors and they 
said “a little was enough.” So I went to my grocer with my problem. 
Well, he said, I will let you taste of any cheese before I will let you 

; buy it. I tasted a piece of the cheese, and he asked me “do you like 
that kind of cheese?” Now that is the basis on which one storekeeper 

| was selling cheese. He did not know the different grades and quali- 
} ties.
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I want to bring to your attention another testimony which is from 

life. I happen to know a little group of cheese factories off to the 

northwestern part of the state and from this group of factories a car- 

load of cheese had been made up at different times for a certain 

Western cheese dealer. I was down to visit that dealer and he said— 

“Do you know them? Will you ever see them? I wish you would take 

a message to them.” And this is what he says: “I received two car- 

loads of cheese within the last few wetks and these carloads are so 

very choice that I wish you would tell these people that if they 

will continue to produce cheese of that kind that I can depend upon, 

I will give them one cent above the regular market for it.” When 

I went to these different factories I told these people about this and 

I would like to tell you what I got in the way of a response. 

They did not know just what goes into the cheese because they 

don’t know just how it will be cured. They did not know because 

there had been no organization; there had been no pains taken, and 

there had been no progress made whereby they could know just what 

they were doing. They did not make the better cheese for the man and 

they did not get the one cent bonus for the cheese. 

They are making cheese that is no better than a great deal of Wis- 

consin cheese. You can make just as good cheese as they do and 

you do make as good cheese as they do; but they do not put on the 

market any cheese that has not been inspected and brought up to a 

standard, labeled Tillamook, and do you happen to know that to-day 

in the towns on the west coast the Tillamook cheese outsells the 

Wisconsin cheese. They ask for it for one reason only and that is 

they know what they are getting. That is a fact. That was not 

true a few years ago. It wasn’t true because the Tillamook had not 

developed a grade that was known, and it did not outsell Wisconsin 

cheese. To-day it outsells ours. That is not creditable for the state : 

d of Wisconsin. 

In this country eggs are eggs, or perhaps we will have two grades 

of eggs. One will be fresh eggs and the other will be storage eggs. 

And the fresh eggs are not always fresh and the storage eggs are 

not always storage, but we have about two grades. Certain places in 

New York City they have other grades. They have large eggs and 

they have small eggs. If you go to England, you will find displayed 

in a store that handles eggs, about eight different kinds of eggs. They 

will be displayed in wire baskets. At one end of the row will be a 

; given price as perhaps a shilling—six pence. On the first grade just 

below that it will be a penny or two less, and on the next one a 

penny or two less until you get to a relatively low price on the last 

basket and if you will inquire you will be told practically every time 

that the basket at the end of the row with the high price comes from 

Denmark. Do you think the Danish eggs are better than any other 

eggs? They are not and the reason they don’t pay so much for the 

other eggs is because they don’t know what they are. The Danish 

eggs are one to two weeks old at best. They are all stamped the 

same as the Danish butter is stamped. Now keep in mind that those 

products are no better than the products in England and no better
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than ours. Just as good apples grow in Wisconsin—just as good 

apples grow in Michigan—just as good apples grow in New York as 

ever grew in the valleys of the west. Someone asked why it was that 

a western apple sold for more than the Michigan apples here. The 

box contained about forty pounds and the basket probably forty-four 

to forty-six pounds of apples, but the box sold for fifty cents more. 

The answer was directly to the point. First he replies, “I know ex- 

actly how many apples are in the box. If I want to sell them for so 

much a box or so much a dozen, I can do so. I know how large 

these apples are. I know the color of them. I know that there is 

not a spot on them of an objectionable character. I know there is 

not a rotten apple in the box or if there is I will get my money back. 

As to the basket of apples, you will have to turn them out in order to 

: see them. They are not even of one variety. Some of them are just 

{ , as good, some not as good, and they are not all one quality. New 

York is so near to the market that they are not worried about this. 

The result is that the New York people are complaining bitterly be- 

cause one-half of the apples sold there come from out west and the 

2 middle states. It is because the people of the west know how to mar- 

ket their stuff and have labeled the box, stating how much it con- 

; tains. I bought Wisconsin cheese that has gone to New York and 

back again. At least it was sold for New York cheese. New York 

cheese is our cured cheese. Herkimer cheese has a sting to it. They 

keep on selling it. Probably it was made in Sheboygan county or 

maybe in Clark county or maybe in Washington county, but it is 

called New York cheese and Herkimer county cheese, and Herkimer 

\ county cheese means a big thing to a large number of people. Down 

in Chicago you can find stores not pretending to handle cheese as a 

major product. They are buying from our dealers quantities of cheese 

and storing it for six or nine months and selling it out for particularly 

‘ choice cheese. Of course, if they do so they get the benefit of it, and 

why should they not? It is not my purpose to say to you that any- 

thing should be done. I merely want to say, and I can say it briefly, 

that when Wisconsin cheese is as well standardized as some other 

cheese that is being made and as well branded as products that come 

from the countries of Northwestern Europe, as well branded as the 

apples of the west, the Wisconsin people are going to profit by it and 

we are going to be known in the markets of the United States and 

: probably in the world as the producers, not so much of the quantities 

which we boast so much about, but for the quality that we are making. 

Remember the case of the dairy butter. One woman will take in- 

finite pains with making her butter and she will take it to a store 

and they will pay her the dairy butter price. Another woman will 

make a poorer butter and will take it to a store and gets the same 

5 price. This is only because the storekeeper knows nothing about 

grades of butter. It works out the same way with the cheese. The 

lack of grades and standards has put many and many an excellent 

article in with the bad and it has been sold as an inferior article. 

Probably everyone of you individually is doing the very best you 

can, but no set of men in Wisconsin, Oregon or anywhere else can
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Place any product, whether it is cheese, apples or potatoes up to a 

given standard without giving it a standard first. It means get to- 

gether. Now are you all determined to put Wisconsin cheese on the 

market so that will bring a higher price? It can be done. The essen- 

tial of a grading standard is simple. It means that somebody should 

insist that you handle your cheese in the best possible way and that 

when it is done and the product is ready for the market, it shall be 

so labeled as to be known, and known for what it is. This means 

more than we would imagine—it means not_only a higher price for 

the cheese that is made now, but that more cheese will be wanted. 

Wisconsin is undoubtedly getting through all of these sorry days of 

reconstruction better than any other state in the Union. This is be- 

cause our business was not boomed during the war like so many other 

products—like the corn and the Iowa land. It means that there is 

not such a great collapse in the dairy business because it wasn’t 

boomed so much. We have been able to live through it. We have 

graded one product after another in Wisconsin until outside of this 

state all people expect that when anything comes from Wisconsin it 

is good. No matter how good the cheese is on an average so long 

as we have every now and then the poor kind that I mentioned before, 

somebody else is going to do the grading for you and somebody else 

is going to have the profit when it is done. 

Mark Twain had a watch which ran too fast, so naturally he ran 

ahead of his appointments. He took it to a watchmaker who told 
him that all he had to do was to hang it up for a week or two, and 

it would come out just about right on the average. Mark made one 

of his characteristic replies to the watchmaker, saying: “An average 

may be a mighty good thing in some places, but it is a very mild 

virtue in a watch.” Therefore, I say to you, a good average cheese 

is a mild virtue. Shrewd men have been picking out the best of 

your cheese and paying you a high price for your article. The real 

4 question that confronts you and the dairymen of Wisconsin is—when 

are we going to have cheese that is going to be known as Wisconsin 

cheese? That will be a fortune for someone. We may have good 

cheese on an average, we may have good potatoes on an average, but 

somebody else is going to do the averaging. Somebody else at a dis- 

tance will grade our stuff and label it, and will show evidences of 

prosperity while we are complaining because interest rates are high 

and because yields are low and because somebody else is making more 

money than we are. The most obvious thing to do is the relatively 

easy thing on top of what we have already done with so great ex- 

cellence, namely to grade and standardize our products in such a way 

as to advertise them after the manner of those things that were so 

vividly portrayed to you this morning. 

I thank you. 

PRESIDENT REED: The next subject is “Process Cheese as a Food 

for Thought.” This does not appear on the program and I will leave 

it to the members if you want that subject presented.
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Member: I move you let Mr. Gunert present his subject. 

Memser: I second it. 

Present Reep: It has been moved and seconded that we have 

this subject presented. All those in favor say aye and those opposed 

no. The noes have it. 

PROGRESS OF THE WISCONSIN CHEESE GRADING 
SYSTEM 

By Marts. Micuets, Madison, of the Wisconsin Department of 

Markets 

I am willing to go on record that I fully agree 100 per cent with 

what these gentlemen have said before me to-day on all of the topics 

that we have had on the program. I am glad to see so many dairy 

school students here. I want to say I was one of the first dairy 

school students. I want to give you a paragraph of a letter which 

I received from Mr. Potts of the Federal Bureau in which he says: 

“Last week I spent one day at each of the markets in Boston, New 

York and Philadelphia. .While at these markets, I took occasion to 

inquire of our representative of the different markings of cheese in 

these markets. : 

An incident was brought to my attention where some cheese was 

branded number two. The grocer, on noting the number two brand 

insisted that his trade required a number one. In these eastern mar- 

kets quality is becoming a more and more important factor with the 

trade. It should be of interest to you to know that the Wisconsin 

: system of grading cheese has been received with wonderful favor in a 

the eastern markets. 

4 Our representative in New York stated that while occasionally they 

3 take slight exception to the grade, on the whole they consider it in 

2 line, and that it has materially improved and shipments are more 

uniform. 

I also want to state that Mr. Murray has spent two months in the 

state of Pennsylvania, and his work took him to small towns through- 

out the state. He took particular pains in finding out what the store- 

keeper had to say about Wisconsin cheese and to his surprise in all 

the stores he visited (he thinks he saw fifty or sixty) most of them 

handled the number one brand. That is contrary in this state. Most 

cheese sold here is marked number two and none is marked Fancy.” 

Wisconsin produces 70 per cent of all the cheese produced in the 
United States. In other words we produce about the same amount of 

cheese as does the rest of the United States and Canada combined. 

In round numbers Wisconsin produces about 300,000,000 pounds an- 

nually, This is divided about as follows: 

American or Cheddar .....................285,000,000 pounds 
EIGN tee sailasi caes ewekcas cts sedsaess «44000000 pounds 
TRV 65 9.0s FS sha sie n.0's b odicce'cia avivcee sc ss 30,000,000 pounds 
Limburger .............-.2s+eeeeeeeeeeee+ 1,000,000 pounds
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The grading of American cheese was made effective last February 
and in July the program was enlarged to include Brick, Swiss and 
Limburger. The results to date have been very gratifying. The im- 
provement in the quality of our cheese, which is the real aim of 
standardization, has been greater than we had any right to expect. 
Some who are antagonistic to the work have tried to credit the im- 
provement to the weather, to the feed, to the stars and what not, 
but the very fact that they acknowledge that the improvement has 
been accomplished should satisfy any fair-minded person as to the 
real cause. To substantiate my claim that the grading of cheese is 
directly responsible I want to say that we have on file dozens of let- 
ters—some from the very highest authorities in the country. Among 
them we have thirty-five (35) signatures of as many Wisconsin cheese 
dealers over which they state such improvement in the quality of 
Wisconsin cheese has been 20 to 40 per cent. 

The Wisconsin Department of Markets in its preliminary survey 
of Wisconsin’s cheese industry found at least three bad practices which 
existed for many years, all of which were detrimental to both pro- 
ducers and consumer. I refer first to the practice of short weights 
which was corrected by the fractional weight order by our depart- 
ment. Second, is the shipment of cheese from the factory which is 
too green to be successfully paraffined. Heavy losses were being sus- 
tained on such cheese by developing rind rot and the loosening of 
paraffine while being cured in cold storage which has been practically 
overcome by our three-day holding order. Third, the common prac- 
tice of paying for cheese on a more or less flat basis regardless of 
quality which will be remedied only by a uniform cheese grading sys- 
tem, and buyers recognizing the fact that cheese should be bought 
on a quality basis. 

The Wisconsin Department of Markets was created by the legisla- Z 
ture four years ago for the purpose of aiding in the marketing of all 

_ produce and especially that which is produced on the farms of Wis- 
consin. By better marketing we mean to get the produce to the con- 
sumer in the best possible condition and at the least possible expense. 
To accomplish this the aim must be for a high and uniform quality 
product, which we feel cannot be put over unless such product, first 
of all, is properly standarized or graded. 

Thinking that it will be of interest to you to know how the cheese 
has been graded since the state program was made effective, I will 
give you the average monthly percentage of all reports as sent in on 

the various grades of cheese, which are as follows: 

Wis. Fancy Wis. No. 1 Grade 2 
MAGE 55 oes cone Secu cence ses Oe 92.9 3 

: PEN Ke scale ivwiac' etc kon Beate 92.0 1.6 
MON TG ose ee mes ctr ae sea d ee 90.3 11 
MAB cece ecen tas eee 84.7 2.6 
WR io nah a cnscan stn ce nos oooneeet 83.9 2.4 
BQO Ses eee esas haa ee 90.2 2.7 

All of the grading is done by licensed men of whom 350 are dealers 
and 450 are cheese makers. Many cheese makers, however, take out
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licenses to grade only such cheese as they sell direct to local stores. 

While some of the licensed men have graded 50 to 75 per cent of 

their cheese Wisconsin Fancy, others have not used their Fancy 

stamps. It is true up to this time few have been unable to get any 

extra price for cheese that does score Fancy. Some dealers are now 

offering a premium, among them being one of the largest cheese 

handlers in the United States and we are certain that in the near 

future all cheese grading Wisconsin Fancy will be rewarded by an 

extra price over that which scores Wisconsin No. 1. Grade No. 2 is 

being taken care of in the regular channels of trade ever since the 

grading became effective, and we expect the same of Wisconsin Fancy 

this year. 
It would seem, therefore, that the improvement so far has been due 

principally to the commendable desire on the part of cheese makers 

to rank high among their brothers. Just as soon as Wisconsin Fancy 

commands a more substantial reward in the shape of an extra price 

over that paid for No. 1, the percentage will go up by leaps and 

bounds. Ninety per cent of all cheese troubles are in the hands of 

the cheese maker and the other 10 per cent are under the control 

of the cheese maker who in turn can then put up a very convincing 

argument for the production of better milk. 

As stated before, any program for better marketing of cheese must 

reach both producer and consumer and the only way we can reach 

the consumer is by a quality product which increases the consump- 

tion of cheese; in other words, make it so good that the people will 

demand and eat more cheese. 

How to Increase Consumption of Cheese 

The low consumption of cheese in the United States is due mostly 

: to a distrust of the product by the consumer. The common practice 

of getting away with low quality cheese to the retail trade at nearly 

full price should and must be prevented. To this we may add the lack 

: of sufficient curing or age before the cheese reaches the consumer. 

The present consumption of cheese in this country is only 4.2 pounds 

per capita when in all European countries it ranges from 8 to 24 

pounds. We contend that the production of a high class article will 

encourage cheese eating habits among the public resulting in a greatly 

{ increased price to the producer with practically no advance to the 

consumer. We explain this apparent impossibility along this line: 

The present consumption of cheese in the United States can be in- 

creased only by an appeal to the appetite and taste to the consumer. 

Our low consumption is due entirely to the uneven quality of cheese 

j as it comes to market at present. Without knowing the reason, the 

average consumer does not like cheese. It moves over the grocer’s 

counter in small volumes and often brings complaints. He holds the 

cheese long, suffering a loss in shrinkage and mould and his turn- 

over is slow. Consequently, in order to break even he must ask a 

wide margin, amounting to 50 or often as high as 100 per cent over 

. the cheese factory or Plymouth market price. Cheese is a finished
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product as it comes from the factory and there should be nothing 
to warrant such a wide spread. The American consumption of cheese 
will approach or equal that of the European when he gets a cheese 
at all times that is really fit to eat. When this time comes the grocer 
will be handling cheese on a small margin and yet realize larger net 
returns. The situation then will be similar to that now prevailing in 
the handling of butter, flour, sugar and other staple articles which the 
grocer now handles on a very close margin. 

September 13, 1922, we sent the following letter to all licensed 
cheese graders: 

Dear Sir: This is to inform you that a hearing will be held at 
the Association of Commerce Rooms, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, Fri- 
day, September 22, at 1:30 p. m. At this hearing will be discussed 
the advisability of adding a cheese grade that will assure the con- 
sumer a well cured cheese when desired. The advisability of extend- 
ing the three-day order will also be discussed. State and Federal 
Tepresentatives will be present and you are all urged to come and 
take part in the discussion. 

The result of the Fond du Lac hearing was the appointment of a 
committee of six to*help or aid the department in suggesting if pos- 
sible a way by which we could put on a grade of cheese—well cured 
—something to take the place of the present so-called “New York” 
cheese. The members were Frank ‘Schujahn, F. G. Swoboda, H. A. 
Rindt, J. B. McCready, Aug. Westphal and H. C. Davis, 

The report of the above committee was received December 27th, 
which follows: 

First. That the grade Wisconsin Fancy be eliminated. 
Second. That all cheese scoring 90 points or over be branded “Wis- 

consin Full Cream.” 
Third. All cheese scoring 90 points to be left unbranded. 
Fourth. To change the three-day holding order to read five days 

from October 1st to April 30th. 

This report was signed by five of the six members of this com- 
mittee. I thoroughly believe the committee was honest in its en- 
deavors to improve the quality, and in so doing, the consumption of 
cheese; but it seems to me that they have overlooked some funda- 
mentals that ought to be analyzed. In order that the department may 
get the benefit of our organization, I shall analyze what the rec- 
ommendation of this committee means. 

First, the elimination of Wisconsin Fancy means lowering the 
score for the highest grade two points which means that there could 
be nothing gained by making a cheese scoring above 90 points. The 

° second and third recommendations would raise “off grade” two points 
from 87 to 89, which would mean instead of having two or three per 
cent to go into the “off grade,” it would be in the neighborhood of 
40 to 45 per cent going into the “off” class. The Plymouth board 
would be based on the 90 score and those scoring below or nearly one- 
half of the cheese made would come in for a trimming or a deduction 
from the Plymouth board price. 

The Canadian grading system is exactly the same as ours except ‘i
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that they have an extra grade in which they place all cheese which ‘ 

merits a score of 94 points or better and is called “Specials.” We 

feel that when the time comes for a change that the state will add 

to rather than subtract from the number of grades recognized. 

It is my judgment, based upon my experience of more than thirty 

years in the cheese business, covering all phases of it, that grading is 

a vital essential in the upbuilding of the industry. I cannot help but 

feel that the cross currents we are meeting in our work are largely 

inspired by standpatters like we have in all walks of life, who want 

: things left as they have always been and who are eternally opposed 

to any progressive move, fearing that it may in some unaccountable 

way injure them. Educational and inspection work has always been 

hampered by the lack of cheese and butter grading. So long as 

quality is not recognized when found, no one will take the pains to 

produce it. It is only by a rigid enforcement of grading such as we 

now have in Wisconsin that we have any right to expect any im- 

provement in the quality of Wisconsin cheese or any appreciable in- 

crease in the American consumption of same. 

We have only a few men opposing the movement. They claim that 

the only way to improve on the quality of our product is to get a 

better milk supply by more frequent inspection of cheese factory and 

farms. This has been the aim and practice for many years without 

accomplishing the desired results. We have 2,800 cheese factories and 

4 185,000 farms in Wisconsin. To properly police all of these has proven 

impossible. In fact, under the policing system the quality of our 

cheese has been gradually but steadily falling off. 

Permit me to digress from my subject for a moment to point out 

what regulation along lines parallel to cheese grading has done in 

another industry. 

: Up to about fifteen years ago the seed business was under no legal 

restrictions. Unscrupulous traders unloaded all sorts of worthless 
I stock upon the farmer. The seeds he bought so often were loaded 

with noxious weed seeds, or they were not true to name or were of 
low germinating power so that he was driven to the point of refus- 
ing to plant any seed which he had not raised himself. As a conse- 
quence, he continued to plant old run-out seed which did not give 
him satisfactory returns. Naturally the seedsman’s business did not 
prosper. 

Then laws were passed regulating the seed trade. The seedsman 

was obliged to label each package with the name of the variety, the 
Percentage of purity, percentage of germination. More than that, if 
the seed contained noxious weed seeds, he was prohibited from sell- 
ing it. 

h Immediately the ery went up from seedsmen that they were being 
made the goats for the sins of others. They pointed out that poor 
seeds were grown by farmers and that instead of holding the seeds- 
men liable such farmers should be made to pay the penalty. While 
this grievance seemed justifiable the State Department went ahead 
with their program on the theory that the seed business should bea 

5 specialized line, that the seedsman should be capable of discriminat-
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* ing between poor seed and good seed and that it was an impossible 

task to regulate the thousands of farmers who were producing the 

seeds. The law has been in force long enough so that we can judge 

of results. The seedsman has equipped himself with up-to-date ma- 

chinery which will remove objectionable weed seeds. At a trifling 

cost he makes germination tests. He finds he can comply with the 

law with a minimum of inconvenience. Best of all, he has regained 

the confidence of his customers. With the assurance that he will get 

what he pays for, the farmer buys freely of new and better varieties 

of seeds. He finds that instead of trying to dabble in raising all sorts 

of seeds himself, he is money ahead by leaving that to the seed-grow- 

ing specialist. In short, everyone has gained. The specialized seed 

grower has been given proper recognition. The seedsman’s business 

has never flourished as it does to-day. The consuming farmer is rais- 

ing bigger and better crops. 

Is it unreasonable to hope that after fifteen years the grading of 

cheese will have proven as great a blessing to the man who produces 

the milk, to the man who manufactures the cheese, and to the man 

who eats it? 

I am satisfied that the principle of grading cheese is absolutely 

sound. I do not claim and do not think anyone should expect that 

with this brief experiment the machinery should be perfect. 

We welcome all constructive criticism and are willing to try out 

any proposed modifications which show any reasonable prospect of 

realizing the object for which we are all striving—a better cheese. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. Davis: I would like to ask Mr. Michels one or two questions. 

His report speaks about the large quantities of fancy cheese made 

in March and April. Why is it larger than in June? Do you think 

there can be any fancy cheese made out of fodder milk? 

- Mr. Micuers: Yes. My remembrance is that in the fore part of 

June and July there were abundant rains, nice pastures and that the 

condition of the milk was good. 

Mr. Davis: This committee that you speak of, was it appointed 

by the Division of Markets? 

Mr. Micuets: It was appointed by the members of that meeting 
held at Fond du Lac and it was published in the News Letter issued 
from Madison. An article in that paper said that the committee 
= constituted was not satisfactory and it was proposed to discharge 
them. 

Mr. Davis: Who was the authority for that article? 

Mr. Micuets: I think Mr. Anderson was. The committee had not 
reported at the time that article came out in the paper—that was 

long before. 

~ ry Davis: That was countenanced then by the Division of Mar- 
ets? 

Mr. Micuers: It was purely an idea of Mr. Anderson’s. 

@Mr. Grunert: Why don’t you brand the cheese when it is a “Full 
Cream Cheese?” If you have a law for one, why don’t you have it 
for another grade?
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} Mr. Micuets: There are so many things here. I want to make 

one point clear. We realize that in some directions our grading is 
rather lame, but those are things that you can’t expect to come all 
at once. I think it is too much to expect that it should come the 
first year, although I have good reason to believe that we will get 
that far. We have one of the largest dealers in the United States 
that is going on with a program of this kind. Just as soon as an 
extra price will be offered for Wisconsin Fancy there will be all sorts 
of it made. Instead of 13 per cent going into the fancy grades, I 
know it will be twice that much. I know the results of the Canadian 
work can be duplicated here—it can even go better than that. It 

a showed results within twelve months of work. 

woe Present ReEep: Let’s confine ourselves to our program now. Are 
¢ 0 there any other members of the Department who wish to offer some- 

ie thing on this line before any other discussion comes on? 

Mr. OsterHaus: Mr. President, Gentlemen: iIt is quite a surprise 
) to be called upon to take part in the discussion of what has taken 

; place—what progress has been made in the grading of cheese during 
the last year, in somewhat less than a year. As a fieldman, officially 
designated as, supervising grader, my activities have been confined 

r to the Lake Shore district of the state, particularly Sheboygan and 
Manitowoc counties and part of Calumet county and some further 
south and eastern counties adjoining. I think about the best I can 
do is to give you some ideas as to the manner in which I personally 
think the grading has worked out. For the most part we have had 
very satisfactory cooperation in the warehouses in reviewing the grad- 
ing that has been done. Earlier in the year before grading actually 
started, we made some calls around at various warehouses trying to 
get acquainted—to get everyone who was to do the grading to give 
some expression as to their standards and try to get all these ideas 
nearly along the same line as we could. I think the grading has been 
quite uniformly done. I do not like to use the word average. There 
have been instances where the grading has not been done according 
to the standard, although I have some reason to question whether 
the individuals always did their extreme best in the matter. I do 
not think this is the place to bring up names and particular instances, 
which we might have criticised and which even in extreme cases 
might have served grounds for revocation of graders’ licenses. I 
think the first year of our work we should all show a great deal of 
tolerance and there should be a great amount of cooperation in the 
grading system. I agree with others who spoke this morning that a 
grading system to be successful must be combined with a system 
which will pay the men who produce the highest grade product and 
should receive a premium or a better price for his superior article. 

I am glad to know that there seems to be some progress made in 
the direction of recognizing merit of the better quality of cheese. Now, 
I am very sorry that during the last year no grade premiums have 
been paid for Fancy quality. It has not been general at all and some 
of the producers of cheese, factory men particularly, feel somewhat 
disappointed that the extra efforts they have put forth during the 

; last year in producing a higher quality cheese have not been rewarded. 
I want to ask those men to continue striving to do their best to make 
the highest grade cheese they can and say that in time dealers will 
recognize it. They need to wait for their reward in heaven as some- 
one suggested here this morning. 

Mr. Damrow: I would like to ask Mr. Michels this question: Shall 
all cheese be graded? Do I understand this process cheese is not 
graded? It is held by the Assistant Attorney-General to come within 
the standards of Full Cream Cheese. I would like to ask if it comes 
in the standard of Full Cream cheese—if it comes in with the mois- 
ture content and why is it not graded?
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Mr. Micuets: This question has been decided by the Attorney- 
General’s office and also by our attorneys, and it is agreed upon that 
it came within the regular standards of American cheese. 

Mr. Damgow: Why shouldn’t it be graded? 

Mr. Micuets: There are a good many “ifs” and “ands” on this. 
We are particularly interested at this time that the cheese maker, who makes a Wisconsin Fancy cheese should be rewarded in his efforts, and when we put that across, We will take up the next step. 

Mr. Damrow: But a process cheese maker is also a cheese maker A and wants to put his cheese before the public. If you want to pro- 4 tect the No. 1 and No. 2, why not protect the consumer? Is this % Process cheese always running uniform? Why is it not graded? - = 00 a5 i 
Mr. Micuets: I want to answer Mr. Damrow’s question. I feel \ € that this process cheese is graded, in that, the process manufacturer ~* ee puts out a grade that is quite uniform and it seems to me that for Se the time being at least we have got more important work to look 2 after than that. The moisture is low, that is all true. It is Dossible that in the future we may find more time for that, 
Mr. Damrow: What is the moisture percentage of the process cheese? 
Mr. Micuets: I would refer that question to Mr. Winder. 
Mr. Winper: On the question just asked regarding the moisture in 

the so-called process cheese, considerable work has been done the 
past few months. There has been considerable time taken up in 
determining what this cheese was. It is only very recently that we 
obtained an opinion from the Attorney-General’s office that puts it in 
the class of American or Chedder cheese. That brings it under the specific law regulating the moisture content of 38 per cent. We-have 
had some running considerably over this moisture and it is only, 
as you know, very recently that we received this opinion from the 
Attorney-General. We have no law under which we can call this 
Process cheese. It comes under the specific law controlling the moisture. The next step will be that if it is not kept within the mois- 
ture limits, we will then take further steps in that direction. (Ap 
plause). 

¢ Presment Reep: Next on the program is “Experience with the 
Wisconsin Cheese Grading System.” I will read two letters which 7 have been received, which might be of interest to you at this time. 

LETTER FROM D. W. WHITMORE & CO. " 
Wholesale Cheese & Butter, 10 Harrison Street, New York 

Dear Sir: Yours of the 29th ult. received regarding grading of 
Wisconsin cheese. As you stated you wish to secure as much light 
on the subject as possible, it is our opinion no cheese can be properly 
graded before it is at least ten days old, and we understand they are 
grading and branding the cheese in Wisconsin from three to five days 
from the hoop, also that there are too few inspectors to cover the en- 
tire state in an efficient manner. 
When cheese are graded so young it is impossible to detect faults Z that may develop later, and while we have no doubt the inspectors 5 

intend to do their work as well as possible under present system, 
we have had cheese in here branded “No. 1” and “Fancy” that cer- 
tainly were not entitled to it. 

One car of summer-made Wisconsin daisies we recently received had developed a very bad flavor and these were branded “Fancy’ and 
“No. 1.” This does not happen very often, however, but also have 
occasionally found acidy as well as gassy daisies branded “No, 1.”
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While we are opposed to branding under the present system, be- 
lieve if it could be done in a thorough and unbiased manner, it might 

prove to be a good thing for the cheese industry in the future. 
There are other points that could be discussed to advantage, but 

presume they will be brought out at your Convention, which we would 
certainly like to attend, as we have been handling a large quantity 
of Wisconsin cheese this season, and looks as if we will use still 
more of them in the future. 

With best wishes for the members of the Association and for the 
= success of the Convention, we remain, 
& si Yours very truly, 
fe D. W. Whitmore & Co. 
Ba LETTER FROM NEW YORK MERCANTILE EXCHANGE 

Cor. Hudson and Harrison Streets. 

j Howard J. Runyon. 

f Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of December 29, 1922. 
The Cheese Committee of the New York Mercantile Exchange com- 

posed of nine men representing the prominent cheese houses in New 
York City, express themselves in regard to the Wisconsin grading 
and branding system as practiced the past year, as follows: 

The grading of cheese soon after being taken from the hoops and 
before being properly cured is more or less a matter of uncertainty 
and guess work. 

\ We have found the quality of the different grades to vary con- 
siderably, probably due to the judgment of the different inspectors. 

It has been our experience that some cheese have been branded 
seconds that should have been firsts, and some firsts that should have 
been seconds. 

The trade will not pay any more for cheese because they are branded 
Fancy or Firsts, but the branding of Seconds prejudices the buyer 

2 against the cheese no matter how they show on the trier. 
For these reasons we prefer to buy the cheese over the trier, or 

on the guarantee of the dealers in whom we have confidence rather 
than on the uncertain grading as practiced last year. 

Yours very truly, 
Howard J. Runyon, Ch. Committee. 

EXPERIENCE WITH THE WISCONSIN GRADING 

SYSTEM 

. By Mr. Horace Davis, Plymouth. 

; Ladies and Gentlemen of the convention and fellow students: We 
have had a very interesting program and everything has been run- 

ning smoothly, but now the jangle starts. (Laughter). I am asso- 

ciated in the dairy business in Wisconsin and Michigan, whose condi- 

tions were about the same years ago. But Michigan had a greater 

population than Wisconsin at that time, and to satisfy that trade 

locally they manufactured a soft cheese—so soft that in the heat of 

the summer the cheese would burst open and dr‘p on the floor. They 

sold it. They sold quite a lot of water. They got rid of it, while there 

were few factories making it. Then others started factories thinking 

there were advantages in making this kind of cheese and they were 

confronted with more cheese than they could sell locally. The result 

was they could not market those soft goods in outs de markets and 

j they are practically wiped out because they could not sell an article
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that was not wanted. The state of Wisconsin pursued a different policy. 

They made a firmer, more solid article that could be marketed to-day, 

‘next week, or in six months. Years ago we used to have to carry 

cheese in the factory three, four or five weeks and rub them with - 

Johnson Hot wax once a day. This meant that you would have to 

have cheese that would stand. It was suitable for marketing and no 

moisture law was necessary then. By-and-by the conditions of market- 

ing changed so that you commenced to ship the cheese every week, 

and then you shipped twice a week and a good many of them didn’t ‘ 

care and rather enjoyed selling as much moisture as possible. The 

competition amongst you was such that you put as much as 40 per cent 

of moisture in cheese and beat your neighbor one month and he in 

turn put 42 per cent in and he beat you the next month and so you id 

disregarded the quality of cheese very materially until about three 

years ago a large portion of the summer-made cheese that was in stor- 

age was taken out covered with rind rot, causing heavy shrinkage 

to the extent that many of the dealers who were putting their money 

in stated that they would not continue unless there was some rea- 

sonable method pursued to stop this. The moisture law was afterward 

changed to 38 per cent and we now hear that some people claim 

that they can’t make as soft a cheese as their trade wants under 38 

per cent moisture. I venture to say that 5 per cent of the cheese 

made in Wisconsin is wanted soft and it is a peculiar fact that two 

years ago the average moisture on the ten highest lots of cheese at 

the convention here was 35 per cent. 2 

Now, when you want to send cheese to the convention, why do 

you cheese makers commence to make a low moisture cheese? If you 

can make just as good cheese out of 40 per cent, then why do you get 

down to a low moisture cheese’ when you want to send it to the con- 

vention here? (Applause). Gentlemen, you must produce an article 

- that a man investing his money in it at the time of the greatest pro 

duction time, June, July and August, will be reasonably safe in carry- 

ing until he takes it out in the fall, if you want to stabilize your 

market and get the better price in the summer. If you reduce your 

quality and that cheese can’t be stored, the price will have to go to 

a figure where it can be consumed at once and that is very low. 

About four years ago there was a law passed in Wisconsin creating 

the Division of Markets. They had hearings. I attended a number of 

those hearings and I remember one held in the City Hall which was 

attended by a number of cheese dealers and their attorneys and we 

thought enough of it to take an attorney down there to see where 

we stood and what our rights were. They put fhe various cheese 

dealers on the stand and took their testimony—they gave their experi- 

ence and we didn’t finish the meeting by noon. We couldn’t feel that 

we were finished by noon and we wanted to continue in the after- 

noon but Mr. Reiss said it was not necessary to go on. The law com- 

pelled us to have these hearings and it will only take a few minutes 

to finish up. He didn’t care what we were saying and I protested to 

Mr. Reiss that we go on with the hearings and he says, your rulings 

are wrong and you can have recourse in law. We might have com-
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pined a number of cheese dealers and brought suit. At Madison every 

cheese dealer got up before the Division of Markets and told them 

to the best of their Knowledge they didn’t believe that a fair judg- 

ment could be made on cheese in three days from the hoop. That law 

was passed and the rulings have been in direct opposition to the 

evidence. This committee has recommended an increase on this. I 

have been in the cheese business for a great many years and am a 

= judge of quality—and I cannot consider myself qualified to judge it 

three days from the hoop, taking the cheese out of the hoop one day 

and sending it to the dealer the next day. Now the Division of Mar- 

_kets, I think, hasn’t worked with the cheese dealer. They haven’t 

been willing to take our advice. They haven’t been willing to absorb 

the knowledge of the business that we have tried to give them, and 

I made a remark that I trust the time was coming when they would 

consider the experience we have had. : 

I consider a cheese factory a public utility—it is absolutely a public 

utility to the district or the neighborhood it serves and I believe as 

a public utility it should be under the law of the state and protected. 

I would suggest to this convention the standardizing of all cheese 

hoops; that all long horn hoops be made one size, that all daisy 

hoops, flat hoops, square hoops be made one size so that when the 

dealer gets the product of a number of factories, that he is going 

to get a uniform size of goods. 

There is another point I want to raise and that has been the ter- 

- rible injustice done the dairy business in the state of Wisconsin in 

1922 by the withdrawal of refrigerator cars from this section. The 

Interstate Commerce Commission ordered 25 cars to be sent to Cali- 

fornia and California in 1921 shipped 44,446 cars loaded with grapes 

and grapefruit. In the same time the state of Wisconsin sent out by 

railroad 44,021 cars loaded with milk, chéese and butter. But this 

last year cheese dealers in the state of Wisconsin had their ware- 

houses full and were unable to get cars for three or four weeks. I 

would suggest and recommend that this convention draw up or send 

a resolution to the Railroad Commission of the state of Wisconsin 

asking them to protect the industries of this state. 

Now, gentlemen, instead of grading so strong it is my idea that we 

in the state of Wisconsin need more good inspectors. Here is Canada, 

as we understand, has got one instructor for about every 25 factories. 

It was a nice time last June when the weather was good and the 

grade of milk was fine to make cheese, but how about the days when 

the temperature was 105? I believe that if the state of Wisconsin was 

districted and enough money furnished to hire the very highest grade 

cheese makers as instructors to handle a district to standardize the 

product of that district in color, quality, in boxes, in everything, so 

that when a man wants to buy a carload of cheese in New York they 

are going to get a uniformity in quality, size and condition, and. I 

believe that instructor under the dairy division will help materially 

the improvement and quality in the state of Wisconsin. I thank you. 

Present Reep: Are there any remarks?
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Mr. Scuvusaun: I would like to correct a false impression that has 
been made regarding this committee, seeing that I was Chairman at 
Fond du Lac. Mr. McCready was on the committee and did not sign 
the report and did not do so not because he did not agree with them. 
I can explain why he did not sign the report. He isn’t present, so 
I will say so for him. Mr. McCready, you understand, is a Bureau of 
Markets man from Washington and the Washington authorities did not 
feel that he should sign any report of any committee of the state and 
he felt or rather we all felt that if he did really sign the report that 
he should withdraw it—so that the impression should not go home 
with you that there was even one rescinding member in that committee. 
There was not. 

Another thing, in this report which was misleading was to this 
effect, that we did not believe in a grade of aged Wiscons:n cheese, 
for the reason that not over 5 per cent of Wisconsin cheese is aged 

= in the state of Wisconsin. We do not believe that a grade should 
be established for that small percentage of cheese that is aged in 
Wisconsin. In fact, when the cheese dealer receives his cheese and 
grades it he does not know that he will hold it or not. How are you 
going to get a brand for aged cheese? When is it aged and regraded? 
We could not see it, for that reason we did not recommend it. Another 
Teason why we recommended elimination of the Wisconsin Fancy, we 
did not find dealers that could receive a premium for Wisconsin 
Fancy. Personally, our firm has quoted since the 3rd of February. 
I received two orders—one for 20 Daisies and one for five Twins. The 
customer who received the 20 Daisies ridiculed me because I asked 

him more for that cheese which was no better than the Wisconsin 

grade one was. We felt that if the dairy council wanted to advert'se 

Wisconsin dairy goods, they should only advertise such goods as 

we can feel proud of and for that reason we recommended that cheese 

= grading 90 per cent or over should bear “Wisconsin Full Cream” 

brand. We also felt that such cheese grading under 90 points should 

be sold upon its merit and then it would not be branded with a stigma. 

(Applause). That was’ the recommendat‘on and the reasons for the 
recommendation. 

Now, there has been so much said that there is nothing left for me 

to say, but I wrote up a little paper and I trust you will bear me a 

little indulgence while I read it. 

GRADING OF WISCONSIN CHEESE 

By Frank Scuusaun, Fond du Lac. 

Cheese has always been graded by all homes and legitimate dealers 

since the inception of the industry. While the method of manufac- 

tur‘ng, place of manufacture, tools and utensils were crude in the 

early days, compared with those of the present time, we must admit 

that the cheese makers as well as the farmers were more painstaking 
and exhibited more pride in producing sanitary milk and high grade 

cheese than they do at the present time.
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The cheese dealers were more strict in regard to quality and only 

purchased cheese that was matured. They only knew of two grades 

of cheese, good and poor, and a very pronounced spread in prices 

was established between good and that which was termed undergrade 

cheese. 

As the industry grew we found that quite a few inexperienced peo- 

ple were entering the wholesale cheese business which brought about 

keener competition. It was then that quality was lost sight of and that 

the spread in price paid for good and poor cheese narrowed down 

considerable. The cheese makers became more careless and quantity 

rather than quality became more of a factor. 

When the milk condenseries came into Wisconsin and especially into 

the cheese producing communities, competition for milk between the 

two industries became very keen.° The cheese makers, in order to 

hold their patrons, had to be very lenient with them as to the care 

given their milk, cleanliness of utensils and milking machines, as 

well as to the time of delivering their milk to the factories. This 

contributed considerable to reducing the standard of quality. 

During the period of the world war the demand for all dairy 

products exceeded the supply. Quantity was in demand and any cheese 

dealer who insisted upon receiving strictly quality cheese soon found 

the number of his factories from which he drew his supply dwindling 

down. High moisture cheese was made. Yield was placed in the 

foreground and quality was lost sight of. Generally speaking, we 

reached the height of poor quality of cheese making during 1918 

and 1919. 

With the enactment of the moisture legislation and its enforce- 

ment, we gradually came back from quantity to quality cheese. But 

the greatest calamity to the industry brought on during the years of 

the war is the lack of curing or maturing cheese in the vat, as well 

| as in the curing rooms. This evil will be the hardest to combat, 

due to the fact that labor in all industries is not willing to work long 

= hours but would rather do fhe least possible work for the remunera- 

tion they receive. Generally speaking, cheese makers are no excep- 

tion. We find American or so-called Cheddar style cheese insufficiently 

cured in the vat, also not held long enough in properly ventilated 

curing rooms. The same thing must be said of Brick and Domestic 

Swiss cheese. It is insufficiently cured and salted in underground 

rooms to become the real cheese that the consumer demands. 

: To remedy this, I believe it is necessary to ask the present legis- 

lature to appropriate sufficient funds to our worthy Dairy and Food 

Commission to enable them to place sufficient instructors in the field 

with certain police power, to correct the evils, as far as possible to 

produce good and healthy milk and improving sanitary conditions 

on both the farm and in the cheese factory. Also to aid the cheese 

maker in receiving good, wholesome milk under the most sanitary 

conditions. It is my belief that in a great many instances it is lack 

of knowledge on the part of the producer of milk that so much poor 

milk is delivered to the cheese factory, from which it is impossible
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to manufacture high class cheese. A great many cheese makers also : 
either lack the knowledge or are not willing to give the cheese proper 
time and attention to produce the proper quality. 

In the early days in a good many sections annual meetings were 
held between the cheese manufacturers and the patrons; talks were 
given as to what kind of milk should be delivered to the factory 
and what kind not, also as to the care of the milk. Written con- 
tracts were drawn up and signed by both parties, especially in the 
Swiss and Brick producing sections. At the present time at these 
meetings the farmers preside at the meeting, dictate to the cheese 
manufacturer as to the price he must guarantee for the milk or 
cheese and on what day they are to be paid or to have the money at 
certain banks for distribution, demanding pay in a good many in- 5 
stances by the 15th of the month for the preceding month’s milk. 
This we all realize is insufficient time to cure the cheese, market same 
and get returns for the cheese by that date. This only to show that 
it is not alone the manufacturer's fault that uncured cheese is placed 
on the market. 

At these cheese factory meetings at the present time, seldom do 
you hear anything regarding the care of the milk or about the feed- 
ing of the cows and sanitary conditions of the barns, cows, utensils, 

'ete., or at what time of the day the milk should be delivered to the 
cheese factory. These conditions help to contribute to the producing 
of poorer quality. It is these evils that the Department of Markets 
wishes to correct by the grading system. I believe this is hitching 
the cart before the horse. Starting at the root of the evil would 
bring about more satisfactory results. If instructors were put into 
the field to bring about producing milk under the most sanitary con- 
ditions, helping to educate the farmer, as well as cheese maker, 
pointing out that it is essential to their financial success to produce 

= high quality milk and cheese and cure it properly in the vat, as well 
as curing room, before any branding or grading can be effected, then 
we believe we may look for success in grading cheese. 

It is my understanding that the aim of the Department of Markets 
is to elevate the quality of Wisconsin cheese and by branding protect 
the consumer. In this the present method I believe, is an utter fail- 
ure, in so far as the holding order of three days from the hoop be- 
fore paraffining or boxing covering American Cheddar Style Cheese 
is insufficient and not enforced. Only in rare instances where the 
cheese maker holds his curd in the vat and properly cures it there, 
can cheese four days old be graded with some degree of accuracy. 2 
Even then no man could conscientiously claim upon narrow margin 
where cheese should be graded Wisconsin Fancy or Wisconsin Grade 
1, as it might grade considerably different when it reaches the con- 
sumer. Cheese four days old will change considerable in texture, as 
well as lactic acid, also in flavor, as it matures after grading. No- 
body can accurately judge flavor when cheese is four days old, unless 
it is weedy or barnyard flavor and in that instance it would have 
to be graded Grade 2. The real clean flavor and real silky texture
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required in grade Wisconsin Fancy, can only be acquired with age. 

I believe all the cheese dealers were unanimous in their opinion 

that it was impossible to accurately grade Wisconsin Fancy if cheese 

was only four days old. The Department of Markets, however, felt 

differently about this and the dealers have had to use their best 

judgment in grading certain cheese fancy which they thought might 

develop into fancy cheese later. Most of us, however, have found 

that some of this cheese when aged or when it reached the consumer 

was poor Grade 1 and a lot of cheese graded Grade 1, should have 

: probably been graded Grade 2. Therefore, the wholesale grocer trade 

does not respect our grading as standard of quality. They are to-day 

only buying cheese on its merits under the tryer, unless they can rely 

upon the judgment and honesty of the seller. 

As to protecting the consumer, we fear it is not as far-reaching 

as the Department of Markets believed it would be when they pro- 

mulgated these rulings. Where cheese cutters are used the bandage 

with grade mark is removed before the cheese is offered for sale 

and unless the retail dealer is honest, he is able to sell Grade 2 

cheese instead of high grade cheese. The wholesale grocer and gen- 

eral distributor, however, refuse to buy cheese with stigma of Wis- 

consin Grade 2 branded on the cheese. 

In reality the grading of Brick cheese is a farce. I have seen Brick 

cheese packed and stamped Wisconsin Fancy, Wisconsin Grade 1 and 

Wisconsin Grade 2 all on the same box. I have reasons to believe 

that the grader was very conscientious, he did not want to misbrand 

and no doubt the box contained both Grade 1 and Grade 2 cheese, 

but was entirely too young to be graded. 

Last October I happened to be in a Brick cheese factory on the day 

of packing. I found that the cheese maker had packed all of his 

cheese in the curing room with the exception of one day’s make on 

the shelf. In fact this cheese maker only had three days’ make of 

Brick, one day. on the shelf and two days in the salt, in his curing 

room. The rest was all packed to be shipped to Chicago and it was 

all branded Grade Wisconsin Fancy, when cheese had neither salt 

nor rind and could not be judged either as to texture nor flavor. It 

was too young to show whether slow-working gas creating bacteria 

: had a chance to develop in this cheese. This same cheese may have 

turned out to be quality that should have been branded Wisconsin 

Grade 2. 
The same thing could probably be said about Swiss cheese, but 

I do not wish to argue on this point as this does not come so much 

under my observation as American Cheddar or Brick cheese. 

It was for this reason that the Committee, that was appointed at 

Fond du Lac last September at a hearing of the Department of Mar- 

: kets, recommended that all styles of American Cheddar cheese scor- 

ing 90 points or over, should be branded Wisconsin Full Cream Close 

Made Type or Wisconsin Full Cream Open Type as the case might be. 

That all cheese scoring under 90 points should not be entitled to the 

brand Wisconsin Full Cream and should be sold upon its merits. This
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for two reasons. We do not believe it is fair to the producer to over- 
penalize him by putting the stigma Grade 2 on his cheese when this 
cheese is probably better than that produced in other states. He 
should have the opportunity of meeting same class of quality under 
same competition unbranded. As it is now our Wisconsin Grade 2 
penalizes the producer, in some instances, we believe somewhat un- 
justly, as it can only be sold to people manufacturing process cheese. 
I am not opposed to these manufacturers and I do not mean to say 
that they are not fair in the price they are paying for Wisconsin Grade 
2 cheese but the stigma creates a monopoly for them of that class 
of cheese in Wisconsin. But the greatest menace is that this stigma 
on undergrade cheese spoils, yes kills, the market outside of Wis- 
consin. 

The process cheese manufacturers, however, are using this article 
in their different packages of process cheese that they manufacture. 
They are selling it to the consumer as something superior to Grade 
Wisconsin Fancy cheese. Nobody questions but what at least the 
greatest majority of this cheese is ground up and mixed in with 
other cheese to make this process cheese. Chemical analysis shows 
that this process cheese, as compared with good Cheddar cheese, is 
lower in fat contents, as well as protein contents, also in calories. 
Chemists agree that if vitamine analysis were made, it would show 
still greater difference. I have personally made a number of mois- 
ture tests of this process cheese and in all instances the moisture con- 
tents were above the point permitted in Cheddar, as well as Brick 
cheese. 

Is it fair to the cheese maker and his patrons to have to comply with 
the moisture limit on this Cheddar cheese, be penalized on his Grade 2 
cheese and permit his Grade 2 cheese to be made into this process 
cheese containing high moisture and low fat and protein contents 

= to take the place of Wisconsin Fancy in the markets of this country? 
Is it not a fact, that this cheese has been advertised in the press, as 
well as in magazines with national circulation, that such cheese is 
the acme of perfection? Is it not a fact that when you go into a 
grocery store, even in the state of Wisconsin, and ask for aged cheese, 
that the consumer is handed this processed article, which we must all 
admit contains this inferior cheese and is sold to the consumer at a 
large premium over aged Wisconsin Fancy cheese? 

Is it not a parallel with the process butter manufacturers before 
legislation was passed to protect genuine butter by branding it process 
butter and taxing it, also making every wholesale and retail dealer 
take out a license to sell this article and place placards in every 
public place where this process butter was furnished for the table? 

We all know what results were accomplished after that law went 
into effect and the demand created for genuine butter and what re- 
turns have come to the producer and manufacturer since the consumer 
knows what he is buying. 

I believe that the same thing is true of this process cheese. I be- 
lieve that the consumer is entitled to protection, that every pound of
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this process cheese should be branded process cheese, whether put up 

in individual portions, in tins, in loaves or in whatever kind of 

package it may be, but it should be branded very conspicuously proc- 

ess cheese. Every wholesale, as well as retail dealer, who deals in 

this process cheese should have a license and wherever process cheese 

is served pracards should be placed in a conspicuous place. The 

manufacturers should pay a tax. 

I believe it proper for this convention to pass a resolution to this 

effect and ask the Department of Markets of the state of Wisconsin, 

as well as the Federal Bureau of Markets, to assist us. Also be- 

lieve that the Dairy and Food Commission should lend us all the 

assistance they possibly can to correct this evil. Every cheese maker 

should call this to the attention of his patrons and petit‘on their re- 

spective representatives and senators at Washington to enact such 

legislation which will correct this evil and protect the industry. It 

is justly coming to the producer, as well as the consumer of th's great 

country of ours. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. ADERHOLT: In regard to branding the cheese “Full Cream,” I 
was wondering just what would be the object of that. That really 

is a misnomer. What would be the object of branding it? 

Mr. ScnusaHNn: Because Wisconsin is not permitted to make a 
: skimmed cheese excepting under a certain size. 

Mr. ApERHOLT: It is a misnomer. It is not “Full Cream,” it is 
whole milk cheese. 

Mr. ScuusaHN: I could not interpret the law. I know New York 
is branding their cheese “Full Cream Cheese.” 

© Mr. ApEerHoLT: By putting our cheese up in different shapes, it 
would distinguish our cheese from the others. 

Mr. Davis: I took a trip to Washington to see Mr. Wiley and he 
said he did not want to revolutionize the whole world at once—but 
that it is still called the full cream cheese. 

Mr. AperHoLT: Will you put the full cream brand on your cheese? 

Mr. Davis: All of it, yes sir. 

Mr. ADERHOLT: Supposing you wanted to send some out without 
that label on, you would want to be privileged to do it, wouldn’t you? 

Mr. Davis: I am willing to send the goods out for what it is. 

Mr. Averuotr: It is full milk. 

Mr. Davis: It is full cream and Prof. Wiley admits it. He was at 
the head of the Department at Washington. (Applause). 

Mr. AperHotr: I have seen cheese made from cream. Now what 
would you call that? F 

Mr. Davis: I am willing you.call it “Cream Cheese.” I don’t object 

to that. (Applause.) 

Mr. Hupert: I got the same answer that Mr. Davis got, that they 
can still brand cheese “full cream,” (Applause) and I think the state 
of Pennsylvania requires that you have got to mark your cheese
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“full cream,” and so does California. That is in the ruling of Mr. 
Wiley. A number of years ago when the Pure Food Bill was put into 
effect it was stated that we had to brand it full cream cheese. 

Mr. Bruun: May I speak as a cheese maker and a farmer on this? 

Mr. Micuers: Mr. Chairman, may I just interrupt here one second? 
Mr. Bruhn is uo longer with our Department and I would like to 
state that he resigned from our Department. I want to say further, 
I don’t blame Mr. Bruhn at all. He has a business of his own, We 
owe him a vote of thanks for what he had done during the year. 

Mr. Bruun: In Denmark they have an old saying that the shoe- 
makers’ wives and the blacksmiths’ horses usually wear the poorest 
shoes. I think that applies to Wisconsin cheese sold in Wisconsin. 
We are selling our poorest stuff right here at home and we are wonder- Y 
ing why we could buy it here. Most of my talk is going to be ques- 
tions. There is one thing that I can’t understand very well, if the 
percentage is raised off from a Fancy cheese and it gives no assurance 
that it is a Fancy, those two things don’t stand together. Another 
statement was made that the dealers have always graded—and from 
my experience, the cheese came in less than three days old, two years 
ago. If that is the case they would grade it to their own satisfaction 
when it came in, less than three days. Why can’t they grade it to-day 
when it is three days old to the satisfaction of the market and to 
others when it is less than three days old? One more thing, in re- 
gard to the statement that the cheese years ago was held in the factory, 
was held three weeks. Twenty-seven years ago I took cheese out of 
the press and set it up alongside of the stove and boxed it and shipped 
it to Minnesota and the next week we got a letter for a return ship- 
ment. That was in the spring of the year. I don’t know what we 
did, but we got a repeat order. We used five ounces of rennet to get 
45 per cent of moisture. But the fact that we got a repeat order for 
it showed that they wanted more of it. That was one of the reasons 
why I thought it was good cheese. I am not trying to kick on the 
moisture law. At certain times of the year people will want that kind 
of cheese. S 

Another thing, if 90 scoring cheese, or cheese scoring 90 points and ‘ 
above is considered a perfect cheese, why do we give premiums out 

= here for the cheese scoring 99 points and not less to the cheese scoring 
90 points and more. If there is no difference to the cheese-eater be- 
tween cheese that is scored at 90 and cheese scoring 99, then I feel 
that we have done a lot of work for nothing and we might just as well 
change right over and divide all the premiums equally between all 
the cheese that scores 90 and above? In answer as to why don’t we 
make the cheese we sell around home with as low moisture content 
as the cheese we exhibit out here and get a score on it—if you 
would pay more for that kind of cheese, you would get it. 

Just a word for a criticism on the grading system. We are, as a rule, 
a bunch of kickers, in fact chronic kickers, I may say. A fellow 
told me out in the hall that if he couldn’t kick any more he would 
expect to be put in a little wooden box and be shoved off. I have no 
objection to that. We have evidence all over to bear out the fact 
that 8, 10, 12 or 15 years ago, the Dairy and Food Commission had 
kicks from all over the country. The Dairy papers were full of them 
and wherever you met anybody they were kicking about the Dairy and 
Food Commission. I think they were as efficient and energetic men as 
they had at that time and at that time as well as they have to-day. 
Going back to thirty years ago when a Babcock tester was first used, 
we had all kinds of kickers. A few were holding up for it right along 
and eventually it got to be a common thing and you got no kick but 
got paid from the cheese factory for the milk according to the Babcock 
test. However, let us thrash it out now, if there is anything to the
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- cheese-grading system of getting it through, and to get a benefit from 
it. There may be some modifications made. In fact, I heard since 
I resigned that they intend to change the three-day holding law to a 
five-day holding law, especially in the winter time. 

During the summer everybody admitted that there was an improve- 
“: ment in the cheese over years ago. The Department of Markets did 

not get credit for it. In the fore part of the season however, they 
admitted there was a great improvement in the appearance of the 
cheese and in the quality of the cheese in general. Later on they 
said, “yes” there was an improvement, but that we had better weather, 
that we had better conditions to make it than last year, and that was 
the cause of it. 

I found in my own factory that we had harder work to make cheese 
this year than we did last year. I do know that during December 
years ago and during December this year when weather conditions 
were practically the same, there was still a big improvement in the 
cheese over years ago. You can blame it to the 38 per cent law in 
force by the Dairy and Food Commissions. You can lay it to the 
grading system or to whatever you have a mind to, so far as I am 
concerned the fact remains that in the territory I travel in that we 

. have a better grade of cheese than we had a year ago. I want to tell 
you of an incident that came up when I met a farmer who was Secre- 
tary of a Farmers’ Association. They had just sent in a batch of 
cheese that was grade Fancy. I talked to the farmer and said some- 
thing like this: “I am sorry that at the prseent time there is no 
increased price paid for Fancy over No. 1,” and he made this state- 
ment: “I never saw an article sold for a higher price than a similar 
article unless it has been advertised, and I don’t know but what send- 
ing out Wisconsin Fancy cheese branded as such for a year without 
being sold at a higher price, is as good a way of advertising it as any 
way I know of.” I thought he had a pretty broad view of it as a 
farmer; much more so, than we have as cheese makers. We started 
in to make Fancy cheese, but when we found out that we did not get 
any prices for it, we gradually got down and some got so far as to 
make a No. 2 of it. 

Just one more thing and that is this. As I look at this business, 
it is a farmer’s duty if you want. fancy cheese to bring good milk to a 
cheese maker, and it is a cheese maker’s duty to make it up into as 
good a cheese as he knows how, which we don’t very often do; and it 
is the cheese dealer’s duty to know where to send that particular 
cheese. That is, into a market where it fits and to send it at such 
a time that it will reach there in its best condition. The objection was 
raised that Fancy cheese may be fancy to-day and when it gets to the 
consumer’s table it is not Fancy. It might be graded Fancy before 
it actually is Fancy and for that reason we could not grade cheese, 
like we could potatoes, beans, apples and so on—but let me just answer 
this in one way. How many of you would want to eat a Northwestern 
green apple, even if is was marked Fancy. You have got to wait 
until that apple is ripe until it is worth while. There is very little 
opposition to the kind of grading they do in Canada except from those 
who are trying to pass off their cheese for No. 1. We had a little 
experience in Denmark when they started grading eggs there and from 
that in Denmark and with that which I had in grading in Wisconsin 
and what Mr. Putnam has reported in Canada, I feel that human 
nature is the same the world over. I thank you. 

Present Reep: Mr. Schujahn, we have now had nearly eleven 
months’ experience in grading cheese—how many cheese in your terri- 
tory could you grade Fancy in three days from the hoop? 

Mr. ScuvusaHn: Do you want.me to answer that? 
Mr. Bruun: It wasn’t necessary for me. In the first place I tried 

to be pretty careful that there was none shipped out of the factory
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before it was three days old. They got away from me, but there was 
very few that was shipped out of the factory. They are only shipping 
about once a week up there—that means some are ten days old, some 
eleven and some even twelve, because it took two days on the route 
to the factory. If I had a cheese that is six days, or over six days 
old and they run pretty uniform in that time I will take my chance on 
the seventh day as a rule. Of course, I have made mistakes, I admit. 

Mr. Scuusaun: The Department of Markets has laid down a 
formula. How many cheese even four days old could you grade Fancy 
according to the points laid down by the Department of Markets? 

Mg. Bruun: I claim that is the duty of the dealers to send that 
cheese to the proper market. 

Mr. Scuusann: But we have to grade it when wé get it. You do 
not doubt the ability of Mr. Creasy as a grader, do you? He was out 
grading one day and he graded some cheese that was seven days old, the cheese boxed up very waxy on the dryer and it was entitled to a score of Wisconsin Fancy. I took this cheese out in November and .« 
it had a leak in it as big as this pencil and it did not have a.crack 
when it was put in the cooler. 

Mr. BruHN: We all make mistakes. What I want to drive home 
is this, that no man can say positively a cheese even seven days old, that it is going to be a 92 score after six months, 

Mr. Micuets: How about if it was 30 days old? 
Mr. Scousaun: I don’t say 30 days, but you cannot just say. 
Mr. BruHN: Can you in all cases say if it is ten days old? 
Mr. Scuusaun: Well you can say it better than if it is only five days old. 

Mr. Bruun: I have made my mistakes when they were four days 
old and when they were ten days, and even made it when it was 
fully cured. I know that it didn’t go right this Past summer. What 
about the Game laws, what about the Prohibition laws; what about 
the moisture law in cheese—what about any law in fact, have they 
been carried out to the fullest extent—there wouldn’t be laws if they 

‘ had. 

Mr. Davis: There was one matter that I want to call your attention 
to, that I omitted before. Last September I was in Los Angeles, California and I heard so much about Tillamook cheese so I went to 
the markets in Los Angeles and I examined a sample of this cheese, 
and I assure you that 80 per cent of the Tillamook cheese that I saw 
didn’t grade No. 2 cheese of Wisconsin. Now they had a wheel all 
around that cheese marked “Tillamook.” I asked him how do you 
put across this Tillamook at 2% cents more than a better quality 
goods and he replied, “Mr. Davis the Tillamook People are spending 
money in advertising and this is what sells the goods, not the quality.” 

Mr. Swosopa: There is one thing we should settle to-day and that is, we are after the best average of Wisconsin cheese—not what we 
can do with a very small percentage under the most favorable condi- 
tions, but what we can do with the average Wisconsin cheese. Well, we would do more by raising 5 per cent or 10 per cent from the No. 
1 grade to the Fancy grade or by raising that 35 or 40 per cent, which 
would fall below the 90 point. That is what we ought to settle. 
Whichever will grade down to the greatest interest of Wisconsin 
cheese should guide our actions. - 

Mr. Noyes: We haven’t heard anything from the southern part of 
the state in our territory on these discussions and as every maker
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knows down there, I have tried my best to get an improvement on 

the quality of our cheese and am having harder work of it this Fall 

than ever before. They say what is the use of making Fancy now 

when No. 1 is good enough and I don’t blame them. How can a man 

conscientiously make a better cheese when a No. 1 is just as good. 

Last October in one of our best factories we made some cheese and let 

it set on the floor and let it stay there for eight days, then I put them 

in the coolers for the consumption of my father, myself and some 

friends. Then I asked Mr. Carswell to grade a cheese for me that 

had been sitting out in a warm warehouse for ten days and Mr. Cars- 

well broke that cheese and he said that it pulls very nice and that it 

was waxy and that it looks very good. Then he smelled of it and 

says “Wow” this is one of the few warehouses where you can get a 

nice old cheese. In one of the biggest places in Washington where 

they sold Wisconsin cheese and Tiliamook, I watched them and saw 

about three pounds of Wisconsin cheese sold to one of the Tillamook. 

The dealer told me that formerly he used to buy five cars of Tillamook 

cheese to two of Wisconsin, but that it is the reverse now and that 

Tillamook is living upon its advertising and reputation which it had 

gained in the past. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

Mr. Davis: I move that the rules be suspended and that the Secre- 

tary cast a unanimous ballot for all of the present officers. Carried. 

Presipent REED: The following is the letter which I received from 

Ray A. Young, one of our Directors. 

LETTER FROM RAY A. YOUNG, WINSLOW, ILLINOIS 

Dear Mr. Sammis: I am very sorry that it will be impossible for 

me to attend the convention this year and aid you in this week of hard 

work. My new work makes it necessary I be out on the road at this 

time. 
In justice to the cause, I do not think it proper that I be reelected 

and would like to have the name of 
Jacob Gempeler, Jr., 

suggested to fill my directorship in the association. He is a live wire 

and understands the foreign cheese industry. 

Please give all the Directors my regards. 
Very truly yours, 

Ray A. Young. 

Mr. Davis: There is a vacancy in your newly elected directorate. 

If there is no objection that Mr. Gempeler be elected to the vacancy, 

I move that this be done. Carried. 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Rindt read all of the resolutions and they later were consid- 

ered individually, in their respective order. 

RESOLUTIONS OFFERED AT THE 31ST CHEESE MAKERS 

CONVENTION 

4. Resolved, that the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association extend 

thanks to the city of Milwaukee, for the courtesies extended to our 

Association during this Convention. 

2. Whereas, much cheese is damaged by mixing old held-over curd 

with fresh, be it resolved that this Association go on record as being 

: very much opposed to such practices.
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3. Whereas, the scores of cheese in the present Class 1, made be- 
fore October 1st, show that the September and October cheese usually 
Score higher than the June cheese, so that the two cannot fairly com- 
pete in the same class, therefore be it, 

Resolved, that hereafter Class 1 shall include any style of American 
cheese made before September Ist. Class 2 shall consist of all styles 
American cheese made during September or October, Class 3, shall consist of all styles American cheese made during November and De- cember of the same year. Class 4 shall consist of any style Colby type cheese. 

4, Whereas, a great many different sizes of cheese hoops are in use in Wisconsin in making each style of American cheese, namely, flats, daisies, horns, Y. A. and Squares, causing lack of uniformity in shape and appearance of different lots of cheese, causing difficulty in assembling carload lots of uniform size and shape, and 
Whereas, uniformity of appearance is an essential element in the successful marketing of any product, and establishing its reputation, and 
Whereas, the U. S. Department of Commerce, is now actively pro- moting the adoption of uniform sizes of packages and containers for dairy products, therefore be it 
Resolved, that this Association ask the Wisconsin Department of Markets to co-operate with cheese hoop manufacturers and the United States Department of Commerce in establishing proper standards as to dimensions of cheese hoops to be made hereafter for use in Wis- consin. 

6. Be It Resolved, in view of the fact that our dairy school is now and always has been the leading dairy school of this, or any other country, and further, since our dairy professors have made many important contributions to the science and the art of cheese and butter making, we respectfully request that. the Governor of the state, the state legislative bodies, and the board of regents of the University of Wisconsin do most seriously consider the needs of our dairy school and provide a new building for the Dairy Department of the Univer- sity, be it further, 
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Governor of the state, the state legislature, and the board of regents of the < university. 
We call attention to the fact that our Association represents about 2,700 cheese factories and over 70,000 farmers. We, the cheese makers of Wisconsin, heartily endorse this resolution and are eagerly looking for results. We sincerely hope something definite with regard to our new dairy building be accomplished at the coming session of the Wis- consin legislature. 
7. Whereas, the membership of this Association has increased from 300 to over 900 during the recent years, and the cost of running the annual convention has increased, also the size and cost of the annual report of the Association printed according to law and distributed to all members by mail, and 

= Whereas, the educational cheese exhibit by members conducted by the Association has attracted larger numbers of cheese makers each year to attend the Convention and reap the educational benefits thereof, and should help attract 2,000 more, and 
Whereas, a new educational feature most needed for the purpose of the Convention is a half day school for cheese judging and scoring in which hundreds of members present will have an opportunity to them- selves examine, judge, and score a number of typical cheeses, under the direction and with the help of cheese judges, cheese dealers, and other experienced men, and because of the additional cost of this and other Convention expenses, be it
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Resolved, that we ask the legislature to increase the annual appro- 

» priation to this Association from $600.00 to $1,000.00. 

8. Be It Resolved, that we ask the Wisconsin Railroad Commission 

to take steps to protect the dairy industry of Wisconsin by taking 

. steps to provide refrigerator cars as needed. 

9. Resolved, That all process cheese should be branded as “Process ? 

Cheese.” 
10. In view of the terrible conditions existing in the Near East, 

brought about by war, famine and deportation, and in view of the fact 

that Near East Relief, incorporated by Congress, is rendering relief 

to hundreds of thousands of orphan children and refugees; and in view 

of the excellent opportunity afforded us for the advertising and popu- 

larizing of Wisconsin Dairy Products in the Near East, be it 

Resolved, that the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association, in Con- 

vention assembled, heartily endorse the work of the Near East Relief, 

and appeal to all our members, as well as to other cheese maunfacturers 

and cheese dealers, to donate liberally, money, cheese and other dairy 

products, through the Wisconsin office of the Near Hast Relief, at 

229 Plankinton Arcade, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. : 

Further Be It Resolved, that a committee of three be appointed to 

discuss plans with regard to making this as effective an advertising 

campaign as possible. 

; 11. Resolved, that this convention endorses the recommendation of 

the Committee appointed at the meeting called by the Department of 

Markets at Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, last September. 

First: To eliminate Grade Wisconsin Fancy. 

Second: All cheese scoring 90 points and over shall be branded 

Wisconsin Full Cream Cheese. 
Third: All cheese scoring below 90 points shall not be entitled to 

the brand “Wisconsin Full Cream” and shall be sold unbranded. 

12. Resolved, that this Association favor the enactment of National 

Legislation or regulations controlling the manufacture of skim or part | 

skim cheese requiring same to be put up in different style hoops than 

whole milk or full cream cheese. This will prevent skim and part 

skim cheese from being sold at retail on certain markets as whole 

milk cheese as is being done today. 

Present Reep: I will ask Mr. Hubert to explain resolution No. 3. 

Mr. Huserr: In judging the cheese for the past two years we have 

found that November’s cheese took the first prize. This year Septem- 

ber’s has taken it. You have at the present time 60 or 70 very fine 

June cheese on exhibition and for that reason the judges have 

: handed this resolution in. In our judgment the June cheese should 

go in one class and the later one in a second class and the still later 

one in a third class. In that way each cheese maker has a chance to 

compete with the rest. This year we had 23 entries of Colby cheese. 

The judges found that 11 of those entries read Colby type and the 

other 12 were very fine American cheese and hand stirred, and we 

don’t believe those 12 should have gotten into this Colby type of 

$ cheese. They were entered as Colby but they were not this type. 

‘All of these resolutions were adopted by vote excepting No. 11, which 

was tabled. One other resolution was introduced and voted down. 

THURSDAY EVENING 

Mr. Jack McCready presided at the annual banquet with his usual 

good humor. Two hundred and sixty members attended and enjoyed a 

very fine program of music, songs and stories afterwards. 

A moving picture was then shown upstairs on the operation and 

cleaning of milking machines, by courtesy of the DeLaval Separator 

Company, and a joint meeting was held with the National Cheese Asso- 

ciation.
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SIXTH SESSION FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 12, 1923 

THE NEED FOR MORE TRAVELING CHEESE 
INSTRUCTORS 

Z By H. J. Noyes, Muscoda, Wisconsin 

(Read by Mr. Luther Noyes, Muscoda.) 
Wisconsin, for many years, has been trying to improve the manu- 

facture of cheese in its many varieties and forms. 
In the first place, we manufactured the large cheese, weighing around 

fifty pounds, for home consumption and eighty to ninety pounds for 
export. We had no instructors nor inspectors. Every maker stood 
upon his own merit and had to make good if he was to hold his post- 
tion. Cheese then was made by the granular system. This tested the 
ability of makers to have them uniform in texture and firm in body. 
Our cheese was made and inspected in the factories and sold on their 
merits. They had special care in curing, and were held from three 
weeks to two months or longer. They were all turned and rubbed 
with the hands to keep mould off and to make a smooth rind. At that 
time our cheese was nearly all cured in upper rooms where it was 
dry and hot in summer and heated with a stove in cold weather. This 
meant much more care and work than we have now, but the cheese 
had to be cured before it was sold and as the maker had to face the 
buyer in his own factory, he learned what the trouble was with them 
and if they were not right, learned why they were not and the maker. 
was anxious to improve his methods. 

From time to time we have changed the making; the first one being 
the cheddar system which was one of the very best and I am glad to 
say has been the most practiced since, and which is the foundation 
of every American type. The state authorities then thought we should 

z put instructors in the cheese factory sections, and these should be the ‘ 
best skilled cheese makers in the state. This was one of the best 
plans ever made. Then there was a big improvement noticed in the 
cheddar system. The state thought it would be better to put in state 
inspectors instead of state instructors, under supervision of the State 
Dairy and Food Commission. Each factory was compelled to pay a > 
license to manufacture cheese, and every cheese maker had to obtain 
a license to make and qualify. Each maker should have twelve months 
to qualify in order to get a license and this is long enough, I believe, 
for it has been demonstrated that some men can make fine cheese with 
six months experience and other men can never make good cheese with 
years experience. i 

I believe these inspectors should also be made instructors with the 
Same power they now have and should be required to go to cheese fac- 
tories when a maker asks for help and show him where he is wrong, 
even staying with him for several days and inspect the factory and 
surroundings. At the same time also inspect bad cans and condemn 
them, if necessary, as this is where lots of trouble comes from for the 
maker and it is hard for him to condemn them, as he is afraid he will 
lose his patrons.
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However, we have been told that the state could not furnish in- 

structors enough, as it would cost too much. Let us review what has 

q been done. We have had inspectors for a number of years and the sani- 

tation has been improved, in some cases a good deal, but not as much 

as it should be for what it has cost. Nor do I believe it can be done 
with one visit and sometimes none a year, at a cheese factory or 

creamery. The inspector should be familiar with all the details and 

utensils used by the operator and note if they are fit for use, also the 

| surroundings. On the other hand, if we had enough instructors with 

the power of inspectors, they could assist makers in improving their 

cheese, in controlling the moisture and they could have the control 

of the whole cheese making situation in the state with a good high 

standard. 

- Our law requires cheese makers to take out a license to make cheese, 

\ but they can make any kind of cheese they wish, pin-holey, sour, high 

moisture and can be fined for high moisture a number of times and - 

still make cheese. As I understand it, they have no power to revoke 

a maker’s license. This should be changed and when a maker con- 

tinues making poor cheese, his license should be taken from him. We 

have makers that should never make cheese. This law should be 
: | changed, giving it the power to control as I have said. 

Then came the law for the grading of cheese with four state graders 

| who may be efficient in every way, and the state have licensed cheese 

dealers and warehousemen to assist in the work. Now there are only 

two grades that could be recognized by the trade at all, not only that 

but location and different sections demand different kinds of make and 

style, which grading does not include and cannot do so. This has ngt 

helped the maker or dealer in the least and the way it has worked 

out, the dealers have the say and responsibility, the same as they did 

forty years ago, when we had no laws in regard to it. 

The moisture law should be sustained and I repeat, the inspector 

should be changed to both inspector and instructor, with help enough 

to enforce, otherwise it is not efficient. By that I mean that if one 

of the Dairy and Food Commissioners comes.to your factory and finds 

: the machinery in bad condition that the state cannot condemn it— 

7 that cheese maker seems to be able to make any cheese he wants so 

long as ‘hhe obeys the laws and his license cannot be revoked. I think 

that if a cheese maker cannot go into a factory and make cheese that 

will pass for the majority of the kind that the trade wishes that he 

should not be a cheese maker. 

DISCUSSION 

} Mr. Davis: In the state of Wisconsin, I understand the Dairy Com- 
missioner has informed the legislature that he has enough, or an appro- 
priation of more than enough, to conduct his department as it has 
been conducted. and I understand that that appropriation only calls 
for $100,000 and that they were willing to furnish him with $125,000, 
that he didn’t need. But I don’t think that is the consensus of 
opinion of the dairy dealers and the factory men of the state of Wis- 
consin. Most of them do not feel that the Dairy Commissioner had 
enough money to continue his department as the cheese makers wish
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it conducted—they feel that increased instructors and increased num- 
ber of efficient good inspectors are necessary. We don’t want a boy 
to do the work, we want experienced cheese makers where enough 
money can be paid to them so that we can get the best—a man that 
is thoroughly competent and who can go into an old cheese maker’s 
factory and be able to help him. Have these instructors been receiv- 
ing the best wages to get the best men? They have not, and when 
the best men don’t come into your factory you don’t have as much 
good feeling that he can help that you might have, if he was an ex- 
pert. We heard yesterday that Canada is divided into districts where 
a man has 25 factories to look after. But I guess the men in Wis- 
consin have over 25 factories, so I think it is up to this Convention 
to take up with the proper authorities of the state of Wisconsin and 
place before them the importance of the dairy business. Reports 
show that ten billion pounds of milk flows into cheese, butter, ice 
cream, and therefore, milk needs the attention of well-posted, qualified 
men in each line to produce the better results and that we want more 
of those inspectors and more of those graders to go to the barn of 
the farmer, to the factory and instruct. It is little late for a reso- 
lution, but I wish that in some way this could be put to the Dairy 
Commission strongly, that instead of not needing this $125,000, that 
we really need $300,000 for the work in this state. 

Mr. Winper: In regard to the amount of money that is appropriated 
and the amount that is asked for the coming year, I understand that 
Mr. Emery stated we could get along with $5,000 less than he needed 
last year. $5,000 was appropriated at the time that the whey pasteur- 
ization law was given to the department. The present situation re- 
garding that law puts it in a rather peculiar predicament in view of 
the fact of the amount of money that was used last year, he thinks 
we can get along without that’ amount this year. There are other 
considerations that must go along with the appointment of instructors 
or men instructing. I don’t want the impression to go abroad that we 
don’t do any instruction work. I think the average number of fac- 
tories and creameries in each man’s territory is about 275; I can give 
you the exact figures, if necessary, The question of instruction will 
depend a great deal upon other things. The question that we must 
consider today is, are we ripe for the instruction business? I can 

i give you concrete instances where I have been asked to go to factories 
and where our men have gone. The different owners have asked 
that we help the cheese maker. The cheese dealers will tell us that 
we send a man out to one of their factories and in some instances we 
have done a great deal of good. In other instances it was a waste of 
time. 

The idea I want to convey is this, that unless a man is in that 
frame of mind that he needs instruction it is practically impossible 
to instfuct. You cannot teach him unless he is willing to learn. For 
quite a long time a cheese dealer in this state asked me to make a 
personal visit to his factory in which he had an interest and on several 
occasions whenever I would meet him he would ask me to go there, 
but I was so busy I could not go, but asked one of our men, who is 
a very competent cheese maker. He went there early in the morning 
to see what kind of milk was coming in and to see the condition of 

é the cans. Upon entering the factory the cheese maker, quite an in- 
telligent man and a good cheese maker said: “I am sorry you have 
come, I wish you would not make an inspection. I can get this all 
cleaned up all right.” The other man had been at us all the time 
saying that he could not market the cheese. He says, “I am afraid 
it will make trouble among my patrons, if anything goes wrong I 
am going to get the blame.” The inspector went there for that pur- 
pose and he stayed until during the day. The cheese maker said, “I 
could take care of this proposition myself, the man that is employing
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me told me not to send back any of the milk;” you don’t want to do 
‘ that or you will get in trouble with the farmers and you will lose 

the patrons, so of course this man was handicapped in his work. 
And then there is the other case, where we can go into a factory upon 
somebody’s request and find that the cheese is not coming in right and 
it is off grade—that he wishes somebody would go out and see what 
is going wrong and again 1 can give you concrete instances. One in 
particular, how in Fond du Lac we were asked to go out. We sent 
our Mr. L. R. Stewart and he went into quite a large factory where 
they were receiving the average summer milk. There might have 
been some carelessness there as we often have found it. The cheese 
maker was in business around twenty years. Mr. Stewart worked along 
with the cheese maker during the day on friendly terms and they 
finished their day’s work between four and five in the afternoon. The 
curd was not a bad curd and it would make a nice cheese for the 
market. That was the understanding that day. The next day or 
rather the following afternoon, Mr. Stewart had some work in that 
territory and he stopped at that factory to see how the curd was com- 
ing along. It was about one or two o’clock and he found nobody at 
the factory. Everything was cleaned up and dried and no one was 
there. That is too often the case. Now I want to leave it to your 
judgment if instructors can get very far in that way under those con- 

‘ ditions. It is true that where things get to a point where the maker 
i is losing money and he is experienced and there is something wrong, 

he then welcomes the work of an inspector or of an instructor at that 
time. A great deal of that has been done the last two years. Now 
my idea of instruction is this, that it is one of the things that is prob- 
ably most needed in this state today, but before we have instructions 
there are other things that must go along with it. When we go to 

_ a factory and find that the maker will say “What is the use of making 
the finest when it is all the same and we are only getting the market 
price for it?” Those are the things we are confronted with. I feel 
that all of us to a certain extent may be accused of “passing the 
buck.” We do want the other fellow to help our business that we 
are a little reluctant about doing ourselves. We go to farms and 
make inspections and we go to cheese factories and inspect cans, etc., 

{| and we find dirty cans and the farmer will confront us with the state- 
\ ment in front of the cheese maker “Well, they (the cheese makers) have 

never found any fault with our milk. That can has been that way for 
a year, he never found any fault and I don’t want to bring any milk 
here that isn’t right.” It is a matter that every one of us should 
take a hand in and we should all do our part. You have got to have 
some responsibility and you have got to face some very unpleasant 
situations. The thing to do is to make up your minds that you are 
going to make cheese in Wisconsin the very best that you possibly can. 
You are failing to realize that if you will make a larger percentage 
of good cheese, you will increase your cheese business. When you can 
make that kind of cheese a larger per cent of you are going to in- 
crease consumption all over the country. That is one of the essentials 
we need. That will all be necessary if you succeed in getting the ap- 
propriation and inspectors. If you will all accept instruction, then 
we can expect to see a wonderful improvement in our cheese. There 

i has been little call for instruction. In fact we have had very few calls 
for it until this last year, when we have had more than there has 
been for some years. That is my understanding from my experience 
of a number of years. 

Mr. Davis: Do the instructors have any police power? 

Mr. Winver: To a certain extent, Mr. Davis, yes. 

Mr. Davis: What are those powers? 
i a
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Mr. Wrinver: They have certain rights to go to factories and make 
inspection, but their powers are greatly overestimated by a great many 
people. 

Mx. Davis: You say you went to a factory and found a bad condi- 
tion of affairs, and where the maker was taking ali kinus of milk 
against his judgment and he claimed under the instructions of the 
owner that he should take that kind of milk, knowing that it was 
going to produce a poor articie. Has the state of Wisconsin any power 
to go in there and say that we want better cheese made? 

Mr. WinDER: We have this power, that upon making the milk in- 
spection, when they find certain conditions—dirty milk and dirty and 
unsanitary conditions, which in the opinion of the inspectors are in 
violation of the law, they can then invoke the aid of the court in that 
case, but if they find dirty milk coming in to the factory, no inspector 
in the state of Wisconsin has the authority to return that milk other 
than in this way. We can tell the cheese maker it is in a certain 
condition and that it is violating the law—that if he accepts it he is 
violating the law and that the man that is offering that milk to the 
factory .s also violating the law. 

Mr. Davis: Where he finds a poor maker that will continue with- 
out any effort making bad quality, and taking bad milk, is there any 
way of shutting that factory up and taking his license away? 

Mr. Winper: No, he can’t do that; but so far as the quality of 
the cheese, we have no power to revoke a license. 

Mr. Davis: If your instructor goes in a factory and shows that 
maker he is not getting the best results you straighten him out, don’t 
you? And then you come back in two weeks time and he is right back 
where he was and you start in again to straighten him around; and 
then the instructor goes back the third time and does the same thing, 
can you then do anything to that man? 

Mr. Winper: That depends upon that man. 

Mr. Davis: Then I think it is about time that the dairy laws of 
Wisconsin should be straightened and that paid representatives be 
sent out to the factories all over the state to instruct; and go out 
there honestly and go there earnestly to instruct and when they come 

5 across a man that after three times of instruction—that that man from 
his own inefficiency or carelessness or laziness will not receive 
those instructions, then he should be stopped from making cheese 
and that the laws should be so prepared to take care of cases of that 
kind. 

Present Reep: Then I would like to ask, if you haven’t the power 
that Mr. Davis is asking for—what good will the set of drafted rules 
be that are to be pasted up in open view in the factories with their li- 
censes? If you haven’t a law to prosecute violations of those rules, 
what good are they? 

Mr. Winper: We have the power to prosecute it, but so far as the 
license or stopping his work is concerned, we have no authority to say 
“Make better cheese,” if he is maintaining his factory in a sanitary 
condition and taking in milk from which he could make cheese. We 
have just as much good milk made into poor cheese as we have poor 
milk made into good cheese. 

Mr. Noyes: There was one maker last summer that was making 
poor cheese out of milk that any maker that was half way qualified 
could make better cheese out of. We do a good deal of instructing in 
our territory. Mr. Winder and his men have done a good deal of 
good work. We instruct in our factories. The Dairy and Food Com-
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mission had men there and a cheese maker defied them to take away 

his license as long as he was conforming to the rules of sanitation 

} and his milk was coming in in such a condition that they could not 

say that he was taking bad milk and they couldn’t do a thing. Iam 

S sorry to say that the state of Wisconsin has got a few of those kind 

of makers and I do not believe they should ever be allowed to have 

a license. 

Mr. AperHorp: Wasn’t that maker losing anything by it? Don’t 

he lose anything? 

Mr. Noyes: Yes, he lost one month’s wages, but he continued to do 
it. We would manage to straighten him up this fall. He isn’t a cheese 
maker and never will be a cheese maker and such men are a detri- 
ment to the state of Wisconsin. 

Mr. Bruun: In regard to inspection work in the factories and 
proving that the man is not doing the best he can, and taking his 

: license away because he is not doing the best he can, let me say that 
if I made up a batch of cheese yesterday and an instructor came along 
to-day and if yesterday’s cheese wasn’t quite as good as what I made 
to-day, I defy the devil to prove that I didn’t do the best that I could 
with yesterday’s milk. It is practically an impossibility to make good 
cheese out of some milk in some cases. Then what is the inspector 
going to do? He can’t take the license away. There is only one thing 
to do and that is to sell that particular cheese at a reduced price. 

Mr. Noyes: I would like to ask Mr. Bruhn if you couldn’t nearly 
prove it on something when you see those curds and just hang around 
and he makes a good cheese. The next day he makes a poor cheese. 
I don’t see why you couldn’t prove to any court on earth that he is 
passing up good quality. 

Mr. Davis: Mr. Bruhn mentioned that if a man’s intentions are 
good, the inspector can’t prove that that man has not done the best 
he could. That is no argument because if he hasn’t done the best 
he could, it is no use and if he could do any better, he is not on the job. 

Mr. Bruun: I perhaps made the wrong impression, I wanted to 
make the impression that I defy anybody could do better than I did 

the day before. : 

j Mr. Davis: That qualifies what he said because I heard Mr. Bruhn 
is one of the best cheese makers in Wisconsin. 

Present Reep: I heard in 1921 where a man was having trouble 
with his milk from January on. He was trying to do the best he 
could, and he can make good cheese, so he resolved to make Wisconsin 
curd tests. He took a sample of each cows milk and he found that 
the farm was sanitary and the factory was sanitary and that every- 
thing was according to law. 

Mr. Carswett: I would like to say a word or two on inspections. 
I have had considerable experience in the past year. Every ware- 
house should have (and most of them have in my district) at least 
an experienced cheese maker working in that warehouse, and a good 

grader. There is all of 100 warehouses in this state. I think Mr. 
Noyes will bear me out in the point that during the time when they 
are having bad milk and bad results, he is busy from morning until 
night to just visit the patrons in his own district and keep them 
straight. Well, if you have to have 100 inspectors and one for every 

warehouse, you would need, during the bad season, more inspectors. 

Now the dealers can do a large amount themselves by having these. 

I know that one of the warehouses where I am supervising, we have 
a very fine maker. He makes it a point not to take any cheese in 

on Saturday. That man really has more power than a state inspector
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because they know that cheese has got to go through his hands, be 
graded by him, be paid for by him and if the cheese don’t come up 
to where it belongs, he will not get paid for it and when it comes 
to the pocketbook it hurts. Now that is the case—those warehouse 
men can do more towards improvement of the quality of the cheese = 
than these state inspectors can, especially where he has 400 factories 
to look after. 

They are not calling for instructions now or in June or in Sep- 
tember or October, it is during the bad season when they want instruc- 
tion. When the weather was bad I had a stack of calls. Then after 
the weather changed we had no calls for instructions. The instruc- 
tions should come right out from the warehouse and those men that 
are doing that from the warehouse are getting the best results and 
getting the best cheese. 

It would take 100 paid men to do this. You have got to have good 
men at an expense to the state of at least $300,00C a year. 

Mr. Davis: Yes, $500,000. This is the principal industry of the 
state of Wisconsin; we can’t do it when the principal official says 
“T have got enough money.” The devil gets after those that help 
themselves too much. 

Mr. Carswktt: You know yourself, Mr. Davis, that your ware- 
house man, and you have got a good man, and good instructions in 
your warehouse are helping you in the quality of your cheese to a 
great extent. I know you have good men and they are doing good work. 

Mr. Davis: You want me to pursue that with Mr. Carswell. I want 
the state of Wisconsin to have good men just the same as the dealers have good men. I want the state of Wisconsin, that reaches all over 
the state where we reach only in limited places, to have just as an effective organization for the betterment of the product as we do in our limited district. I want your state men, on the factories they cover, to see that a uniform cheese, a uniform eolor, a uniform style is made and to get the makers in that section so well posted up so that when Smith sends poor milk, he will have to take it home and 
that he can’t go to Jones and get rid of that poor milk. I think a 
factory: has a right of protection against the farmer and the farmer against the factory, and that if a neighbor takes it from a selfish motive, he ought to be stopped. (Applause). And when these factory - men know the man in their district that can be obtained quickly, and he sends that milk home that he is going to be supported by the state of Wisconsin—then the factory can demand better milk and get better milk from the farmer. 

Mr. Carswett: How are you going to get the 100 instructors to 
carry that out in that district? 

Mr. Davis: Can’t you.see what is taking place in the dairy busi- ness in the state of Wisconsin? The bankers of the state are now taking hold of it. We have a large National organization for the pur- Pose to have broadcasted the importance of the dairy business in the state of Wisconsin, in the drinking of milk and other products so that we are going to have more help and this association should have a railroad committee and that railroad committee should be em- powered to go before the legislature to show the benefits of their in- dustry and demand adequate money enough to take care of this line of goods and give us the appropriations we need and enough of it to put out these instructors. 

Mr. CarsweLt: I am willing to get that kind of a committee. When men like you come before the legislature you are going to get that. I remember when Mr. Emery asked for sixteen men and finally all he got was eight men.
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Mr. Davis: They did not have this organization behind them. 

You didn’t have the bankers of the state behind you—have this or- 

ganization make that kind of a committee. I know that I went down 

there alone and got that moisture law through. + 

Mr. Kirkpatrick: We have been getting a whole lot about this 

instruction. We have a lot of state graders. They should be com- 

pined as I think they have not got enough to do now. It don’t take 

long to do that. You can’t tell me anything about grading cheese, 

I know as much as he does. My men have been in it. Why can’t 

they instruct at the same time they inspect? I have been fighting 

: this for forty years, to get instructors. Surely this state of Wiscon- 

sin, as far as cheese is concerned should give us this. Lots of fac- 

tories never need instructions. It is for the factories that have hard 
luck and poor cheese makers that need the inspectors. I don’t see 
way a grader should come up here and say what the legislature should 
or should not do, or what he will or will not do. I don’t see what the 
state graders do anyhow. Nearly every warehouse in this state have 

got men amply capable to judge cheese without any supervision at 
all. They don’t need any if they do it as they should. I would like 

* to know what the state grader knows more about it than we do. We 
don’t need any 100—we don’t need half of them. 

Mr. Carswett: Mr. Kirkpatrick and I have no troubles. He has 
competent men in his warehouse. I have no fault to find. That is 
just the very proposition that the men are sent around for—to see 

‘ if they are competent. . 

Mr. Manver: I wanted to ask whether it wasn’t a law that when we 
get dirty milk to our factory, whether the laws didn’t protect us on 
that? The way I understand it is that we were protected on that. 

Mr. Davis: I understand that the law is very loose on that sub- 
ject. E : 

Mr. G. H. Sruser, of Madison: The law does cover that subject 
in our inspection of work the past number of years. The maker is 
given notice that after the inspection is made if a patron does not 
come back the following morning for the reason that he didn’t bring 
good milk, that maker should immediately notify the inspector and 

. he will follow up to see if that man is delivering that kind of milk to 
another factory; and to see if he is giving good milk to another factory. 
If so, then thé state has no power to prosecute him. 

Mr. Davis: I am very glad to hear that because there is a factory 
right near Random Lake that receives 12 to 15 thousand pounds of 
milk. He saw his milk being skimmed and he saw that it was being 

< skimmed, so he notified the state. I understand that they saw the 
evidence. He took it up with that patron and the patron got mad 
and took his milk to another factory. This factory lost that patron 

and he had no way of forcing that patron’s milk to his factory. He 
couldn’t handle it himself and yet the state didn’t do a thing about it. 
Now, I don’t believe that if you talked to these vast number of cheese 
makers here, but what they will all complain of some patron’s milk 
and he himself does not know if that milk is good the next day; but 
he loses that patron and the state inspector, if he is not too busy, can 
at this gentleman’s request, go to that other factory and make a test 
and see if the milk is improved. But I think your factory entering 

fe into a contract with the patron in the spring to bring in his milk 
should run a season and that you should protect each other, which 
you don’t do at present. (Applause).
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THE PRIZE-WINNING SWISS CHEESE 

* By Mr. Frep Marty 

I want to show you a sample of the prize winner of Swiss cheese. 

In fact it was shown in the exhibit out here. I have brought it here 

so you could really see what a domestic Swiss cheese looks like and 

I think that many of the dealers to whom I have showed this piece of 

cheese will admit that if we had Swiss cheese like that, that we could 

draw upon from Wisconsin storage, we would have the imported where 

it belongs—but not in this country, to contend with. I want to take 

the pleasure of showing you one of the finest pieces of cheese equal to 

any imported. (Applause). It goes to show that it can be made. 

This particular boy here that made this cheese took the Dairy school 

course—a special Dairy school course that was given by the Southern : 

Wisconsin Dairy Men’s Association, in cooperation with the University . 

of Wisconsin. Mr. Gere is practically the man back of this cheese. 

He was formerly of the United States Department of Agriculture and 

is now with the Pabst people at Oconomowoc. He taught this boy 

how to make this cheese. This boy had a uniform run of Swiss cheese 

until the last day he made Swiss this season and this is the prize- 

winning cheese. This cheese was scored 98 points. If I could have 

looked into that cheese and seen what was on the side of it, I actually 

believe I would have scored it 100 proof. I thank you. (Applause). 

Mr. Gere: I appreciate very much the remarks Mr. Marty has made 

in regard to this cheese. However, I do not feel that it is all instruc- 

tion that this boy was given with my cooperation, he also had help 

from the University people and also from Mr. Marty. There should 

: not be any bouquets thrown my way. We are going to repeat this 

same thing this coming February—this course in school. I might say 

= this student that made this cheese was very enthusiastic and it is not 

only this particular cheese, but I have watched his work all summer. 

He was very successful right along and he certainly has made good 

in every detail. The average run has been wonderful. (Applause). 

SKIMMED CHEESE ON THE MARKET 

Mr. Davis: Last year we found that Colorado was producing lots 

of skimmed milk cheese and we had a party in Texas write us that 

they can buy Cream Cheese about 3 cents a pound cheaper than we 

name it. We instructed him to buy a box and send it to us, which 

was done and when it arrived, it was nothing but a common grade of 

skimmed cheese. He thought he was getting a full cream cheese and 

the consequence was that they were paying a good deal for nothing 

when they thought they were getting something for a little price, and 

if the National Legislature can be induced to stop the manufacture of 

skimmed milk cheese, and haye it sold for what it is, you will be bene- 

fited a great deal. 

Present Reep: The next on the program is the “Results of wash- 

ing curds with hot or cold water.” Mr. Lindow and Mr, Krause being 

absent, we will hear from Mr. Witt.
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: RESULTS OF WASHING CURDS WITH HOT OR 

COLD WATER 

By Mr. A. C. F. Wirt, Granton 

When I was asked to appear on this program, I had in mind to re- 

fuse. But on thinking the matter over, I found I did not have the 

heart to refuse our hard-working secretary, Mr. Sammis, so I dropped 

him a line and told him I would be there; and here I am. 

I have attended this convention a dozen times and I never failed 

to get a thrill out of meeting all our brother members. I find it is a 

lot easier to get acquainted with our brother cheese makers from all 

over the state than it was for a certain fellow to get acquainted with 

a druggist in a southern state, where it was against the law, quite a 

while before it was here, to get any liquid spirits from anyone else 

outside of a druggist. 

This fellow got to town and got it in his mind that he wanted some 

of the goods that makes a fellow feel like a millionaire, if you get 

the right amount surrounded. He went to the only drug store in town 

and asked the druggist for the desired article. He got turned down on 

the grounds that the druggist did not know him. He goes out and re- 

turns later with the same request and got turned down again, so he goes 

out and returns for the third time. The druggist asked him “How 

often do I have to tell you that I can not help you because I do not 

know you?” The fellow, getting thoroughly disgusted, replied “For 

goodness sakes how often does a fellow. have to come here to get ac- 

quainted?” 

Well, I did not have to come to the convention that often to get 

acquainted. 

: I haven’t much to say about this. We will have to work that out our- 

selves. If I was to tell you, you might spoil your whole batch. It 

is an art to make cheese and you have got to use a lot of good judg- 

ment and therefore it is very hard to tell you how to apply water, 

but if anyone will ask some questions, I will try and give you what 

j information I can. 

DISCUSSION 

Memsrr: How much water would you use on 500 pounds of cheese? 

eo Wirt: That all depends on what conditions the curd would 

z in. 

Memsrr: Do you have it spread across the back or do you have it 
dashed? 

Mr. Wirr: If I have some slow-working curd, I might use that 
: water, but if I have some fast-working curd, I would not use that hot 

water. I use it all the way from well water up to 175°. 

Mr. Bruun: If you use water at a temperature of 175°, do you use 
cold water after that? 

Mr. Wit: No.
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Mr. AperHotD: When your curd works just the way you want it to 

work, how would you use your water then? 

Mr. Wirt: Around 100° or 102°. 

Memser: Some cheese makers have the habit of washing the curd 

all the time regardless of what kind they have. Is there any reason 

for that? Are you not taking something out that should be in there 

after milling? 

Mr. Wirr: You rinse it. 

Memser: You are rinsing off some fat—you gain that by spreading 

that. Are you not taking something out of that cheese that should 

be in there? 

Mr. Wirt: That fat in my opinion is a detriment to that curd and it ; 

is better out. : 

Mr, Atsert Hunckee: When I wash my curd, first I will pack my 
cheese and get it ready for the mill and I pack it down when it is 
ready for the mill, then I run water on the end of the vat and make 
it luke warm. If it is too cold it is not good and when it is ready 
with the curd mill, my curd runs right in that water. Then I have 
my fork and stir that right up—not too much either. But as soon as 

that white stuff reaches the top and if you have it a little dry, then 

wait a while; then put your salt on and as soon as you put your salt 
on, you will set everything running out of your curd and it will have 

a very nice color and the bad flavor will run out. The cheese will 

last longer and keep better flavor and keep it for years, if that white 

> stuff is out of the cheese. It will go into the whey tank and your 
whey cream will get the benefit of it and you will have a nice glossy 

cheese. 

Memsper: Do you practice that in every day make— 

Mr. Hunckee: Every day, the cheese should be nicely packed. 

Mr. Perers: How long do you leave that water on there? 

Mr. Hunckee: As soon as it is through take your water and wash 2 

that white stuff out and you will have the finest and glossiest and silk- 

a iest cheese. It will last longer and the flavor will last for years, be- 

cause if that white stuff is not out of there, you are going to get.a bad 

flavor. 

Mr. Perers: Do you dash that water there? 

Mr. HuncKkee: Let it run off. 

Memser: How much salt do you use? 

Mr. Huncxee: A little more than usual. 

Mr. Davis: I have known Mr. Hunckee when he used to have hair 
on the top of his head a good many years ago and I have been getting 
these cheese and look at them very carefully and I have noticed that 
he has a rather of a nutty flavor in his cheese. I have occasionally 
run across a cheese that has that peculiar nutty flavor, and the curd 

is more opaque and not clouded. I have known that he was using this 

water to wash this curd. 

Memeper: How long should the curd lay after salting? 

Mr, Hunckee: About 5 or 10 minutes and your cheese will close 
better. 

Mr. Bruun: I would like to ask Mr. Witt how long he leaves his 
salt on.
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Mr. Wrrr: After salting I put it to press. Those times vary all 
the way from one to four hours. You can’t notice that there is any 
salt there. I keep it on at least one hour. 

‘Mr. AperHotp: How long do you hold it between drawing the whey 

and rinsing it? 

Mr. Wirt: Right away. 

Mr. ApeRHoLD: Don’t you mat at all? 

Mr. Wirt: No. 

Memser: Don’t you matit? 

; Mr. Wirr: As I wash it. 

Memser: How long do you hold it after you mat? 

Mr. Witr: That varies, about 2% or 3 hours. 

Mr. Apernotp: What is your process after milling? 

Mr. Wirr: I put some more warm water on it and drain it. 

SEVENTH SESSION, FRIDAY 1:45 P. M. 

HOW I MAKE COLBY STYLE CHEESE 

By Harry Ousen, Abbotsford, Wisconsin 

I heat my milk for setting to 88 degrees and use about half of per 

cent starter. . 

: Use half ounce of coloring to a thousand pounds of milk, so as to 

make it a light straw color as trade demands on Colby cheese. Ripen- 

ing of milk for setting about three hours from setting to drawing 

whey. 

Use 3 to 4 ounces rennet to every thousand pounds milk. This will 

coagulate the milk in about 30 to 40 minutes. Cutting of curd is the 

same as other American style. 

Stir curd after cutting lightly for about ten to fifteen minutes before 

turning on steam. 
Use thirty minutes for cooking. 

Cook curd to 104 degrees. 

Stir curd properly after turning off steam, so as not to let curd mat 

: together. When the curd has developed one-eighth inch of acid on 

hot iron in the winter and one quarter in summer, it is ready to draw 

whey. When the whey is drawn to the surface of curd, slush it with 

: cold well water and cool evenly to 85 degrees. 

Drain the curd by piling it on both sides of the vat. Do not leave 

the curd lay longer than 10 minutes at a time, before mixing again. 

Keep this up until it is well drained and worked up loose free from 

lumps. 

Use 2% pounds of salt to every hundred pounds of curd. Stir salt 

in well. If this curd has large lumps at time of salting, it is apt to 

have uneven color. Leave curd lay in vat after salting ten to fifteen 

minutes before hooping so salt has chance to dissolve.
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Pressing of curd is same as other American cheese. Colby cheese 

should have 38 per cent of moisture, especially in winter, to make a 

good Colby cheese. It is fairly cured in five or six weeks. 

Present Reep: If any of you have any questions to ask about the 

process that he goes through in the making of his cheese, now is the 

time to do it. Now Mr. Mandel having the highest scoring of Colby 

cheese, I would like to ask him if he has any difference of opinion 

from that of Mr. Olsen. 

TALK BY ERNST MANDEL 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: I am glad to have received 

the highest score on Colby Style Cheese, and am very thankful to this 

Association and its officers that they have given the Colby Style Cheese 
a grade for itself, and would urge every Colby Style Cheese maker to 
put in an exhibit on every occasion where they give Colby Style Cheese 

a grade for itself and help to boost it. This prize cheese was made 
September, 1922. This is the way it was made: 

Pounds of Milk in vat.........cceeeceececeeeeeeeeeses 4,000 pounds 

Added starter when milk was in one quarter............ 25 pounds 

Rennet test showed.........cccsesccecccecsccecsccerscees 04% SPACES 

RG COME cosas sion eek e so yas hcaice Naseeedeatascs ave sce OnmOOe 

MAdod Bennet <.. iscseccos ccusse'ccsouciscscascstescoanr-nec ee OuReeS 
Wat Set Ab oo oc ssa tales dea s coc tipeas ois ea ee ea ale sins oh ee 
Vat cut with 3 inch kmife at..............-..0cceecceeeee 8205 
Bagwn Nesting ates sos soe viniata'esis sts tome aonws case s ost eee 
Stopped heating F. 103 at..........ccecccecscscesescesse 9205 
Stopped agitation BE Fac cae Se au Se nlnle Vee RGR RO ee ones ere none 
Marschall Acid Test showed...........0.ccescccsssccceces Lf 

Balbo SQl | oo osce cc cea cn ce ee ose sees ewes cites te eee 

GEE Timed cis ive coc dink ies a ood oiasioe sevens se esee ye eng sete ee mee 

Prcan hoping Ab sco occas oinilnhaes ave sss oats seicte assent eee 

< Per cent moisture in cheese........++++eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 8TH 

DISCUSSION 

Member: Do you rinse with cold water? 

Mr. ManpEL: Yes. 

Memper: How much acid have you in your salt? 

Mr. MAnvEL: I couldn’t tell you that exactly. 

CHamMan: How much acid at salting time? 

Mr. MANDEL: We want to make this a sweet curd cheese and we 

do not want much acid. % or 14” of acid would not hold it down any- 

way. 
Memeer: You have got to have good milk? 

Mr. ManpEL: We preach that in our factory and we get good milk. 

When we get off milk, we send it home. 

Memper: Do you make your cheese that way the year around : 

Mr. Manver: All the year around, when we get good milk. We 

have a little off-grade milk in the summer. We stir it down and that 
wii get that acid.
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Mr. Jom Srerinwanp: We work our cheese about the same as Mr. 

Mandel stated. We generally ripen the milk so that from the time 
of setting to the time of drawing whey is about three hours and you 

have got to have time to give it a good cooking. We use % ounce 

of rennet and after it is cut we heat it slowly. We take about one 
hour to heat it and get a good cooking, say 104° to 106° then wash 
your acid—you want very little acid drawing your whey. We don’t 

add quite as much water as Mr. Mandel, we only add 4 pails to 5,000 

pounds of milk. Some makers that use a barrel of water spoil their 

cheese. 

: Mr. ApERHOLD: What is the percentage of moisture in a good Colby 

cheese? 

Mr. STeEINwAND: Not over 37 per cent. I like to see a Colby cheese 
cured about six weeks. I have turned out a pieee of cheese in June 
and I just made it good and firm; the second day I took a moisture 

test of 34%4 per cent. I held that to three months and I thought it 
was fine. They have too much moisture on their cheese and that is 
what spoils it. We are very hard on our patrons. We don’t use poor 

milk. 

Mr. AperHorp: I want him to tell you these things because he 
is the originator of the Colby type of cheese. He started that nearly 
10 years ago and I was with him; but what I wanted him to bring 

out was that it is not a high moisture cheese. It hasn’t any more 
moisture than we have in our ‘other cheese. The other thing that 
sounds good is that he hasn’t any gas or pinholes; he hasn’t seen 

that for years. 

Mr. MANDEL: At the time we made this particular cheese, we saved 
some out of this vat. We put one in at that Dairy Men’s Association 
convention and they scored the cheese there at 95% per cent, and 
this is from the very same batch. It was scored in a court house. 

It was made on September 17 and it was scored on the 26th of Octo- 

ber.at 95% down there and 96 here. That goes to show that the older 
the cheese gets the better it gets. 

Mr. Sternwanp: A number of years ago I made a cheese that was 
made the latter part of September and I had it in the curing room 
about a month, then I moved it down in the cellar and let it lay there 
until May and it turned out to be a fine cheese; so it shows it keeps. 

Mr. AperHotp: ‘There is a principle there that is applicable to the 
other styles of cheese—the better the milk, the better the cheese. 

CHamman: Harry Olsen, have you a curdmill in your factory? 

: Harry OLsen: No. : 

CyHarrRMAN: Now you three getlemen, according to reports as con- 
ditions are, make the Colby style of cheese all the year through, or 
don’t you? 

Memser: Yes. 

Mr. Otsen: So it goes to show that he couldn’t make the granu- s 
lated form as he could the matted form. When he made the milled 
cheese it didn’t work so it shows that the cold water kills the gas.
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THE USE OF A PURE CULTURE IN MAKING CHEESE 

: By P. H. Kasper, Bear Creek, Wisconsin 

Mr. President, Members of the Convention, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Among the modern improvements in the art of cheese making, there 

is perhaps no other one factor which influences the product to a 

greater extent than the use of a good commercial starter. Recent ex- 

perience seems to demonstrate the fact that the successfully prepared 

and properly used starter is invaluable in modern cheddar cheese mak- 

ing. It is today a universally recognized fact among up-to-date cheese 

makers that a good starter is one of the main factors controlling ab- 

normal fermentation in cheese. We know that whenever abnormal 

fermentations predominate, the flavor and texture are, to a greater 

or less extent, impaired. Therefore, it is evident that some control- 

ling factor is essential, when we consider that in some cases cheddar 

cheese has been known to actually walk off the shelves. It is neces- 

sary then, in order that this stage of the development of abnormal 

fermentation may not be reached, that something be done to prevent 

it. 

The preparation of milk for the propagation of a pure culture starter 

is very simple. Select two quarts of good sweet milk, heat it in water e 

to 185 or 200 degrees F., and hold it at this temperature for about 

one hour or longer. Then cool quickly to about 70 or 80 degrees F. 

Now get your little bottle of pure culture, clean the sealing wax care- 

fully from the neck of the bottle and empty the contents into the 

pasteurized milk. Carefully close the jar or vessel containing the milk 

and shake it at intervals of five minutes for about an hour. Then 

let it stand at a temperature of a little above 70 degrees F. until nicely 

- coagulated. When this stage is reached, you no longer have a pure 5; 

culture, as applied to starters, but the preparation now takes the name 

of startoline or mother starter. Whenever obtainable glassware should = 

be used in growing the startoline, because when glassware is cleaned 

and sterilized, it may be stoppered and left for a day or longer with- 

: out acquiring a bad odor. The only smell which would manifest it- 

self upon opening a glass vessel which has been closed for some time 

would be a dead air smell. This is not the case with a tin vessel, for 

no matter how carefully cleaned and sterilized it may be, if it be closed 

tightly for 12 hours or less, upon opening it, a very offensive odor is 3 

noticeable, somewhat resembling bad milk or an old tin can. Due to 

contamination from this source, all tinware for growing the startoline 

should be discarded wherever used, and should be replaced by glass 

vessels. A few glass quart jars with glass stoppers are all that will 

be needed for the handling of the startoline. The glass jars can very 

easily be sterilized either by boiling them for five minutes or by ap- 

plying live steam to them. I believe that by following closely a few. 

simple rules, we ought not to fail to achieve good results. 

As we have already seen, we obtain our startoline by inoculating 3 

sterilized milk with a pure culture, and allowing it to coagulate. For .
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the perpetuating of the startoline, the milk may be taken daily from 

the can of milk pasteurized for the starter. Having the pasteurized 

milk and the startoline vessels ready, break the coagulated starter up 

thoroughly, add from 1-3 to 2 per cent startoline to every can and fill 

with pasteurized milk to within an inch from the top. This space 

at the top of the bottle is to allow the contents to be thoroughly shaken. 

After adding the milk to the startoline, shake up well and set it ata 

temperature of about 70 degrees F. This is our second generation 

and should not be grown at a temperature lower than 70 degrees F., 

because the little plants cannot produce the desired flavor when grown 

at a much lower temperature than 70 degrees for the first three gen- 

erations. With most cultures the first two generations are not fit to be 

f used for a starter making, as the media in which the germs are sent out 

impart a peculiar odor to the startoline; therefore, it should not be 

used for starter-making until free from such odors. The per cent 

of startoline necessary to be used from day to day for the propagation 

and perpetuation of the startoline is governed by the strength and con- 

dition of the startoline used, the temperature of the room, the time 

allowed for its growth until it is to be used, and the possible varia- 

: tion of room temperature. In ordinary room temperature about 70 

degrees, the milk, when 1% to 2 per cent of startoline is used, should 

be well coagulated after the lapse of from 10 to 16 hours, and should 

have an acidity of from .55 to .75 of one per cent. 

The care to be exercised in selecting, heating and cooling milk for 

the starter is not necessarily different from that exercised in the han- 

dling of the milk for the startoline. The can or cans used for the 

making of the starter should be well tinned and all seams should be 

smooth, to allow it to be easily and thoroughly cleaned. Old cans, es- 

pecially when the tin is worn off, or if they are somewhat rusty, will 

impart a “tin can flavor” to the milk, which will affect the flavor of 

the starter and impair its usefulness. The per cent of startoline 

; necessary to be added to the starter milk to have it ready for use 

at a certain time depends first on the temperature of the starter milk 

when startoline is added; second, on the average temperature at which 

the milk will be kept during the ripening period; third, on the aver- 

age temperature of the room; fourth, on the time allowed for the 

: starter to ripen before it is to be used; fifth, on the vigor and acidity 

of the startoline, and sixth, on the faculty of the startoline to pro- 

duce acidity under variations in temperature. Being influenced by 

these conditions and the kind of culture used, the average temperature 

at which the starter can be grown may vary from 65 to 68 degrees, 

F., with practically the same results. 

When the starter is at the point of coagulation at a temperature 

higher than 65 degrees F. and is not to be used at once, immediate 

cooling is imperative, since the starter is likely to become overripe 

and whey off, a condition in which a starter is almost unfit for use, 

as its action is greatly impaired by this condition and the effect which 

it should produce on milk for cheese making is partly, or even in some 

eases, wholly destroyed. It is a good plan to see to it that the starter 

finishes coagulation at a temperature lower than 64 degrees if not to
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be used at once, since when the finishing touches of coagulation take 
place at a comparatively low temperature, the texture of the starter 
is more likely to be loose and silky. When in this condition it will, 
when poured, have the appearance of nicely ripened cream, leave no 
streaks or show specks or particles of curd. Starters grown at too 
low temperatures and for too long a period of time, invariably develop 
sour, slightly bitter, rank or flat flavors, and will if the startoline is 
saved out from the starter, under such condition impair its future 
usefulness for perpetuation. During the hot season the starter should 
not be inoculated in the morning for the next morning’s use, since 
when it has developed quite a degree of acidity, it is difficult to pre- 
vent its becoming overripe. When the starter milk is inoculated in 
the evening, the startoline having the proper temperature and acidity, 
the starter will as a rule, be in good condition when needed in the 
morning. During cool weather, however, there is not much danger 
of the starter spoiling when set in the morning and cooled before 
evening. 
“The startoline and starter should be judged by smell, taste and ap- 

pearance. They shpuld have a clean sour milk smell, a clean acid 
taste, be free from all cheesy or curdy taints, free from lumps and 
smooth when broken up. - 
When a culture produces a low acidity and a sweet flavor in the 

starter, this can be remedied by ripening the starter to a higher degree 
of acidity for several days. Also if the culture is slow in coagulating 
the milk, you will find it will improve in activity by ripening the 
starter at a temperature higher than usual and using a large quantity 
of startoline for some two or three inoculations. The slowest culture 
can in this way be made more active in a few days. If a starter is 
too acid in flavor it can be brought back to a mild pleasant flavor by 
ripening it to a low acidity. This is especially noticeable if the starter 
is cooled to below 56 degrees while still sweet after the inoculation, and 
kept cool for about 6 to 12 hours. It is then to be heated to about ; 
75 degrees F. in order to quickly coagulate it, when it will be found 

; to have a mild pleasant taste. When this process is used, the starter 
must be used as soon as coagulated, because there is danger of it 
wheying off if allowed to stand. 

While methods of handling’ a startoline or starter may vary con- 
siderably under different conditions, we must bear in mind that in 
this as in most other things, the fundamental principles must be ad- 
hered to. 

THE WORK OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICLUTURE 
IN THE MAKING OF SWISS CHEESE 

By Pror, E. G. Hastrves, Wisconsin College of Agriculture 
Those who are familiar with the manufacture of both American 

and Swiss cheese, recognize that it is more difficult to make a uni- 
formly high quality of Swiss cheese, than to make a uniformly high 
quality of American cheese. One of the reasons for this variation in 
ease of manufacture, and possibly the most important one, is that the
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Swiss maker uses one kind of acid-forming organism, the American 

cheese maker another. The one used by the Cneddar cheese maker 

is the organism that causes the ordinary souring of milk. It will al- 

ways be present in the milk and often in such numbers that no addi- 

tions in the iorm of starter need be made. The raw material of the 

American cheese maker carries the essential kinds of bacier.a. 

The organism which the Swiss maker uses is not found in milk. 

At least not im such numbers that the miik can be handled w.th assur- 

ance of obtaining a good Swiss cheese without the audition of macer-als 

that shal: introduce the needed bacteria in good cond.tion and in sulii- 

cient numbers. This seeding of the milk with the essential bacteria 

the Swiss maker seeks to accomplish through the addition of some acid 

whey, the “Sauer,” and through the use of home-made or whey-rennet 

in piace of the commercial extract used by the Cheddar maker. The 

“Sauer” is made by placing whey from the kettle in a warm place and 

aliowing it to stand until a high degree of acidity is developed. Such 

_an acid whey. wiil contain chiefly bacteria of the so-called B. bulgar- 

ieus group. These are propagated by transferring some of the acid 

whey to fresh whey each day. 

The whey rennet is prepared by placing some of the dried stomach 

in whey and keeping at a somewhat lower temperature than the 

“Sauer.” This rennet will contain some of the same bacteria as does 

the “Sauer” and also the bacteria which produce the “eyes,” one of 

the characteristics of Swiss cheese. It is evident that there are many 

chances for failure, first in regard to the development of the proper 

kind of bacteria in the “Sauer” and in the rennet and second in re- 

gard to the successful propagation of the acid-forming bacteria in the 

“Sauer.” A prominent factor in the latter process will be the tempera- 

ture at which the “Sauer” is kept. The success which the many cheese 

é makers have is evidence of what can be done with care and constant 

attention in the preparation of “Sauer” and rennet. 

The quality of the milk is another important factor in determining 

the quality of the cheese. 

During the past season the College of Agriculture has cooperated 

with the Dairy Division of the Federal Department of Agriculture in 

helping to introduce methods which are more likely to be uniformly 

successful than those in common use. Cultures of B. Bulgaricus have 

been supplied to factories for the preparation of the “Sauer.” The 

use of the culture removes the uncertainty connected with the prep- 

aration of this starter, for that is what the “Sauer” represents. In 

ease the acidity or the flavor of the “Sauer” becomes abnormal, a new 

start can be made with a fresh culture. The success of the factories 

to which these acid-forming cultures have been supplied leads us to be- 

lieve that their wider use will prove of distinct advantage to the Swiss 

makers. 
Mr. Gere who has been in charge of the work in the field has as- 

sisted a number of factories in obtaining a cheap and yet satisfactory 

equipment by which the “Sauer” and rennet can be kept at constant 

and favorable temperatures from day to day. The equipment con-
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sists of a home-made chamber heated by a kerosene lamp. The tem- 

perature controlling device is one used on an egg incubator. The use 

of such an apparatus removes still another of the uncertainties con- 

nected with the making of “Sauer” and rennet and has lightened rather 

than increased the work of the maker. That such an apparatus would 

be of advantage in the Swiss industry was self-evident. The satisfied 

users confirm the self-evident conclusion. 

Cultures of eye-forming bacteria have been supplied to a limited 

number of factories. Their use has been very successful, especially 

in factories in which the temperature of the curing rooms can be kept 

low enough during the warmer periods. The eye-forming bacteria 

exert a marked influence on the flavor of the cheese, imparting to it 

the sweet taste which characterizes the imported cheese. i 

By the use of the acid-forming culture and also the eye-forming 

culture Swiss cheese has been made with success throughout the 

, year. Milk, during the winter, that is forty-eight hours old, has been 3 

used with good results. 

Another point that has been emphasized in the work is the quality 

of the milk and the tests by which this can be determined. Poor milk 

and poor “Sauer” and rennet are certain indications of failure. The a 

tests which have commonly been used for judging milk are the fermen- 

tation tests and its modification, the Wisconsin curd test. It has been 

recognized that there is danger in the use of these tests in that the 

milk that may be best for Swiss cheese will be adjudged poor. The 

maker is thus led to influence a patron who is already doing all he 

should to produce a good quality of milk to improve his methods, 

while a far more guilty patron is missed. A good curd in a fermenta- 

tion test is ordinarily obtained only when the milk contains a con- 

siderable number of ordinary lactic bacteria. A milk which is very 

fresh and which has been produced under very clean conditions will 

usually show a poor curd, yet there are many reasons to believe such 

: milk is the most favorable for Swiss cheese since the few bacteria 

it contains can not compete with those added in a good “Sauer” and 

rennet. In other words, the Swiss cheese maker is interested in not 

only the kinds of bacteria, but in their numbers. The methylene blue 

reduction test gives the maker a good indication of the number of bac- 

teria in the milk of a patron and when the results are combined with 

those secured in the fermentation test, he is in a better position to 

judge the quality of milk supplied by any patron than if he uses the 

fermentation test or the curd test alone. He will also avoid, we 

believe, doing an injustice to any patron, something not possible when 

the fermentation or the curd test is used alone. The results which 

we have obtained with the methylene blue test have justified the hope 

which we had in it. 

The production of a good quality of cheese for Swiss cheese is an 

easy matter if the farmer will pay sufficient attention to the condition 

of-the milk utensils. e 

It seems from our work that the milking machine is one of the chief 

sources of trouble at the present time. There is absolutely no rea- 

son why milking machines should not be used with success in the
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production of milk intended for any purpose. The cleaning of the 

machine, however, cannot be neglected without injury to the quality 

of the milk. Many farmers say they do not have the time to give to- 

ward the care of the machine. This is one of the things for which 

time must be taken. It is very easy for the cheese to be reduced 

in quality to such an extent that it will bring a number of cents a 

pound less than it would have brought if the milk had been of higher 

quality. If the farmer could be brought to realize the true relation 

between the condition of his milk utensils and the price he is receiv- 

ing for his milk, he would undoubtedly realize that the time spent in 

keeping the utensils in good shape is bringing him a large return. 

One of the troubles whch has attracted a great deal of attention in 

the Swiss cheese district of this state has been the so-called Stinker 

cheese in which larger or smaller areas of the cheese develops a most 

offensive odor. In the more marked cases, the odor is quite similar 

to that of a rotten egg. This trouble has caused an enormous amount 

of loss in past years, especially during the summer of 1921. During 

the past summer, 1922, there was very little, if any, Stinker cheese 

made. Many suggestions have been made with reference to the cause 

of the trouble. It undoubtedly rests upon the presence of certain types 

of bacteria in the milk. The source of these organisms is unknown. 

In our field work it was noted that the Stinker cheese did not occur 

when active acid-forming bacteria were used in the making of the 

“Sauer.” This has led us to undertake some experiments in which 

we have sought first to produce Stinker cheese by the inoculation of 

the milk, and second to determine whether by the use of good acid- 

forming cultures the occurrence of this trouble in the cheese made 

from such inoculated milk could be prevented. We have been able to 

make cheese which showed a most offensive odor. The degree to which 

this odor develops depends to a considerable extent upon the number of 

bacteria which were introduced into the milk. A sufficient number of 

cheese has not yet been made under such a variety of conditions that 

one can say exactly what can be done with acid-forming cultures to 

prevent this trouble. All of our results, however, point to the fact that 

with good acid cultures there will be a marked improvement in the 

cheese made from: any sample of milk containing the organisms which 
are responsible for this particular cheese trouble. 

The results which we have secured emphasize the necessity for care 

by the Swiss cheese maker in the propagation of his “Sauer” and in 

the preparation of his whey rennet and in shipping the milk deliv-- 

ered to him by his various patrons. We are very certain that starting 

with a good culture and maintaining the culture at a favorable temper- 

ature will do much to overcome many of the troubles to which the 

Swiss cheese industry is now subjected. 

The results of the field work and of that done in the laboratory and 

cheese room show that much of.the trouble encountered in the Swiss 

industry is due to faulty milk, poor “Sauer” and rennet, things which 

are self-evident, and that to avoid trouble the makers must use reli- 

able methods for the examination of the milk and for the preparation 

of the “Sauer” and rennet. All of these are more or less neglected at
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the present time. The whole-hearted cooperation of farmers and 

cheese makers is needed in order to improve conditions. This co- 

operation is something that is sadly lacking in many instances at 

present. 

Now we hope to continue this work during the coming season, but 

it depends on if we can get sufficient men to come into the field. You 

may get the money, but there is a question if you can get the men. 

Private companies can pay salaries that the State and National Gov- 

ernment cannot compete with. If we can get men to put into the 

Swiss cheese district is something that we will have to leave to the 

future to take care of. 

FAULTS SEEN IN THE CONVENTION CHEESE 

EXHIBITS. HOW THE PRIZE CHEESE WERE 

SCORED 

By Mr. Wm. Husert, Sheyboygan 

Class 1. 
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We had one cheese in the exhibit room whose texture and flavor was 

way up, but it was badly checked. We only had two really bad cheese 

in the whole exhibit. We have made a great improvement over last 

year and if you keep on like this next year at the same rate, I do not 

think we will have any bad ones at all. 

Secrerary Sammis: I have great pleasure in introducing Prof. 

Fisk of Cornell University. He will tell you what he has learned out 

of last year’s experience. I believe you will be glad to hear what he 

has to say. 

ADDRESS 

By Pror. W. W. Fisk, Ithaca, N. Y. 

I have been hoping you would not pass a resolution that no one 

can come here from outside of this state. This is the second time I ; 

have come here and I assure you that I have enjoyed every minute 

- that I have been with you. I want to congratulate you on the great 

industry you have in this state. I went across the water last sum- 

mer and in the hold of that ship, 75 feet below the water line, I saw 

men who were stoking the boilers that were furnishing the steam that
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was making that ship go. It was the officers on the bridge above 

that were running the ship, it was the cooperation of these officers 

and men that made the ship go—so you may talk all you want about 

advertising and merchandising, but you have got to strip down to the 

waist and you have got to make the quality of cheese that will make 

this “ship” go. It will take a lot of work to do it. 

I enjoyed hearing the discussions that have taken place here. New 

York state as you know has produced a great deal of cheese. We 

have lost ground because of the demand for city milk. We too have had 

all these discussions which I have heard here to-day and we have gone 

through the same mill that you are going through and perhaps you 

might take a little of our advice. But I do want to mention one thing, 

when you come to consider quality in cheese there are three things 

that will produce quality. One is, equipment in the factory; the other 

the skill of the cheese maker and the third, the quality of the raw 

products that go in to make that cheese. We are finding down in 

New York state, and it has puzzled us quite a bit, that the question 

of the raw material is a big factor. It is a thing that has come to 

stay. Prof. Hastings mentioned it this afternoon. I refer now to the 

mechanical milker. I know we have some people in New York that 

have been against the mechanical milker. We have found that if the 

milker is given the proper care and attention it is possible to pro- 

duce as good and even better milk than hand-drawn milk. The whole 

secret is to keep the machine clean. You have to preach the gospel 

of giving a good quality of milk and so this simply adds another bur- 

den on you to preach the gospel of clean milking machines, and I 

believe that is the only solution. Some cheese makers will protest 

against mechanical milkers. I asked one if he would trust me to 

weigh the milk the next morning. I weighed the milk and he and I 

checked up identically on the flavor of the milk. Each one of us 

checked out the poor milk. They couldn’t pick out the mechanical 

milker milk. It was simply a case where they were prejudiced against 

the mechanical milker. I urge you not to be against the mechanical 

milker. I believe it has come to us to stay. It does offer us a serious 

problem. In order to make good cheese from mechanical milk, you 

must keep the machine clean. 

I certainly have enjoyed myself and I hope that next year you will 

have even a more successful convention than you have had this year. 

(Applause). 

MODERN CHEESE FACTORY VENTILATION 

By R. R. Crospy 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: In discussing the subject 

given me, Modern Cheese Factory Ventilation, I do not intend to de- 

scribe or advise any particular combination of fans, flues, openings 

and dampers, because there are probably not two factories in the state 

where conditions affecting ventilation are the same. Recommending 

any cut and dried system fur all factories would be like treating all
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diseases with the same medicine, or like trying to use exactly the same 

methods every day in making cheese, regardless of the amount, temper- 

ature, or ripeness of the milk. It would be a failure. 

I will try to outline: a 

1. What is meant by ventilation. 
2. What we expect to accomplish when we attempt to ventilate. 
3. What ventilation depends on, or the principles back of it, and a 

short discussion of the means of putting these principles into practice. 
4. And then, if possible, to have you feel as I do, that good ventila- 

tion is as necessary to the cheese factory as the vat or kettle. 

Now what is ventilation? Ventilation, as the word is generally used, 
may be called the process of getting fresh air into a room, building, 
or space, in sufficient amounts, or removing undesirable air, gases, 

odors, moisture or dust, and at the same time maintaining the proper 

temperature. If this definition is correct, ventilation is efficient when 

all that is expected of it has been accomplished. In the bank of the 

Mississippi River at St. Paul, are some dark and very moist caves 

where large crops of mushrooms are grown commercially. Although 

no special devices are provided, these caves are surely efficiently ven- 

tilated because the small amounts of fresh air and light which do get 

in are the right amounts, and the correct amounts of moisture and 

heat are left in the caves. ° 

It is, therefore, results we are after, but the desired results are 

very seldom obtained as easily as they are in the mushroom caves. 

In fact, in cheese factories it seems that we meet as many problems 

as anyone ever meets when trying to ventilate. We will all probably 

agree that factories should be ventilated, but let’s spend a few minutes 

on what we hope to accomplish by doing so. 

In the first place, we want to get rid of excess moisture. There ig 

always some moisture in the air and a certain amount is necessary. 

a If the air is too dry, we have such results as the pulling apart of 

glued furniture joints, the drying of the linings of our noses and 

throats, which often has serious results on our health, and in the cur- 

ing room that is too dry, we have one of the common causes of 

checked rinds. Some types of cheese have to be in a very moist air 

for curing in which cases it is often necessary to get more moisture into 

the air rather than to dry it. But most of the problem of factory ven- 

tilation relates to the decreasing the amount of moisture in the air. 

This water may exist in two forms, as very small drops which we can 

see and may call steam, and as vapor which we cannot see. Water 

vapor resembles a gas and is in the air just as truly as the gas in the 

cylinders of a motor before the explosions. 

The free steam in an unventilated room may condense on the sur- 

face of objects or may evaporate and become water vapor. The vapor 

cannot increase beyond a certain amount for any given temperature, 

and when it reaches that point, the air is said to be saturated with 

moisture, or to have a relative humidity of 100 per cent. The air in 

an unventilated factory may actually hold almost this amount at times; 

it may be like a saturated sponge just ready to drip. But there does 

not have to be anywhere near this much present to cause damage.
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Normally the air in this climate has a relative humidity of about 70 

per cent and an increase of only 5 or 10 per cent over this amount 

is harmful if it is not removed by ventilation. By this excess mois- 

ture being in the air, there is greater condensation on cold surfaces 

to add to the water which may already have condensed there from cs 

the free steam. The drying of all wet surfaces of the factory and 

utensils is greatly slowed down. Normal drying of the cheese is hin- 

dered. Woodwork of the factory decays rapidly. Wooden utensils 

and equipment decay. Coat after coat of paint may be ruined. Pipes 

and all metal equipment rust and corrode. The saving of machinery and 

equipment from preventable destruction is good business at any time, 

put more especially now that their cost is high. Mold growth appears 

on walls, ceilings, shelves and cheese. As moisture is one of the 

greatest factors in promoting the growth of mold, the checking of 

mold in a poorly ventilated factory is almost impossible. Disinfect- 

ing, burning sulphur candles, scrubbing and scraping cannot replace 

ventilation to keep down mold, because the spores or seeds of mold 

are practically everywhere, especially indoors. Mold spores are here 

in this room now by millions and it would not take long for a moist 

piece of bread or cheese to become moldy, if it were exposed here. 

Moisture may collect in sufficient quantities on the ceiling and pipes 

to drip into milk or other food products, hardly a sanitary condition. 

Moisture may also induce mold growth to take place in starter. Prob- 

ably many a good starter has been ruined by going “Frowy” or moldy 

“by infection from the air. And last to be mentioned, but not least in 

importance, is the result of damp air on the people who work in the 

factory. Clothing is never then dry and whenever a draft at the intake 

strikes a person, or he goes into cold air for any reason, he is subject- 

ing himself to colds and rheumatism, and even paving the way to 

pneumonia and tuberculosis. This is not theory or supposition for you 

and I have seen maker after maker working against the handicap of 

chronic rheumatism, or suffering from acute rheumatism, or have seen 

them with colds which hung on until pneumonia or tuberculosis re- 

sulted. We have seen them go into other work against their desire, 

or have seen them forced to give up their places, unable to do any 

work. These men are disabled veterans of the dairy industry just as 

truly as some are disabled veterans of the World War. And disability 

isn’t always as far as it goes; there are far too many who become 

fatalities, who die as a direct result of working in damp factories. 

Men may become hardened to stand a great deal, but there is always 

a breaking point. 

Besides removing excess moisture and checking its accompanying 

evils of rust, decay, mold growth and disease, we also by ventilating 

expect to provide fresh air for those working in the factory, replacing 

the air which has been once breathed as well as objectionable gases 

and odors. Removal of the carbon dioxide breathed out by men and 

animals is not now emphasized as much as it used to be as one of 

the great reasons for ventilating. If a great number of people or 

animals remain in a tightly closed room for very long, removal of 

the carbon dioxide may become important, but even then the greatest
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reason for ventilating is still the removal of the moisture and often 

of the heat given from the lungs and bodies of those in the room. 

With only one or two working in a cheese factory, removal of the 

carbon dioxide is somewhat of a consideration but not the chief one. 

Such fresh air, however, provides more sanitary conditions in which 

to produce and handle cheese and whey cream than would exist if 

these products were manufactured in a tightly closed factory, where 

the air had been breathed over and over again, or where odors accumu- 

lated rather than being removed as they were produced. Removal of 

dust by ventilation from some mines and from some kinds of factories 

is necessary, but is hardly a consideration in a cheese factory. 

In accomplishing what we expect to as thus far giving in cheese 

factory ventilation, we must do so without creating drafts and must 

maintain a desirable temperature. In going about this, what facts ~- 

and principles must we depend upon and how should we attempt to 

work out the principles in practice? 

Above all we should have a system under our contrel. One which 

we may regulate to varying natural conditions over which we have 

no control. If parts of the system are well regulated automatically 

so much the better for us. A system which cannot be controlled is 
much like the outside wind. 

We may place the elements of a controlled system of ventilation 

for cheese factories in the following order which is merely for con- 

venience and is not intended to give them in their order of importance. 

1. The building itself. 
2. The motive force required. 
3. The fan. 
4. Heat. 
5. The outlet flues. 
6. The inlet flues. 

- 7. Miscellaneous devices—sub-earth duct, ete. 
8. The human element. 

The building itself is a very important part of every ventilation 

system, so important a part that if it is not of the right construction 

all of the other elements of the system could be of the best and no 

ventilation would be accomplished. The room or building to be 

ventilated must have tight walls and ceiling and have them if at all 

possible containing a dead air space. In getting tight walls it is 

necessary that all windows be tight as to frames, sash and glass, and 

that doors fit well. It is better to have storm sash and doors for win- 

ter if possible. Roofing or tar paper nailed on a screen door is good. 

If possible there should be a wooden door between the weigh room 

i and make room with an outside door of course on the weigh room. 

Trap doors going into the garret or overhead rooms should be kept 

closed. If there is only a garret above the factory rooms, ceiling 

joists should by all means be covered with a tight floor. All breaks 

in the siding or inside sheathing of frame building should be promptly : 

repaired and as the lower boards rot loose they should be replaced 

with sound lumber. For other reasons than ventilation, keeping a 

building in repair is a good investment and not an expense. A well-
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“made frame building is very satisfactory to ventilate. Paper should 

by all means be placed under the outer siding and the inside lumber 

should be of good grade and be tongued and grooved rather than 

plain or matched as ship lap. For the side walls six inch white pine 

flooring is probably as good as anything. 

If the walls be of concrete block, tile, or brick, all cement and mortar 

work should be done as well as possible—air leaks may make ventila- 

tion impossible and waste expensive fuel. Walls of unglazed tile 

seldom are air-tight unless outside stucco finish and inside plaster 

are put on, when a wall of such tile becomes very satisfactory. Solid 

concrete blocks or stone are hardly the best things for cheese factory 

walls. If they are used a course of brick inside, leaving an air space 

3 between, or lath and plaster on two inch strips attached to the solid 

walls are necessary if ventilation is to be efficient. Hollow concrete 

blocks or glazed tile are often satisfactory, especially if they have 

interlocking joints. In’a brick wall there should always be two courses 

of brick with an air space between. The air space should really hold 

dead air. In a building of which I know shingles could be stuck in 

around the window frames and all along above the inside course of 

brick was a space which had not been closed with mortar. An other- 

wise complete system of ventilation was installed but was a failure 

until these cracks were stopped after which it worked successfully. 

Why spend all this time discussing the building? Why is it so im- 

portant a part of the system? Here are the reasons: No real year 

around ventilation was ever accomplished by drafts. Drafts may be 

called the rather strong winds or air currents that blow directly into 

a factory through a door, window or crevice. In the summer when 

conserving heat is not a problem, make room windows and windows 

and doors may be opened and walls which are not tight may then be 

no handicap. Drafts will blow through and we get somewhat of a 

change of air. But even then we all know that there seems to be one 

or more hot stuffy corners where there appears to be no change of air. 

We therefore must have a building which will admit no drafts as part 

of a ventilation system which is to operate when we do not find it 

possible to leave the doors or windows open. 

We must have a dead air space around the room because many 

materials of which buildings are constructed are excellent conductors 

of heat. A single wall becomes so chilled in cold weather that as soon 
as the air inside the factory touches the cold walls or ceiling it con- 

tracts and much of the moisture it was carrying is at once condensed 

and settles on the cold surfaces. It either freezes or furnishes favor- 

able location for mold, decay, odors, and other unsanitary conditions. 

Warm air being able to hold considerably more moisture than cold air, 

will pass on by a warm wall with its load of moisture and eventually 

out of the room through the ventilating flues. ; 

Cold walls may also, by cooling the air at the wrong place, in the 

room, interfere with the direction of currents circulating in the right 
direction up to that time to produce good ventilation. Walls not contain- 

ing a dead air space also permit enormous heat loss to take place 

through them which makes the double wall a distinct gain economically.
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The next element of ventilation is motive force. Movement of air 
‘or any other matter requires force and we cannot ventilate unless we 
have a moving or motive force. Like running even a Ford without an 
engine, it simply cannot be done; and when the motive force stops 
acting ventilation ceases. 

a In so-called forced ventilation, the ventilation currents are caused 
by a fan run either directly by an electric motor, or from a power 
shaft. Forced ventilation of this kind is essential under many condi- 
tions in industry—as in mining, in factories where dust or harmful 

es gases may escape into the air, and where the heat is high, as bakery, 
hotel and restaurant kitchens. Creameries find fans almost a necessity 
because of the great amounts of steam set free when cream is pas- 
teurized and when churns and ripeners are washed. But as soon as the 
clouds of steam are gone the fan must usually be stopped at once, or 
heat which is needed in the room will also be forced out. It is 
doubtful if a fan is advisable in the average cheese factory. In many 
it is impractical because of there being no suitable and available 
power. 

Leaving the forced draft system, we come now to the so-called 
natural draft systems. Here we must also have a motive force, or we 
get no movement of air through the flues. We have available three 
such natural forces. Sometimes any two or all three of them may be 
acting at once. They may not only act to help ventilation, but unless 
they are limited or controlled in-so-far as they affect the space to be 
ventilated, may hinder ventilation or even go so far as to reverse air 
currents in the flues, producing what is called a back-draft. 

One of these natural forces is wind pressure and may come into 
play when the wind is blowing directly against the side of a building 
to force air through the intake flues. This force varies with every 
change in the velocity or strength of the wind and with every change 

- in direction of the wind. Sometimes we have no wind and sometimes 
a gale of thirty miles an hour or more. Wind may come from any 
side or corner of the building. Because of this great variation wind 
pressure, while it affects ventilation, cannot be depended upon as the 
chief motive force. 
Wind suction is another of the forces available and as we consider 

it, is the drawing of the air through a flue by the wind passing across 
its top or outer end. If this suction is caused in the outlet flues, we 
have a current of air established in the right direction. If, however, 
suction is caused through an inlet flue, we have a current established 
in the wrong direction, or we have a back-draft. If back-draft is 
taking place in one or more inlet flues, and atmospheric conditions 
are right there is apt to be a back-draft down the outlet flues, for 
air will enter the factory to replace that drawn out at the inlets. 
There have been various devices put on the market for preventing 
back-draft. 

Wind suction, like wind pressure, varies with every change in the 
strength of the wind and is therefore hardly more dependable than 
wind pressure as the primary motive force even though it does play a 
part in every natural draft system.
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We now come to the third and last force available which we will 

call temperature difference. Under ordinary conditions heating air 

will expand it and hence a cubic foot of warm air will weigh less 

than a cubic foot of cold air, giving warmed air a tendency to rise. 

Heating air through 1° F, expands it about one cubic foot for every 

491 cubic feet, or about 1/500ths of its volume which seems like a small 

amount. But as the expansion continues for every degree the air is 

heated the increase in volume is considerable when there is a rise of 

5° or 10° in temperature and it is enough to cause the heated air 

to rise easily. The currents caused by this rising of warm air and fall- 

ing of cold air are called convection currents. As there is practically 

always a source of heat in a building to be ventilated, such as the 

natural heat from the cattle in a stable, or the heat artificially produced 

in a cheese factory, and because the supply of heat is fairly constant 

or is more under control than wind pressure and wind suction, it is, 

for most natural draft systems of ventilation, the heat produced 

within the building which is depended upon for moving the air. Heat 

is, therefore, a necessary element in a ventilation system. 

We now come to the question of flues. As I said in the beginning, it 

* is not my purpose to advise any particular arrangement or combination 

of flues. No one could do so with any assurance at all of the arrange- 

ment recommended being successful. There are, however, some general 

facts which may be considered. 

About thirty-five years ago Professor F. H. King of the Wisconsin 

College of Agriculture, devised a system of ventilation for barns and 

later applied it to schools and dwellings. A few others had made 

some study of the subject, but there was very little for Professor King 

to start on, and he may be called a real pioneer in the science of venti- 

lation. The ideas of his original system are in general use to-day, and 

practically all modern systems of natural draft ventilation are based 

on that system to almost the extent that they may be called King 

Systems. 
In the King System, the warm, foul air, moisture, etc., from the 

room to be ventilated was conducted up through an outlet flue going 

: through the roof. The lower end of the flue extended well down to- 

ward the floor, but it was advised that there be an opening in this 

outlet flue near the ceiling, this opening having a damper or shutter. 

By the flue going to within a foot or two from the floor it was ex- 

pected to conserve heat in the room by drawing off the colder lower 

air. Then by having an opening into the flue near the ceiling and the 

damper open as needed, it was thought possible to cool the room more 

efficiently in hot weather. Many of these floor flues are in successful 

operation today, and many are being installed. It seems best that 

there should always be ceiling openings in connection with the floor 

flues, either as openings higher up in the floor flues or as openings 

from which separate flues lead. Some are even completely discarding 

the floor flues. 

Many of the outlet flues whether leading from near the floor or 

from the ceiling were formerly made of wood. They were made with 

tight sides, as all flues should be. Air leaking into the flue through
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cracks and holes causes cross or back currents which check or entirely 
stop the flow of air up the outlet flue. Properly made wooden fiues 
were insulated by being made with paper between two thicknesses of 
lumber, and it is best to-day to insulate flues where exposed for any 
distance in very cold garrets or rooms above the ceiling. This is to 
prevent condensation of moisture on the cold inside surface of the flue. 
But even when insulated, the wooden flue absorbed moisture as any 
wood will when there is excess moisture in the nearby air. I have 
Seen wooden flues in time become wet, slimy, foul and unsanitary. 
The corners in the wooden flues have also been considered a handicap 
to the upward passage of air, because for a given area they presented 
more surface for friction and condensation, and because eddies were 
apt to form in the corners working against the air going up. It seems 
better, therefore, to use round galvanized iron flues, insulating them 
where necessary by asbestos, felt or boxing of some kind. If square 
flues are used below the ceiling of the room, it is for appearance and 
convenience, but they are often somewhat larger than the round flues 
above the ceiling to make up for their lower efficiency. 

An outlet flue should always have a reasonable length as its efficiency 
is somewhat dependent on its length. But there are disadvantages to 
extending it above the roof of the building as the part of the flue 
above the roof is then exposed to the cold and great condensation of 
moisture in the flue may take place—the moisture being the very thing 

‘ we are trying to get rid of by having it pass out with the air instead 
of condensing in the flue. A flue extended above the roof is also more 
exposed to wind suction, which we have seen is so variable that it can- 
not be considered a satisfactory force to draw air up through the flue. 

An outlet flue should always have a cowl or weather cap of some 
kind at its upper end. Rain and snow are, of course, thus kept out 
of the flue. A disadvantage of the revolving cowl on a cheese factory 

: is that some of the large amount of moisture at times going through 
the outlet may, condense and freeze where the cowl revolves. If the 
cowl were thus to be frozen in place, a change in the wind might 
result in a very strong cold draft coming down through the outlet. 
I will frankly say that I believe the commercial ventilator heads, caps 
or aerators to be better than the great majority of home-made heads, 
as they are better designed to prevent back-draft. 

The intake flues admit the air through the walls, usually near the : 
ceiling, although systems have been devised where the intake flues 
were in other places. In the Rutherford system they were near the 
floor line. In the system as designed by Professor King and in many 
systems installed to-day, the outside end of the intake fiue is three 
feet or more lower than its inside opening, which is just below the 
ceiling. This was done with the idea of trapping the warm air in 
the room, of breaking the force of the cold air entering the room 
when wind pressure was high, and of decreasing the tendency to back 
draft. These flues were provided with slides or dampers. Some sys- 
tems now being installed have practically a straight intake flue, the 
downward turn being omitted. But in these flues are various parts 
designed to act as baffles against air coming in with too much force, 
and to automatically prevent back draft.
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Two common structural causes for the failure of flues to ventilate 

a room are locating the flues in the wrong places and having them 

too small. Some have too few flues which is similar to having them 

too small as the total capacity of all flues is insufficient in either case. 

Only a few words as to location of the flues. An extreme case of 

inefficient location would be to have all the intakes and all the outlets 

in one corner of a room—the air at the other end would not be changed 

at all unless perhaps the room was no wider or longer than it was 

high. Flues should be located so that convection currents will circu- 

late in all parts of the room or cover all of the floor space. And, of 

course, flues should be large enough. It is far better to have them 

too large than too small for dampers may be partly closed when neces- 

sary. 
And lastly, but not least, there is the human element of every system. 

The most complete and elaborate set of flues it is possible to install 

is not going to work as it should if a man neglects his duties. I have 

seen many systems which were installed and paid for and then abso- 

lutely neglected. I have gone into factories to find them full of heat 

or steam and all dampers closed. The man in charge must see the 

x dampers are closed when they should and opened when they should 

. be or the expense and labor of putting in the system may as well not 

have been spent. 

_If a whey tank is located in a separate room very foul and unsani- 

tary conditions may be created if that room is unventilated. Such 

conditions are especially objectionable if the whey ts to be skimmed. 

In the making room it is common practice to close all dampers at 

night. Besides saving fuel and steam the prompt repairing of leaks 

in steam lines is a great help to any ventilating system. 

In the curing room conditions should be such that a rather uniform 

; temperature results. The curing room must be kept cool in summer 

and warm in winter. Properly built walls are important in this but 

ventilation is also essential. Summertime ventilation is sometimes 

accomplished by opening the windows only at night but even here it 

seems agreed that a more constant but slow change of air would be 

better and that a more efficient removal of moisture would take place 

if such removal is needed, or circulation of moist air if that is needed, 

depending on the type of cheese. 

The sub-earth air duct is another means of ventilating the curing 

S room and its use has been discussed in previous years at the conven- a 

tion. I believe there are some here now who are using the sub-earth 

duct and find it very satisfactory. 

A good many of us here this morning do not own or expect to own 

factories, but whatever influence we can exert for better ventilation 

: of cheese factories will directly help in benefiting the cheese in- 

dustry. In addition to all the direct benefits to the maker, the factory 

and the cheese, there will be the example set to the patrons who have 

not yet ventilated their barns. Do you know of the healthiest cows 

or the best-flavored milk coming from the unventilated barns? 

And let all of us realize that ventilation is being paid for just as 

surely when a factory is not ventilated as when it is, and often paid
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for at a greater cost. It is being paid for in the deterioration of the 
building and equipment, in increased labor and fuel necessary, in de- 
creased efficiency of the maker or decrease in working life of a good 
maker, and in direct lowering of quality of cheese. Let us consider 
it just as necessary to ventilate a factory already built as to provide 
ventilation for a new building. Let us notice that many or most of 
the new factories going up to-day have ventilation systems installed 
when they are built which is good indication that many men believe 
that they may as well have the advantages of ventilation as long as 
those advantages are paid for whether they are there or not. 

WHY AND HOW TO PASTEURIZE THE WHEY 
By Wiri1am Winper, Second Assistant Dairy and Food Commissioner, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

There are many cheese makers in Wisconsin who believe that it is 
well worth the trouble and expense to pasteurize the whey and have 
made whey pasteurization a part of their daily work for years. If you 
ask them why they pasteurize, the answer will be, “Because I get better 
milk. The whey tanks are more readily cleaned. The farmers like 
the whey pasteurized.” 

There are hundreds of other makers who believe it would be a good 
thing to do, but do not do it. When asked why they do not pasteurize 
the whey they will say, “It costs too much. The farmers won’t pay me 
anything extra for doing it. The patrons don’t like the whey pasteur- 
ized;” and many other excuses, all of which are mostly imaginary. All 
of these objections that may be presented rapidly vanish with a few 
weeks trial of efficient pasteurization, 

Another class of cheese makers believe that to pasteurize the whey is 
< wasted effort and useless expense. They talk that the whey is prac- 

tically valueless hog feed, and that the whey tank is only a large sized 
swill-barrel, As a consequence of this line of talk and practice, whey 
tanks are found that make the farmer’s Swill-barrel appear as a sweet 
smelling sanitary receptacle in comparison with tanks that are not 
cleaned for weeks and months, so putrid and rancid, that in hot 
weather they become infested with maggots, and the farmer must haul 
this liquid mess home in the cans which must be used the next morn- 
ing to deliver milk to the factory. Considering whey as hog feed and 
allowing that it will be fed at a nearby feeding station, even then to 
allow tanks to become so filthy as those that are found at some cheese 
factories, would be demoralizing to the standards of even a hog. 

Years of experience in cheese factory operation convinced me pas- 
teurization of the whey was a labor saving proposition for the cheese 
maker and a direct benefit to the patrons. I do not want to be under- 
stood as thinking that dirty whey tanks are directly attributable to an absence of pasteurization of the whey. Whey tanks can be kept clean without pasteurizing the whey. 

No valid reason can be advanced for not keeping a whey tank clean, > and any reason that may be advanced would be born of an ignorance
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of the facts relating to the fundamentals of the cheese industry. ‘Where 

the whey is returned in the same cans that are used for delivering the 

milk, the whey tanks should be kept as clean and sanitary as you would 

expect your patrons’ cans to be kept, or as clean as your milk vat or 

other utensils in the factory. 

Advertising cheese and other dairy products is being more strongly 

considered to-day than ever before, the object being to increase the 

consumption of these products that play such an important part in the 

prosperity of Wisconsin. Printer’s ink and skillfully worded para- 

graphs combined with the lithographer’s art accomplish wonders in 

letting the world know that you have something to sell, and that it is 

the most valuable and highly prized line of foods known to man. 

Printer’s ink will not accomplish all, in fact very little, unless we can 

back up our advertising with the quality of dairy products that we 

tell them we have and show them examples of the cleanliness and sani- 

tation practiced in the manufacture of these goods. 

: 5 The dirty whey tank is an example of advertising, a striking example 

of the kind of advertising that brings adverse results and does much 

to destroy the effectiveness that might be gained by skillful advertis- 

ing. It is a daily advertisement to the farmer of unclean practices at 

the factory, and a transgression of the fundamental principles of clean- 

Jiness and sanitation. With what grace can the maker ask or expect 

the farmer patron to bring pure milk as raw material to his factory, 

when the whey tank has been permitted to become the source of 

pollution of the farmer’s milk cans. 

Returning whey in milk cans has been practiced since the early days 

of cheese making. It is a practice fraught with many evils, and so 

recognized by many for years, but inasmuch as we are up to this time 

unable to get away from it, the next thing to do is to reduce the evils 

to a minimum. 
Pasteurization of whey can be best accomplished by heating the whey 

to 145°F. and holding at that temperature for twenty-five minutes. At 

this temperature disease producing germs, such as tuberculosis, scarlet 

fever, diphtheria, and other bacteria producing yeasty fermentation and 

gas are destroyed. 
When trouble is being experienced with yeasty fermentation result- 

ing in Swiss holes in American cheese or with pin-hole gas, the trouble 

is often traced to a certain patron’s milk, and the original cause re- 

moved only to find that other patrons’ milk is like affected, but not from 

a like cause. The trouble once started, the whey from the originally 

infected milk inoculates the whey tank, and unless absolute steriliza- 

tion of the whey tank is practiced daily, the whey becomes a seething 

mass of liquid, bacteria laden, to be returned in the milk cans of the 

patrons. 

If all cans are not thoroughly washed and sterilized, enough of the 

troublesome bacteria remain to inoculate the fresh milk, and often the 

trouble is carried along day after day long after the original source of 

trouble has been removed. 

Pasteurization of the whey prevents such epidemics of Swiss holes 

and gassy curds, that so frequently occur, especially in the hot weather.
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The tank may be thoroughly cleaned daily, and should be, but unless 
the whey is pasteurized, bacteria will continue to multiply and be 
carried along from day to day through the medium of the farmers’ 
milk cans, that have been infected from the whey tank. The hot whey 
in the tank acts as a sterilizing medium. Wooden tanks, rough and 
open seamed, are more readily kept sanitary because of the fact that the 
whey at pasteurizing temperature penetrates the rough spots and 
crevices and serves to keep the tank in a sanitary condition, 

Pasteurization of the whey and clean tanks mean a sweeter, cleaner 
whey. The farmer’s milk cans are more readily and more perfectly 
cleaned. The whey, when pasteurized, is much preferred by the 
patrons. Pasteurization takes nothing from the whey and adds nothing 
to it but sanitation and safety, and that is everything. The cost of 
pasteurizing is very frequently the reason advanced for not so treating - 
the whey. The expense varies greatly in different factories, depending 
upon the manner in which the heating is done. It is true that in fac- 
tories not equipped with steam boilers, the original cost for the equip- 
ment necessary to pasteurize the whey may be quite an item, but when 
the convenience, and it may well be said the necessity of having a steam 
and boiling water for cleaning and sterilizing purposes, is considered, 
the investment would be a profitable one and the expense negligible. 
In the majority of factories today, the whey is skimmed, and the jets 
used for elevating the whey heats it to temperatures varying from : 
120°F. to 150°F. The additional steam needed in the average factory 
to finish heating to the pasteurizing temperature is a very negligible 
quantity. The exhaust steam from turbine separators is sufficient to 
pasteurize the whey in most instances when properly applied. It is 
true that the expense of heating the whey in an open tank by carrying 
the steam directly into the tank is expensive. The whey, being kept 
in circulation by the steam, is constantly exposed to the temperature 
of the air, and the cooling effect, constantly present, results in an ex- 

. travagant use of steam. After the whey leaves the separator, the heat- 
ing should be continued rapidly to the required pasteurizing tempera- 
ture, either by the application of the exhaust steam from the separator, 
or by steam direct from the boiler. Many devices are now being suc- A 
cessfully used to heat the whey, the makers frequently working out a 
system of heating suitable to their own factory. When whey is jetted 
from the separator, a steampipe can be connected with the delivery pipe 
and enough steam turned in to complete the heating. Heating done in 
this way requires but little steam to raise the temperature from 120°F, 
to 145°F. , 

. The expense of and how to do it are not the things that keep men 
from pasteurizing whey. The thing most required is the knowledge that 
the future success of the cheese industry of Wisconsin demands that 
every man connected with it do the very best he can to maintain the 
proud position we now hold in the cheese markets of the country. We 
must tell the world that Wisconsin cheese is the very best that can be 
made. We must demonstrate that cleanl ness and sanitation is ad- 
hered to in every detail in the production and care of the milk and the
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process of manufacture into cheese. When cleanliness, sanitation and 

quality are to be considered, the question is not, “Can I afford it?” but, 

“Can I afford not to do it?” 

Many of the best cheese makers of the state, with records of high 

standing as manufacturers of high grade cheese, are pasteurizing the 

whey, and have been for years, not because of any law, but because of 

a common sense view. 

| 
|
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STATE PRIZES OFFERED TO WISCONSIN MAKERS 

OF AMERICAN CHEESE. 

(See Also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

CLASS 1. AMERICAN CHEESE, ANY STYLE, MADE BEFORE 
- 

OCT. 1, 1922. 

q@) First Prizes, for American Cheese in Class 1. 

$10 in gold from Stoelting Bros. Co., Kiel, Wis. 
One stag none silver ferrule, Carving Set, from the J. B. Ford 

Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 
One First Quality Kaaba Pearl Necklace, gold clasp, from the 

Pyramid Oil Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 
One box Buckeye Metal Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 

-Akron, Ohio. 
$5 cash from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
One nickeled, Automatic Pencil, from The General Laboratories, 

Madison, Wis. 
(See also Sweepstake Prizes.) 

@) Second Prizes, for American Cheese in Class 1. - z 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Pauly and Pauly 
Cheese Co., Manitowoc. 

(3) Third Prizes, for American Cheese in Class 1. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag, from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

Special Prizes, for American Cheese in Class 1. 

(4) $35 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall, of 
the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall Rennet Extract, and so stated on 
the entry blank. The cheese must score at least 95 points. 
No maker can get more than one watch, and only one watch 
can go to the same factory. - At least ten cheese must be en- 
tered in the class. 

@) $50 Gold Watch, or $50 cash, winner's choice, for the highest 
scoring cheese in this class, provided that Hansen’s Rennet 
Extract was used in making the prize cheese, and so stated 

. on the entry blank. 
> (5A) $5 cash from the Morton Salt Co., Milwaukee, for the best cheese 

in this class made with Wyandotte Salt, and so stated on 
the entry blank. 

CLASS 2. CHEDDARS, FLATS AND DAISIES, MADE ON OR 

AFTER OCT. 1, 1922. 

(6) First Prices in Class 2. 

$10 in gold from Stoelting Bros. Co., Kiel, Wis. 
One stag handle, silver ferrule, Carving Set, from the J. B. Ford 

E Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 
One First Quality Kaaba Pearl Necklace, gold clasp, from the 

Pyramid Oil Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 
One box Buckeye Metal Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 

Akron, Ohio. 
$5 cash from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
One nickled Automatic Pencil from The General Laboratories, 

Madison, Wis. 
(See also Sweepstake Prizes.) 

(7) Second Prizes in Class 2. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers’ Association. 

qs) Third Prizes in Class 2. 
$20 Leather Traveling Bag from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 

Association.
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Special Prizes in Class 2. 

(9) $35 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 

and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of 

the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall’s Kennet Extract, and so stated 
on the entry blank. ‘The cheese must score at least 95 points. 
No maker can get more than one watch, and only one watch 
can go to the same factory. At least ten cheese must be en- 
tered in the class. é 

(10) $50 Gold Watch, or $50 cash, winner's choice, for the highest 
scoring cheese in this class, provided that Hansen’s Rennet 
Extract was used in making the prize cheese, and so stated 
on the entry blank. 

CLASS 3. LONG HORNS, YOUNG AMERICAS AND SQUARES, 

MADE ON OR AFTER OCT. 1, 1922. 

(11) _~=—s First Prizes in Class 3. 

$10 in gold from Stoelting Bros. Co., Kiel, Wis. a 
One box Buckeye Metal Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 

Akron, Ohio. 
One First Quality Kaaba Pearl Necklace, gold clasp, from the 

Pyramid Oil Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 
One stag handle, silver ferrule, Carving Set, from the J. B. Ford 

? Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 
$5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
One nickeled Automatic Pencil from The General Laboratories, 

Madison, Wis. 
(See also Sweepstake Prizes.) 

(12) = Second Prizes in Class 3. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers’ Association. 

qs) Third Prizes in Class 3, 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. . 

Special Prizes in Class 3. 

(14) $35 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall, of 
the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall Rennet Extract, and so stated on 
the entry blank. The cheese must score at least 95 points. 
No maker can get more than one watch, and only one watch 
can go to the same factory. At least ten cheese must be en- 
tered in the class. 

(45) $50 Gold Watch, or $50 cash, winner's choice, for the highest 
scoring cheese in this class, provided that Hansen’s Rennet 
Extract was used in making the prize cheese and so stated * 
on the entry blank. 

CLASS 4. LONG HORN CHEESE MADE BY THE HAND-STIRRED 

; GRANULAR PROCESS, NOT MATTED OR MILLED, AND 

SO STATED ON THE ENTRY BLANK. 

qs) First Prizes in Class 4. 

$15 cash from A. Grossenbach Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
One stag handle, silver ferrule, Carving Set, from the J. B. Ford 

Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 
$5 cash from the De Laval Spec Co., Chicago, Tl. 
One nickled Automatic Pencil from The General Laboratories, 

Madison, Wis. 
(See also Sweepstake Prizes.) 

(17) = Seeond Prize in Class 4. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Association. 

qs) Third Prize in Class 4. 

9 $20 Leather Traveling Bag from the Association. 

-.
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Special Prizes in Class 4. 

(19) $35 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A, J. Marschall of 
the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall Rennet Extract, and so stated on 
the entry blank. ‘The cheese must score at least 95 points. 
No maker can get more than one watch, and only one watch z 
can go to the same factory. At least ten cheese must be : 
entered in the class. 

(20) $50 Gold Watch, or $50 cash, winner’s choice, for the highest 
scoring cheese in this class, provided that Hansen’s Rennet 
Extract was used in making the prize cheese and so stated on 
the entry blank, 

SWEEPSTAKE PRIZES IN CLASSES 1, 2, 3 AND 4. 

(21) “First Syren Prizes, for the one best cheese in Classes 1, 2, 3 
an 

Silver Loving Cup, engraved with the Winner’s Name, from W. 
C. Thomas, of the Sheboygan County News and Dairy Market 
Reporter, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 

$25 from the A. H. Barber Cheese Co., Chicago, for the highest 
score on American Cheese, any shape, and $12.50 additional if 
the winner is shipping his cheese regularly to A. H. Barber & 
Co., at Chicago, Plymouth or Dodgeville. 

One thousand A grade bandages from Walter Voechting & Co., 
R. 2, Sheboygan. 

Soa of Bandages from L. O. Rehm Bandage Factory, Kiel, 
is. 

$5 from the Bank of Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 
Four complete Cheese Hoops, any style, from Damrow Bros. Co., 

Fond du Lac, Wis. 
The Manitowoc Plating Works will retin six hoops free of charge. 

(22) Second Sweepstake Prizes in Classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 

Silver Loving Cup, engraved with the Winner’s Name, from W. C. 
Thomas, of the Sheboygan County News and Dairy Market 
Reporter, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 

$15 from the A. H. Barber Cheese Co., Chicago, for the second 
highest score on American Cheese, any shape, and $7.50 addi- 
tional if the winner is shipping his cheese regularly to A. H. 
Barber & Co., at Chicago, Plymouth or Dodgeville. 

$3 from the Bank of Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 

(23) Third Sweepstake Prizes in Classes 1, 2, 3 and 4, 

Silver Loving Cup, engraved with the Winner’s Name, from W. 
- C. Thomas, of the Sheboygan County News and Dairy Market 

Reporter, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 
$10 from the A. H. Barber Cheese Co., Chicago, for the third high- 

est score on American Cheese, any shape, and $5.00 additional 
if the winner is shipping his cheese regularly to A. H. Barber 
& Co., at Chicago, Plymouth or Dodgeville. 

$2 from the Bank of Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 

SPECIAL PRIZES ON AMERICAN CHEESE, ANY STYLE. 

$45 cash from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., Plymouth, Wis., for the 
best American Cheese, any class, made in the county named 
named and so stated on the entry blank, as follows: 

(24) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Clark County. 

(25) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese - 
from Clark County. - 

(26) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Eau Claire County. 

(27) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Eau Claire County. 

(28) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Iowa County. 

(29) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Iowa County. 

(30) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese : 
from Langlade County. 

(31) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Langlade County. . 

(32) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Lincoln County.
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(83) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Lincoln County. 

(34) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Marathon County. 

(35) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Marathon County. a 

(86) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Portage County. 

(87) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Portage County. 

(38) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Taylor coma 

(39) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Taylor County. 

(40) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Wood County. 

(41) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for American Cheese 
from Wood County, 

(42) Bundle of Bandages for the highest texture score on American 
Cheese at the Convention, from H. L. Mueller, Sheboygan 

e Bandage tory Sheboygan, Wis. 
(43) One Nafis Automatic Acidity Test, complete from Louis F. Nafis, 

Ine., Chicago, for the highest texture score on American 
Cheese at the Convention. 

The rae Cheese Bandage and Supply Co., Green Bay, Wis., 
offers: 

(44) One bundle Twin Bandages for the highest scoring Flat. 
(45) One bundle Daisy Bandages for the highest scoring Daisy. 
(46) One bundle L. H Bandages for the highest scoring L. H. 
(47) $5 from the Winnebago Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, for the best 

aeericee oo from Fond du Lac County, and so stated on 
entry blank. 

(48) $25 from Oakes and Burger, Cattaraugus, N. Y., for the highest 
scoring American Cheese at the Convention from any state 
zene: in Oakes and Burger hoops, and so stated on the entry 

ank. 
$15 in three prizes offered by the Wisconsin Cheese Producers 

Federation, Plymouth, for cheese sent to the Convention from 
any Federation factory and so stated on the entry blank, pro- 
vided that the cheese must score at least 93 points, and not 
mare than one of these prizes may go to the same maker as 
‘ollows: 

(48A) i for the highest scoring cheese, described above. 
(45B) $5 for the second highest. 
(48C) $3 for the third highest. 

PRIZES OFFERED TO WISCONSIN MAKERS OF 

SWISS CHEESE, CLASS 5 OR 6. 

SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKE PRIZE ON WISCONSIN SWISS CHEESE, 

CLASSES 5 AND 6. 

(49) $35 Gold Waltham Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall, of 
the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall Rennet Extract, and so stated 
on the entry blank. The cheese must score at least 95 points, 
and at least ten cheese must be entered in the classes. Only 
one watch can go to the same factory, and no maker can get 
more than one watch. 

D. Picking & Co., Bucyrus, Ohio, offers 
(50) $5 cash for the best Swiss Cheese made in a kettle manufactured 

by this firm, and so stated on the entry blank. 

PRIZES OFFERED TO WISCONSIN MAKERS OF 

DRUM SWISS CHEESE, CLASS 5. 

(See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 
(51) ‘First Prizes for the Highest Scoring Drum Swiss Cheese. 

$5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
One stag handle, silver ferrule, Carving Set from The J. B. Ford 

Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 
One box Buckeye Copper Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 

Akron, Ohio. 
One nickeled Automatic Pencil from the General Laboratories, 

Madison, Wis. 
(See also Sweepstake Prizes and Special Prizes.)
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(52) ‘Second Prizes for Drum Swiss Cheese. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers’ Association. 

(53) Third Prizes for Drum Swiss Cheese. 
$20 Leather Traveling Bag from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 

Association. 

Special Prizes Offered for Drum Swiss Cheese. 

(54) $50 Gold Watch, or $50 cash, winner’s choice, for the highest 
scoring cheese in this class, provided that Hansen’s Rennet 
Extract was used in making the prize cheese, and so stated 
on the entry blank. 

PRIZES OFFERED FOR WISCONSIN BLOCK SWISS 

CHEESE, CLASS 6. 

(See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 5 
(35) ‘First Prizes for Wisconsin Block Swiss Cheese. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers’ Association. s 

One nickeled Automatic Pencil from the General Laboratories, 
Madison, Wis. 

(56) Second Prizes for Wisconsin Block Swiss Cheese. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

7) Third Prizes for Block Swiss Cheese. 
One stag handle, silver ferrule, Carving Set from The J. B. Ford 

Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 
One box Buckeye Copper Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 

Akron, Ohio, 
$5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 

Special Prizes for Wisconsin Block Swiss Cheese. 

(58) $50 Gold Watch, or $50 cash, winner’s choice, for the highest 
scoring cheese in this class, provided that Hansen’s Rennet 
Extract was used in making the prize cheese, and so stated 
on the entry blank. 

PRIZES OFFERED TO WISCONSIN MAKERS OF 

LIMBURGER CHEESE, CLASS 7. 

$ (See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

(59) First Prizes for the Highest Scoring Limburger Cheese. 

$5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
One stag handle, silver ferrule, Carving Set from The J. B. Ford 

Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 
Cae box Baur eye Copper Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 

ron, ‘0. 
One nickeled Automatic Pencil from The General Laboratories, 

Madison, Wis. 

(60) Second Prizes for Limburger Cheese. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Wisconsin Cheese 

Makers’ Association. 

(61) Third Prize for Limburger Cheese. - 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

Special Prizes for Wisconsin Limburger Cheese. 

(62) $35 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of 
the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall Rennet Extract and so stated on 
the entry blank. The cheese must score at least 95 points, 
and at least ten entries must be made in the class. No maker 
can get more than one watch and not more than one watch 
can go to the same factory.
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(63) $50 Gold Watch, or $50 cash, winner's choice, for the highest 
scoring cheese in this class, provided that Hansen’s Rennet 
Extract was used in making the prize cheese, and so stated 
on the entry blank. 

(64) $5 for the best Limburger Cheese wrapped in tin foil, from the 
Conley Foil Co., 511 EH. 25th St., New York, N. Y. 

PRIZES OFFERED FOR WISCONSIN BRICK CHEESE, 

CLASS 8. 

(65) First Prizes for the Highest Scoring Brick Cheese. 

One box Buckeye Copper Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co.. 
Akron, Ohio. 

One stag handle, silver ferrule, Carving Set, from The J. B. Ford 
Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 

$5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
. One nickeled Automatic Pencil from The General Laboratories, 

Madison, Wis. 

(66) Second Prizes for Brick Cheese. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Wisconsin Cheese 
é Makers’ Association. 

(67) Third Prize for Brick Cheese. 

. $20 Leather Traveling Bag from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR BRICK CHEESE. 

(See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

(68) $35 Waltham Gold watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of 
the Marshall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 

. brick cheese made with Marschall Rennet Extract, and so 
stated on the entry blank. The cheese must score at least 95 
points, and there must be at least ten entries in the class. 
No maker can get more than one watch, and not more than 
one watch can go to the same factory. 

(69) $50 Gold Watch, or $50 cash, winner’s choice, for the highest 
scoring cheese in this class, provided that Hansen’s Rennet 
Extract was used in making the prize cheese, and so stated 
on the entry blank. . 

(70) $5 cash from the Morton Salt Co., Milwaukee, Wis., for the best 
cheese in this class made with Wyandotte salt, and so stated 
on the entry blank. 

(71) $5 cash from the Winnebago Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, for the 
best brick cheese made in Dodge County and so stated on 
the entry blank. 

(72) $5 cash from the Winnebago Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, for the 

best brick cheese made in Fond du Lac County, and so stated 
on the entry blank. 

(73) $5 cash from the Winnebago Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, for the 

= best brick cheese made in Washington County, and so stated 
on the entry blank. 

$15 cash from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., Plymouth, Wis., for the 
best brick cheese made in the county mentioned, and so stated 
on the entry blank, as follows: 

(74) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
Barron County. 

(75) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese 
from Barron County. 

(76) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
Columbia County. 

(77) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese 
from Columbia County. 

(78) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
. Dodge County. 

(79) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese 
from Dodge County.
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: STATE PRIZES FOR WISCONSIN CHEESE IN ANY 

CLASS. 

(80) One Vacuum Sediment Tester, value $10, from the Vacuum Sedi- 
ment Tester Co. Box 244, Madison, Wis. for the highest 
scoring cheese at the Convention, any class. 

(81) $5 from the Holstein-Friesian Association of Wisconsin, L. L. 
Oldham, Secretary, Madison, Wis., for the best cheese, any 
class, at the Convention. 

(82) The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York City, 
offers one year’s subscription for the highest scoring cheese, 
any class, 

SPECIAL PRIZES OPEN TO MAKERS OF ANY CLASS CHEESE. 

Midwest Creamery Co., Plymouth, Wis., offers $20 in cash prizes 
for the highest scoring cheese sent to the Convention by 
ee makers shipping cream to the Mid West Creamery Co., 
as follows: 

(838A) $7 ee Prize for shippers to Mid West Creamery Co., at Plym- 
outh. 

(83B) $5 ne oe for shippers to Mid West Creamery Co., at 
ymouth. 

(83C). $7 a icat Prize for shippers to Mid West Creamery Co., at Mani- 
Owoc. 

(83D) $3 Second Prize for shippers to Mid West Creamery Co., at 
Manitowoc, 

(S8E) $3 First Prize to user of boxes from Rogers and Johnson, Marion. 
(83F) $2 aoe Prize to users of boxes from Rogers and Johnson, 

‘arion. 
(83G) $1 ae Prize to users of boxes from Rogers and Johnson, 

arion. 
(83H) $3 First Prize to factories checking at Plymouth Exchange Bank. 
(84) $2 ee Prize to factories checking at Plymouth Exchange 

ank. 
(85) $5 First Prize from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co., for best 

crecee “make up” score from factories shipping cream to 
s firm. 

(86) $5 Second Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(87) $5 Third Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(88) $5 Fourth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(89) $5 Fifth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(99) $5 Sixth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(1) $5 Petits Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery 

‘0. 
(92) $5 Eighth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(93) $5 Ninth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 

= (94) $5 Tenth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(95) = $5 ‘First Prize fram the Manitowoc County Cheese Makers’ Asso- 

ciation for the best cheese sent to the Convention by any of 
their members and so stated on the entry blank. 

(96) $5 First Prize from the State Bank of Manitowoc. as above. 
(97) $3 Second Prize as above, from the Manitowoc County Cheese 

Makers’ Association. 
(98) $2 Third Prize as above, from the Manitowoc County Cheese 

Makers’ Association. 
(98A) $5 First Prize to factories checking at State Bank of Plymouth. 
(98R) $3 Second Prize to factories checking at State Bank of Plymouth. 
(98C) $2 Third Prize to factories checking at State Bank of Plymouth. 

PRIZES OFFERED FOR CHEESE MADE IN THE 

LEADING COUNTIES. 

(See also State Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

Prize for Cheese made in the County Sending the Largest Number 
of Cheese to the Convention. 

(98) $10 Prize offered by the Convention President, Chas. E. Reed, : 
Thorp, Wis., as first prize. es 

(100) $5 cash from the Manitowoc Savings Bank, as second prize. - 
(101) $5 Gillette Safety Razor offered by Secretary J. L. Sammis. Madi- 

son, Wis., as third prize.
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COUNTY PRIZES OFFERED BY CHEESE DEALERS 

AND OTHERS. 

For the Highest Scoring Cheese in the County Named. 

County Prize Amount Donated by 

qe) Brown First $3.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

q@i1) Brown First $3.00 ede State Bank, Denmark, 
Ss. 

(112) Brown Second $2.00C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

(113) ~=Brown Second $2.00 pete State Bank, Denmark, 
is. 

(114) Brown Third $1.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Geen Bay. 

(115) Calumet First 3.00 First National Bank, Brillion. 
(116) Calumet Second 2.00 First National Bank, Brillion. 

qa17) «Clark First 3.00 Se Cheese Co., Marsh- 
‘ eld. 

(118) Clark Second $2.00 See Cheese Co., Marsh- 

5 eld. 
«119) Door First 3.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(120) Door Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
ont Door Third 1.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

(122) Dodge First $5.00 Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago. 

(123) Dodge Serond $2.50 Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago. 
(424) Dodge Third $1.00 Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago. 
(25) Dunn First $5.00 Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago. 
«iz6) ~Dunn Second 350 Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago. 
qi27) Dunn Third 1.00 Jos. Dusek Co., oe 
(127A) Fond du Lac’ First $5.00 Fond du Lac Co. Holstein Assn., 

C. H. Brugger, Sec. 
(127B) Fond du Lac Second $3.00 Fond du Lac Co. Holstein Assn., 

C. H. Brugger, Sec. 
(1270) Fond du Lac Third $2.00 Fond du Lac Co. Holstein Assn., 

C. H. Brugger, Sec. 
(428) Green First $5.00 Brodhead Cheese & Cold Storage 

Co., Brodhead. 
(128A) Kewaunee First $3.00 Denmark State Bank, Denmark. 
(128B) Kewaunee Second $2.00 Denmark State Bank, Denmark 
(129) Kewaunee First $3.00 ee Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 

(130) Kewaunee Second $2.00 cree Strauble Cheese Co., Green 
ay. 

(131) Kewaunee Third $1.09 cx Strauble Cheese Co., Green 
ay. 

(182) Langlade First $3.00 os Strauble Cheese Co., Green 
ay. , 

(183) Langlade Second $2.00 ee Strauble Cheese Co., Green 
ay. 

(134) Langlade Third $1:00 = Strauble Cheese Co., Green 
ay. 

(135) Manitowoc First 8 00 First National Bank, Brillion. 
(135A) Manitowoc First 3.00 Denmark State Bank, Denmark. 
(435B) Manitowoc Second $2.00 Denmark State Bank, Denmark 
(436) Marathon First $3.00 oe Cheese Co., Marsh- 

eld. 
(487) Marathon Second $2.00 Seer Cheese Co., Marsh- 

eld. 
(138) Marinette Second $2.00 oes Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(139) Marinette Third $1.00 oS. Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(140) Marinette First $3.00 cee Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(141) Outagamie First $3.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(142) Outagamie Second $2.0 §. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(143) Oconto First $3.00 Sete Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(144) Oconto Second $2.00 ae Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(145) Oconto Third $1.00 ere Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(146) Pierce First $5.00 Jos. Saeok Co., Chicago. 
(147) Pierce Second $2.50 Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago. 
(148) Pierce Third $1.00 Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago. 
(449) Shawano First $3.00 Ce Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(150) Shawano Second $2.00 cA Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(451) Shawano Third $1.00 eae Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

ay. 
(152) Waupaca ae Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

y-
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(153) Waupaca First $2.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(154) Waupaca Second 32.00 C._A. Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

Second 2.00 Bay. 
(155) Waupaca §. D: Cannon, Neenah. 
(156) Waupaca Third $1.00 C._A. Strauble Cheese Co., Green 

. Bay. 
(157) Waupaca Third $1.00 §S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(158) Winnebago First $3.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(159) Winnebago Second $2.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(160) Wood First $3.00 or HE ods Cheese Co., Marsh- 

eld. 
(161) Wood Second $2.00 eyes Jae Cheese Co., Marsh- 

eld. 

POST OFFICE PRIZES FOR CHEESE IN ANY CLASS. 

(162) Clintonville First $5.00 Dairymens State Bank, Clinton- 
= zs ville. 

(163) Clintonville Second $3.00 oes State Bank, Clinton- * 
ville. 

(164) Clintonville Third $2.00 ney es State Bank, Clinton- 
ville. 

(165) Manitowoc First $508 Schuette Bros. Co. 
(166) Manitowoc Second $3.00 Schuette Bros. Co. 
(167) Manitowoc Third $2.00 Schuette Bros. Co. 

Thorp Post Office Prizes: 
(168) $10 a nee from the Garrison Mercantile Co., for first prize, any 

style. 
(169) Two years’ subscription to the Thorp Courier by Wm. Wagner, 

for the best Daisy from Thorp Post Office. : 

COUNTY PRIZES OFFERED BY THE ASSOCIATION. 

For the Highest Scoring Cheese from the Counties Named. 

County Prize Amount Conditions 
(170) Barron First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
qaz1) “Barron Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(172) Buffalo First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(473) Buffalo Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(174) Chippewa First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(175) ~=Chippewa Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(176) ~=Columbia First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(177) Columbia Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(178) Crawford First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
ise} Crawford Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(180) Dane First $2.50. If five or more entries from county. 

é (181) Dane Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(484) Grant First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(485) Grant Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(186) Iowa First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(187) Iowa Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from eounty. 
(188) Green Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(189) Jackson First $2.5 If five or more entries from county. 
(190) Jackson Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(191) Jefferson First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(192) Jefferson Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(193) Lafayette First $2.59 If five or more entries from county. 
(194) Lafayette Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(195) Lincoln First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(196) Lincoln Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(197) Manitowoc First $2.50 If ten or more entries frem county. 
(198) Portage Second $2.50 If five or more entries from county 
(199) Portage Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(200) Ozaukee First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(201) Ozaukee Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(202) Polk First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(203) Polk Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(204) Richland First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(205) Richland Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(206) Rock First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(207) Rock Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(208) St. Croix First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(209) St. Croix Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(210) Sauk First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(211) Sauk Second ‘$2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(212) Shawano First $250 If five or more entries from county. 
(213) Shawano Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 

Similar Prizes will be awarded in any other counties not listed.
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Another 1923 Convention Booster, Alex Schaller, Barneveld, sends 
in ten prizes. 

(214) Alex Schaller, Manager, Jas. Marty & Co., Barneveld, offers $10 
cash for the highest scoring block or brick cheese from Iowa 
County or Dane County. 

(215) J. W. Pryor, Barneveld, offers $5 worth’of Victor Records for the 
cheese maker from Iowa County scoring highest for both 
brick and block cheese. s 

(216) Barneveld State Bank offers $2 for the highest scoring block 
cheese from Iowa County. 

(217) A. R. Campbell & Co., Barneveld, offers one sack of flour for the 
highest scoring brick cheese from Iowa County. 

(218) Doyon and Rayne Lumber Co., Barneveld, offer 10 block cheese 
boxes for the highest scoring block cheese from Iowa County. 

(219) E. G Kendrick & Son, Barneveld, offers choice of any pocket 
knife in stock for the cheese scoring highest in flavor from 
any factory in Iowa County. 

(220) Daniel Davies & Son, Barneveld, offers one Maydole nail hammer 
for the highest scoring cheese from any factory using Barne- 

: veld post office. 
(221) David Harris, Barneveld, offers one good hat for the best brick 

cheese from any peso using Barneveld post office. 
(222) Jones and Starry, Barneveld, offer one gallon of B-K for the sec- 

ona best brick cheese from any factory using Barneveld post 
office. 

(228) Roach and Kjorlie, Barneveld, offer five pounds Seal Brand coffee 
for the best block cheese from any factory using Barneveld 
Post office. 

ADDITIONAL PRIZES. 

(Too late to classify). 

Another 1923 Convention Booster, Gottlieb Werren, Blue Mounds, sends 

in 14 prizes. 

(224) Eggum, Haag & Johnson Co., Mt. Horeb, offer 10 brick boxes 
for the best Dane County brick. 

(225) Martinson Bros., Mt. Horeb, offer a Milk Strainer for the second 
best Dane County brick cheese. 

(226) Gier Hardware Co., Mt. Horeb, offer $1.00 for the third best 
Dane County brick cheese. 

(227) Mt. Horeb Mail offers one year subscription for the best Dane 
County block cheese. 

(228) Farmers Exchange, Blue Mounds, offers $3.00 for the second best 
Dane County block cheese. 

(229) Eric Bey, Blue Mounds, offers a Big Ben Alarm Clock for the 
best score on either block, brick or Swiss, from any maker 
doing business with Mr. Bey. 

(230) Walter Evans, Mt. Horeb, offers $5.00 for the best brick or block 
cheese, from his cream patrons. 

(231) J. S. Hoffman Co., Mt. Horeb, offers $10 for the best block cheese 
from makers selling cheese to them. 

(232) TT. E. Mackesey, Blue Mounds, offers to makers delivering them 
cream: 

$3.00 for the best brick cheese score. 
$2.00 for the best block cheese score. 

(233) Mt. Horeb Bank. Mt. Horeb, offers $5.00 for the best cheese, 
eee Sek Swiss or brick, from makers doing business at 
this bank. 

(234) Mt. Horeb Hardware Co. offers $5.00 for the best on either block, 
Swiss or brick, from makers doing business with this store. 

(235) Mt. Horeb Produce Co. offers $5.00 to their cream patrons for the 
best brick or block cheese. 

(236) State Bank, Mt. Horeb, offers $5.00 for the best brick or block 
from makers doing business at this bank. 

(287) Mt. Horeb Times offers one year subscription for the best brick 
from makers in Primrose, Perry, Springvale, Vermont or Blue 
Mounds township.
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EXHIBITORS, PRIZES, SCORES AND CHECKS—1922 

Class No. 1. American Cheese Made Before Oct. 1. 
Name and address. Prizes Score Check 

Geo. H. Scannell, Campbellsport, R. 5................ 87.25 $ 1.25 
Martin Kubitz, Edgar...................1, 4, 6, 20, 147 99.00 55.78 
H. J. Kuschel, Pound, R..1. 0... c.essseseccvevccesdel 9150 6.50 
Reuben Abraham, Oshkosh, R. 2.........2.2+++e0++++ 87.00 0.00 
‘Wm. ¥.-Braats, Shawano, BR. 3352.6. 6.00 i ec ccsenss | OERO 3.25 
Peter Anderson, New Richmond.................-.+- 91.25 67 
G. ‘F. “Bachmann, Promont. 2 55 i5 oo scc. Fo piss a 55550 OO 0.00 
Earl B. Whiting, Gillett, R. 1........% of 5; % of 155 94.00 4.90 
A. L. Richardson, Dodgeville, R. 1................++- 93.75 3.19 
Emil H. Peters, Sugar: Bush.........c.ccceccsccceee 94.25 3.16 
Wm. 8. Walsh, Platteville... .:.......25.-.-+s00+-186 94.26 4.31 
Louis K. Korth, Antigo. ...........0.....2.-0+.00, 143 93.00 4.51 
Elmer Peterson, Sauk City...........---c-cccsccecees 93.50 2.17 
Hdward Peck, Coleman .......20%) 22 .0.0-srsvesscneves) QO00 2.83 
Edward Peck, Coleman (Comp.)..............2.-+--- 94.00 3.25 
John Levy, Kewaunee, R. 3..............----% of 140 97.25 5.64 
L. J. Breher, Sheboygan Falls........28A, 58, 106, 166 97.75 54.53 
Chas. Mullen, Spring Green...................-2200-- 94.25 2.81 
Gust Burge, Stevens Point................-2++++--217 96.25 5.51 
Joe Schnittfranz, Thorp...........% of 187; % of 192 94.50 3.25 
Harvey Vall, Spring: Greens. oso cies cccshceseidesces 9845 2.03 
J. A; Herake, Hier 5 os osaicc 20 otro yeoessess Tene 1.10 
Wm: B:- Tosphiy, Rideeway 75... .42cc ceancieds sone eee 81 
Gay Strang, Vena soe cece woe oie ony oe~ we wacanes oe cee eee 3.86 
Leonard C. Zernicke, Shawano.....................-- 94.00 2.13 
Herman W. Behrens, Plymouth....................27 95.50 7.65 
Chas. Wey, Soldiers Grove...............ceeeceeee--- 96.50 14.35 
Adolf Gutherz, Muscoda......................104, 184 96.25 6.59 
O. ¥.. Greunke, Grantors. 0.560 iocsicecccccxeceuseasse eee 4.04 
Otto H. Yordi, Bear Creek......................64, 87 98.00 11.70 
A. J. Mensch, Glenbouleh:. <2 6.00055. <nccees'ee sss eee 2.90 
Arthur Zivney, Alma Center....................+..79 94.25 2.16 

‘ H. A. Rindt, Clintonville...............-...2, 171, 178 98.75 20.07 
B,. R. Stretcher, Clintonville 2.05... cccsargecsncsee Oe 4.14 
O. R. Schwantes, Clintonville......................-. 94.00 3.06 
Cc. A. Bennin. St. Cloud..........93, 1/10 of 98 and 99 94.50 10.75 
L. A. Schneider; Two Rivers... 20... csccdseesdeesss- 9425 2.16 
August Brandt. Kewaunee, R. 6..........77. % of 140 97.25 5.48 
P. H. Kasper, Bear Creek..............38, 86, 172, 179 98.50 17.68 
Emil Boeing, Gillincham «0% 6. 662s cans sass cesasine coe) OOOO 4.07 
Wm. J. Hoffmann, Thorp.....................188, 189 93.50 7.93 
W. ¥. Scholl. Spring Groen... 55s .5 2b 60 eccssdeeaciccer Sacee 2.83 
A.C. Fo Witt, Gramtom. ..<5.0sesereruecescewedouecsa  COte 5.44 
Rich ‘Gotter.. Spencer. 2556S. 530555 so sc see consoes sees = eee 4.23 
Earl E. Gerlach. Prairie du Chien...............-+--- 90.00 3.11 
Ta As RACRIOR Dales 555560620055 oc ccs sesicae enece neues eee 3.25 
Bd. “Wevsen, . Plymouth 5:2. sce. .e'se veces atic ccewpisioee s Oeee 3.87 
F. H. Schroeder, Abrams....................% of 155 94.00 4.02 
Erwin O. Wunsch, Cleveland......84, 1/10 of 98 and 99 95.25 6.36 
Henry J. Loehr, Calvary.............1/10 of 98 and 99 95.00 6.41 
Otto Weyer. Manitowoes..s3 isis di cscgcngsccsecessss Sate 3.73 
A.-G. Olm, “Waldo, Re Bis 5 .\.<ccis sc ccemecins. os seen arse eee 0.00 
A, ¥, Zelin. Plymouth 2055 sis. 68 Schscni co scee OLISe See. 5.67 
Leon A. Laack, Brillion, R. 3.........eseeecseeesA16 95.25 7.01 . 
John H. Peters, Plymouth..................60, 90, 108 96.50 10.50 
C.. 5. Fekett, Rocdevite oso soso cna tmeccicdescscscne) See 2.24 
J. H. Deicher, Glenbeulah..........s.ecesesseeeeeeess 86.00 1.56 =
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Name and address. Prizes Score Check 
Herman W. Behrens, Plymouth (Comp.)............ 94.25 $ 2.62 
Wm. C. Lindow, Plymouth, R. 2......-....e--eeeeee+- 95.25 4.32 
A Pee GARGS so ooo ci sean ae dv cc ccececteneces 9625 3.56 
O. H. Stoltzmann, Kiel......1/10 of 98 and 99; 180-A-B 95.75 17.01 
Herman W. Behrens, Plymouth (Comp.).......-...--. 94.25 3.72 
Fred J. Chapman, Sheboygan Falls...........+0++++++ 94.75 3.81 
Arthur H. Woldt, Reedsville, R. L.........-.++--..114 94.00 8.37 
Emil Sonnenburg, Cato..........2+2-eeeeeeee Ye Of 63 95.25 5.36 
Alb. Gruenstern, Marion..............+-.+++++++--183 97.00 9.08 
Ed. Knaus, Malone......25, 92, 1/10 of 98 and 99, 131 96.25 23.44 
John H. Schaefer, Chilton, R. 5...........-.22.0005-- 86.00 1.10 
Bien Cottor | BpeneeP soni sacs s ec ccsc cs cescessccse 93.00 2.82 
WW. Koller Thorp. 525 5. 2 oo. soso en ee 186,191 94,75 3.66 

Walter Reisner, Bonduel..............02ceeeeeeeeeees 94.50 3.09 
Arthur Johns, Luxemburg................--.++-57, 141 96.75 TA5 
Dok Wischer,. Boak <<... 5. co scccsewsecsccecsceseces 98.75 2.41 
Albert R. Jossie, Coleman.............-..--1/3 of 154 94.75 4.66 

2 C. H. Schneider, Merrill, R. 8...............---4% of 5 94.00 6.11 
Otto Melenthin, Spencer..................e-00+2+-148 96.25 8.09 
‘Alf. BR. Reinertson, Valders.........c...ccceceeeeees 90.50 2.30 
Jos. W. Entringer, Algoma..........-..seeeeeeeeeee es 93.50 1.86 
HD. Prange, Neilisville..... 05 0.ccccscec cece eeces es 94.26 3.16 
R. H. Greunke, Auburndale, R. 3............-.-+--175 97.00 9.55 

2 Fred C. Stapel, Clintonville.................e-eee+--- 91.25 1.91 
Joe Henseler, Marshfield.................2--20--+--- 88.50 0.00 
W. F. Winger, Wisconsin Rapids..................... 87.00 0.00 
Rudolph Ipsen, Cuba City...........-..ccecsercececes 94.00 3.06 
Adam Klonoski, Wisconsin Rapids................176 94.00 6.90 
A. © He Bartell, Kewaskum... 2<...-. ccc ccccceesccse 92.00 2.43 
Lorenz Krueger, Alma Center...............-.+---+- 95.00 2.60 

Class No. 2. Cheddars, Flats, Daisies Made After Oct. 1. 

Name and address. Prizes Score Check 
eo be Weeds BS. oc sa tske caves teeccetcenss SL50 $ 146 
ewe Oe te WER 8 soos eine voke nn eesesece S180 1.35 
Mid. -TOVEOR,. F VINOUEN. occ ccc ccc ctncccccscccccs 94,00 3.52 
Gig PF. UPELOR. MQROT soe vos cnn san eimcec neces ccmereses STAY 228 
Reuben Abraham, Oshkosh, R. 2.......seseeeeeveeeees 92,75 1.95 
tte ti Vordi. Hear Creek... ccc ccccesicccscceeess 96.20 3.39 
Ed. Levsen, Plymouth (Comp.)................e052-- 91.25 5.27 
Arnold A. Zastrow, Stetsonville..................-168 89.50 3.02 

ie ONIN EMO CEN oa ga oo a'e citing dais'ois'e ee cseecace’: SS.00 3.37 
John Levy, Kewaunee, R. 3..........2.-.eeeeeseeesss 94.76 3.94 
MEN WU SONE, CHO UOMATE 4.2 55 010 50 65 ve ccicnecccc sees) S8I6 3.49 
Ae Pes POCORN, BUCRE EGGS ooo ie. occ ccc acecicceocee, OMtB 3.85 

W. B. Schroeder, Sauk City, R. 1.................162 94.50 3.44 
¥ Emil Hidde, West De Pere... ......-..esccececcese-s 88.00 1.33 

Edwin H. Schroeder, Wayside...................-113 94.50 11.46 
Alvin F. Jindra, Two Rivers, No. 3..............-+2.+. 90.75 2.04 
Peo PE PiCteMiCtel, ASUICOn Cons oes c avec cece sscce ss O00 0.93 
Hed. Keusenet,: Pound, R. 1 (Comp:)<..........0cceceeese 98.75 1.10 
Geo. Sommer, WAneat, Ho 8... vcccsevcccsecncosess - 94.98 2.86 
Aik RARE Ss 6 65 oe ce xsint cede tesciceceesec . GOa0 4.32 
H. . Kuschel, Pound, R. 1.20.0... ccc cccccce ee Abl 96.75 5.69 
a. Aj Warner, WiNHOCONNG.. - 22 6. sco e es esss se 89.00 2.34 
Hans Puellmann, Manitowoc, R. 2..................-- 89.50 1.56 
W. E. Bressman, Neillsville...........i........000-0+ 98.50 3.21 
Christ Bhend, Pardeeville, R. 2.............0.ceceee. 91.25 2.27 
Wee SEEMNLTANE. THOPD....5 .. ice cniccccccicecenccvcecsss: 8050 117 
Melvin Vail, Spring Green. .... 2.0.06. cccccccccccceses 90.75 2.20 
ee ne a ee |] 0.00
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Name and address. Prizes Score Check 
A. M. Johnson, Granton ...........0sescsccceccccoes 96.50 $ 3.58 
Art M. Clarkson, Pound, R. 2.......-+eeceeceeceseees 89.50 0.00 
A. W. Hahn, Plymouth, RB. 1.2.2... .cccsececcccecesss 93,50 2.98 
Earl B. Whiting, Gillett, R. 1.........c0.esccsececeees 87.00 0.00 
L. L. Rudersdorf, Platteville.....................-185 95.00 4.56 
Louis EK Korth, Antigo. .<.2....3..000 icc cecncceede S000 1.62 
Victor Sampe, Fish Creek.............+.+++++++--122 91.50 4.38 
Peter Anderson, New Richmond...........-.+--+-+-+. 93.00 1.92 
W. C. Kono, Colfax, R. B......cccccccccnescveccccecs 90.00 1.47 
Arthur Johns, Luxemburg, R. 2........eceeeeeeeeeess 94.50 3.60 
L. J. Breher, Sheboygan Falls..........s+eeeeeeeess-- 96.00 4.82 
Herman Kalkofer, Greenwood............++++e++++-81 90.75 2.04 
Anton J. Kempen, Junction City...............--.-161 93.50 5.21 
John Kosky, Mineral Point...........ccseeseeeeeeees 93.50 3.06 
EH. Meyer, Pitteville, Ro 24.005. 00.265 ceesitgcccases. DEO 2.30 
Frank F. Klug, Merrill.........cscccveccccecscccseess 92.25 2.64 
Ed. Markuson, Pulaski, R. 2...........sseeeeceeveses 90.00 55 
Wm. Bymers, Junction City............-+2-2+-++-+-160 95.00 6.98 
Ed. F. Winter, Gillett, R. 1..............11, 1/3 of 154 94.75 8.55 
John Tischauser, Tilleda...................--164, 228 95.75 7.67 
Elmer Moriva, Platteville............-cesececescesees 90.00 55 
Albert Gafner, Brownsville...........2-seeeeeeeeeees 87.25 25 
W. S. Walsh, Platteville (Comp.).........+s++eeeee-++ 91.50 0.00 
W. S. Walsh, Platteville (Comp.)..........ess+2e+20+- 91.50 0.00 
W. S. Walsh, Platteville (Comp.).............+-0+.--- 91.50 0.00 
Wroderick Oleson' Ayeea. «.)2..05 o.s5 snails escsiececc | Soe 2.57 
A. J. Mensch, Glonboalaht... <0... .cc.cctecsecctacces GOUO 2.76 
Raymond Larsen, Bonduel, R. 3..........--2-ee0ceee- 91.50 1.43 
Albert C. Drone, Muscoda............ecceescecceeel05 91.50 2.38 
Jacob Christein, Marshfield.............s-cseseeeeeee 91.50 92 
Es GC, Zernicke, SUAWAROs <<< 6scecssoviessccs ences 9L00 1.46 
Jon. Koukaiic, Tisch MAU: «5.5 cops cicwa set ssnsuceye ss eee 2.37 
Wm. S. Waish, Platteville.........6ccs8.cscerccsccces OS0D 3.18 Z 
Edw. Gruenstern, Marion, R. 2.............s0eceeeee- 94.75 3.71 
Frank D. Cootway, Fennimore.............seeccceeess 91.50 1.30 
Carroll Clarson, Fennimore... 2.2.5. cetccccccccscscs SSO 2.99 

e Adolf E. Duescher, Lena, R. 1...........-...-4% of 156 93.75 4.33 
John Weyer, Manitow0c..........+seceeeeeceeee A 82A 96.25 8.62 
Gottfried Moser, Oshkosh, R. 6..........cceececceceee 91.25 2.04 
Otto: Weyer, Mantiowes <.< 55 6.5.5 cS secu ceca see's OOO 4.51 
Lawrence J. Schubert, Hillsboro..............--+--.. 86.00 1.72 
A; C.F. Witt, Granton..-. . 0c. c6cec ence ssoby 120, 221 BE00 10.89 
OO: F. Grewmme, Grantones - oicc.s iseedciedcccetercncn sO eee 8.72 
Oliver Jensen, Boardman............ssseeeeeceeceees 93.25 3.58 

Fred W. Buss, Little Black........6s0.ceccecsencsesens Stel 2.96 
C..-H: Schneider, Merrill, BR. $......0.0.ccccctrecssess 90.50 4.60 ' 
Vick Miller, Richland Center........................ 95.25 6.11 
Curtis GL. Walker” Osee0le 2.56 cccccs ces cksse ideas ss OO 3.84 
A. B. Zelm, Plymouth (Comps) <7. cisic.<0iads sec ccsiecniece - OEE 9.14 
A. ¥. Zelm, Plymouth (Comp.).... ...50s0jsscececuces ~Sa00 5.11 
Wn. J. Frank, Manitowoc......% of 61, 100, 101, 182B 96.25 23.12 
Walter Scheller, Oshkosh, R. 2...........+++++++--174 93.50 5.45 
Joe Decker, Disneys oi 5 ss sss. csseinccacccscenecsscs See 1.78 
Wari Stottior, Muscoda.....:-..6... 2. vsceccccsss-cess 81.00 1.17 
Wm. J. Hoffman, Thorp............% of 187, % of 192 94.50 3.60 
Edwin W. Flemming, Avoca...............cceseeeee22 93.75 3.26 
Be Ry Radics: Vim evtan, oo 5.555. cie;s 20 0isonin.e soe bie ook OB) ORO 4.98 
Ralph W. Leeseberg, Suring..............seeeeee0e0- 91.50 1.30 
M. Bi. Moclgnor, Oseoulas.<iscscicesccscdcccescscccnces GLAM 4.32 : 
Chas. Blaeser, Manitowoc, R. 1...........seeeeeeee+- 92.00 1.46 
Alb. Gruenstern, Marion......................82, 184 96.25 9.47 R
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Name and address. Prizes Score Check 
C. E. Smith, La Farge, R. 2................-.% of 28 95.25 $ 7.37 
Ed. Levsen, Plymouth (Comp.).........-...2eeee+ee2- 93.75 9.30 
BW. HOMOGE, TOID so. seis < otinic cic ce et scsecenccresss80 91.00 1.85 
Alert: PREACH, TROEDs:. << 2.0sccccccciicecescesccccssse. 9L25 2.12 
Glen C. Rindhammer, New Richmond................ 91.50 3.25 
Gla MONEE, (IUGCI 55 5 cee occ cicwsioe's sss viccercessstO S000 0.00 
Per Peet CACO, Th Boe ais cicveccvisieceraseccemesse SLOG 1.01 
Fremont Wonn, Bridgeport...............-....55, 299 97.00 4.74 
Alex Korth, Menasha, R. 12............---.2++-+--152 96.00 7.12 

=) ERBP VON WIADICS CO csc. tess esccosensacsdis 84.00 5.21 
Martin Kubitz, Edgar (Comp.)...............--+---- 99.25 2.94 

: Tiga Darts: Antico, By 825. c sce cn seiccceccessecs 14S 96.75 6.01 
G. H. Scannell, Campbellsport, R. 5................74 91.75 2.35 
MONE NNRCNOE TORE oc rs os ceeccaesentieensecens SOOO 5.09 
Oe, TNE, ICRP CLOCK oiniais Sn'cible nc.c a nie'eitece wee eens 

-+++..-.56, 56A, 85, 170, 177, 7, 10, 12, 19, 22B, 23, 24 99.50 103.27 
Andrew Peterson, Muscoda............-.--eeeeeeee++ 91.25 1.76 
Eugene Buergi, Dodgeville................0eee0eee00- 93,75 5.27 
Albert R. Jossi, Coleman....................1/3 of 154. 94.75 4.71 

MO RI PROT oo ccs cca cenessivnses SEED 2.27 
Ph De OTD, ARUBO. coe sce osc cosine vecce cases bly 144° 9195 (3.27 
Wred. ©, Stapel, Clintonville. .........ececsscccecsess SLES 1.27 
E, A. Bideman, “Northland... 2... 02. esesccescwcse. SEZ 1.96 
Aug. Brandt, Kewaunee, R. 6.................9, 76-189 97.50 7.96 
Fred Ogi, Junction City (Comp.)....................+- 91.50 2.94 

Class No. 3. Long Horns, Young Americas, Squares, 

Made After Oct. 1. 

Name and address. Prizes Score Check 

Wm. F. Bennin, Fredonia............1/10 of 98 and 99 94.50 $ 6.53 
: Oswald Schneider, Jr., Allenville..................... 93.25 2.23 

SERIO WW. CE, CONGNEFE,  DETINE . 03. oi< ce ncacecescccecee OF.00 41 
Fae, WeEdel, PIYMOU «oi. cece cc cece scesecscecccese 9000 2.11 
EO WANA Be 2 soso hinece snes cccekcsws sie vees 94,00 2.68 
Otto H. Yordi, Bear Creek........5.20..¢.00000.55+.65 96.25 8.71 
Wisya Clomons, Moding 250. ee a. sce cecescscesvscss  GLGO 2.85 
CoP mreckman, Clovelang. 02... ccc crececesssccacses S600 4.07 
We De RO, DIONE sonics cacee cise sccccdersecocssevs E00 2.70 

Henry J. Loehr, Calvary, R. 1.2.2.6... ccccccececee e482 95.25 7.01 
John Weyer, Manitowoc... ......ecccccecccescees 182 97.50 10.21 
MOUS SF, PROUD CONTE ha 05s site's isin isiviscs cncieseseesiane 96.00 6.32 
Ad. R. Vallesky, Manitowoc....................146-181 97.62 18.27 
Otto Weyer, Manitowoc....................15-145-180C 97.75 31.30 
Adolf E. Duescher, Lena, R. 1.............17, %4 of 155 94.00 9.18 
F. H. Schroeder, Abrams....................-% of 156 93.75 4.21 
Wm. Frank, Manitowoc.....14 of 63, 1/10 of 98 and 99 95.25 8.17 
Ei MOMIBOR Mi CIORE a6 is oc oe ocecesinceccesss SLOO 1.50 
Jerome Reiff, Whitelaw, R. 1...................2e00-2 96.00 3.31 
Theo. G. Woldt, Chippewa Falls.....................67 96.50 4.50 
Zeonard Dango, Vox Lake. . 6.55 cc ss ccc scp eovcces 850 4.59 
Cer Groumlke,  Grantoiis coo%6 doses eccscccecscesss0s 9825 3.23 
Miw.-h. Gariing, Glenboulsh. .. 2... 2.00 ..e.ec0ee.058 98.50 3.17 
A. W. Hahn, Plymouth, R. 1............26-59-88-107-167 96.75 26.76 
PETES 55- MAVCR MPOUONIR: oo occ cc cing ocolcccssccceccsas 9150 6.57 
dF. Perit, Beaver DAM. 02.) ec ceace ccs cccce cesses 90.00 211 
F. H. Carpenter, Stetsonville......................-169 89.00 3.72 
Herman Kalkofer, Greenwood....................--+. 90.50 2.30 
Frank A. Fenner, Rice Lake................eceeeeeee+ 93.25 TAL 
Reinhard Jacob, Sheboygan, R.1.....1/10 of 98 and 99 90.00 8.64 
A. C. F. Witt, Granton...............13-16-18-21-118-119 98.87 45.59 

: L. J. Breher, Sheboygan Falls................--..2... 95.00 4.07
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Name and address. Prizes Score Check 
H. A. Kalk, Sheboygan Falls.................-sse2-++ 9850 $ 3.48 
Erwin O. Wunsch, Cleveland..................-----83 96.00 4.31 
A. J. Mensch, Glenbeulah............1/10 of 98 and 99 91.50 5.04 
Leonard Lange, Fox Lake (Comp.)......-..+-++-+---+ 90.25 7.15 
Arthur H. Woldt, Reedsville................2+.2+.-115 93.75 6.58 
A. Fe Zelin, PION ccs cc. oss s ca cow eee eee oe beer OOO 6.06 
BF. Grosumian, Waterloo... 2 66 'cces cscs secs cas sil [OtdO 94 
Arthur Dederick, Lone Rock..........--2-++--e++++++ 93.00 2.98 
Christ Bhend, Pardeeville.............-.seeeeeeeee--- 91.50 5.02 
A.C. Werth, Appleton... 025 <<... ose seiecceeecnsst08 90.10 5.90 - 
Ed. Levsen, Plymouth. ..........0.ccccsscsecsscecess 98.75 3.27 
Alvin F, Jindra, Two Rivers, R. 3...........0++2+-2-. 94.25 3.00 : 
Emil Sonnenburg, Cato...........seeseeeeeee+ 62-102 95.75 13.59 
E. H. Kielsmeier, Astico.............+2-+0.+0---69-94 94.25 5.31 
Edw. Gruenstern, Marion, R. 2... ..... 2.266 e-c as - eee 

sevsececcssovcceseescecl/10 Of 98 and 99; 163-227 96.50 11.88 
P. E. Pietzbach, Wausau, R. 5.........2.eseeeee----- 93.25 1.61 
A. J. Blahnik, Kewaunee, R. 3.................% of 61 96.25 6.13 
Hans Puellman, Manitowoc, R. 2..........--.+------- 93.50 2.70 
Gust W. Moede, Suring..........:.....-+.---% of 155 94.00 2.56 
A. F. Zelm, Plymouth (Comp.)........---+++eeeeesee++ 95.25 3.10 
A.W; Braun, Platteville; << ssc 6o0ssscce seen caes ses One _ 2.26 
A. W. Braun, Platteville (Comp.)...........s+2e+2+--- 92.75 2.32 
AY. Wagner, Chilton) Bo 42... ois gedcatesssnelde . Pee 5.16 
Ed. Levsen, Plymouth (Comp.)......-.+..-eeeeeeeeee- 95.00 3.25 
A. W. Braun, Platteville (Comp.)........sseseeseeeses 92.25 2.32 
Wm. C. Lindow, Sheboygan..............++++++++--89 94.25 5.00 
M. B. Meisner, Osc00la..... 6. cccccocsccevcccesevescsce 96.00 2.69 
Litnda 0. Dike, DAWUERORIG. 5 osc ica cence vindoe tage | Owe 2.86 
H. J. Kuschel, Pound...........2...ceeeeese0++-14-149 98.00 TAT 
Arthur Johns, Luxemburg, R. 2.............2++++--78 96.00 4.00 
C. H. Schneider, Merrill, R. 8........0.cccescretese> 93.50 1.55 
John’ Wiseher, “Beaks. <2 scis:6 aioe sci oe ows Sa veleas Kosa cele Oem 6.95 
Wd. J.. Sleger, Denmark, BR. 2.25... 2.2. i. écsccws scons S100 1.41 
O. W. Freimund, Thorp...........-.eeeeeeeeeeee +190 91.50 7.70 

Chas, Mullen, Lone Rock. ......0.cccscceccccccecsvces 98-10 3.42 
Henry E. Beck, Rosendale...........s.sesccesecees+- 94.00 82 

: Albert Gruenstern, Marion............sceeeeeeee+-185 91.25 6.82 

Class No. 4. Drum Swiss. 

Robt. Emmenegger, Gratiot..............sseeeeeeeeee 95.00 52.76 

Adolf Luethy, Darlington............ccccsccccscccecs 94.00 40.67 

Emil Escher, Monroe, R. 1..........2e0eseee++ 22-82-83 96.25 47.47 

Otto Badertscher, Rice Lake, R. 3........e2seeeeeee-++ 94.50 39.85 
Ernest Steinmann, Argyle, R. 2.........-seeeeesseeee 94.75 38.63 
AL Roher; MOnrGG. <5. cas ce cossalciesy cee yacieve ste Oa 45.99 
Robert Herrmann, Dallas............0-+eeee+ee++-193 95.50 50.88 
Willy Ernst, Darlington, R. 1..........2.seeeeeeeeees 93-75 44.31 

Fred Kratzer, Eau Claire, R. 2.......seeeceeeeeeeseee+ 95.00 40.44 
F, Wieland, Monroe, R. 3........eeeeessecceesccesees 96.00 66.56 
Arnold Zumbach, Darlington, R. 3............4% of 212 96.00 45.00 

Jacob Baumberger, BrowntowD...........+.+se0++++-- 93.00 49.00 
Alex Hoerburger, Argyle... ........sseeeeeeeee+-29-31 96.75 57.81 
Nik Engelbert, Hollandale................eeeeeeee2-- 87.00 29.40 

John Rechsteiner, Blanchardville............30-34, 211 97.00 61.22 

Gottfried Vogel, Brodhead..............seeeeeeeeeees 95.25 53.11 
Albert Schlappi, Browntown............es+eeeeeeee-+ 95.00 51.65 
Joseph Willi, So. Wayne.........cseceeesececces-+--+ 95.50 48.75 
Jacob Niffenegger, Darlington................44 of 212 96.00 66.20 
John Hubacher, Darlington, R.1.............++e++---+ 95.00 61.17
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Class No. 5. Block Swiss. 

| Name and address. Prizes Score Check 

| John Bleisch, Mt. Horeb, R. 4.........--.200eeeeee+++ 93.00 $ 4.54 

| John B. Wittwer, Black Harth...............--+++-+- 94.00 6.60 
-Gottlieb Werren, Blue Mounds..............-..+++-+++ 94.50 6.14 

Nick Engelbert, Hollandale..................+-+++++-. 98.50 6.18 

Carl Amport, Mt. Horeb.................2++0+-+-+-38 94.00 10.72 

Jost Hoesli, Black Harth...............+seeceeeeeeees 93.00 6.42 

Jacob Blaser, Mt. Horeb................-.37-39, 204 94.75 13.74 

George Graf, ATayle. «<<<... .o.5- 5. eco cesses cn e288 95.00 5.12 

Arnold Schmid, Barneveld............-..2..-..-+-188 94.00 12.72 

Otto Schaller, Barneveld.........-....+---eeeeeeeeeee 93.00 5.32 

Gottfried Vogel, Brodhead, R. 2, Box 46.............35 96.00 7.62 

Gottfried Spak, Darlington, R. 1...........---++++++- 94.00 5.06 

Class No. 6. Limburger Cheese. 

E. F. Horn, Beaver Dam...............2.2000-+++-245 93.00 3.84 

Martin Kammer, Basco...........---22+++e++++++ +203 95.00 8.96 

Ernest Salvisberg, Monticello.............-2+-+--+++- 96.00 3.67 

Ernest Wuethrick, Bruce, R. 2.........-.-+eeeeeeeee++ 90,50 3.21 

John Minnig, Monticello............22--++eeeeeeee ees 95.50 3.86 

Adolph Gurtner, Knowles, R. 1......---..-+++0+eee00 90.50 2.41 

John Sieber, Brodhead, R. 4...........-..2-.+0.-+--. 89.50 1.20 

Hans Soliva, Monroe................-..-- 40-43-54, 205 98.00 24.79 

Rudy B. Lengacher, Monticello...............+.+-+-42 96.75 5.97 

Alois Louis Sager, Belleville....................41, 206 97.00 10.18 

Gottfried Notter, Green Valley...............+..-+-+- 92.00 3.43 

Class No. 7. Brick Cheese. 

Fred Indermuehle, Brownsville.............-.-.++-+- 98.25 2.76 

Emil Schneiter, Lomira.................+++++--52-133 95.00 9.85 

Waris C, Nace; Exonia, Fo bose cciccccecesccncess> 92.00 2.65 

Brite Maret See yle ead cc 5 tec enn sic cicicies es coves: METS 3.48 

Week: Mock WOUDUR. 655s icc tec ceceeesseees 98:00 2.80 

Anton Sutter, Sun Prairie................5.02.----.-+~ 92-50 2.77 
ene TRGB Eocene che terse eqadieesivecnse sen Cae 1,42 
CGN RIET, LOWOUS . cocicie pcesntecc ccc ceescsccexecssxs 9200 6.25 
Arthur Raether, Watertown................--.--+-+-- 90.00 30 
Carl Indermuehle, Beaver Dam...................-.-. 93.00 5.50 
Adolph Gurtner, Knowles, R. 1...........----eeeeeeee- 94.25 3.81 
Max Prag, Randolpir. .... <0... cic secs cccccccee es -68 9450 3.32 
Christ Bhend, Pardeeville, R. 2..........-+--.-+-2++-- 94.00 3.40 
John B. Wittwer, Black Harth.................-..---. 94.00 3.25 
Jost Hoesli, Black Earth.....................-----203 95.00 5.90 
Marroll Steins, Cambria.................-...4 of 200 94.75 5.33 
Ernest Wuethrick, Bruce, R. 2..........--e,+2+--e+++ 90.75 6.33 
Arthur Zumbach, Darlington, R. 3............-+.+++++ 94.50 8.27 

Rept peer ey Bl so eaon 5. seca dese cessscedi cess OOO 4.37 
Robert Schaller, Blue Mounds.....................-. 94.00 2.35 
Robt, Herrmann, Dallas... .. 2.5... sence cecesen sss 98.50 3.17 
John Badertscher, Rice Lake, R. 3.............+--+--. 94.50 2.02 
Gottlieb Zulliger, Rice Lake...................+.+--48 95.25 3.11 
Wm. Lichtenberg, Beaver Dam, R. 4..........47-51-125 95.50 14.67 
wenn Bromscr, Watertown... 5.2.5... ccccc cece ee. 92:00 2.80 
Gustav Drachenberg, Watertown, R. 8................ 90.00 5.50 
Rudolph H. Schaller, Verona..................------- 93.25 2.91 
Otto Schaller, Barneveld................2...-.--.-137 94.00 11.55 
Frank Ehinger, Ridgeway.........-....+sseeeeeeeee+ 93.25 2.76 
Jacob Tschan, Rosendale, R. 1..................+---- 94.00 2.10 
Gottlieb Schubiger, Reeseville, R. 2................126 95.00 9.15 
dernest W. Jung, JUNCAW. ...... 0... ccercceecrnsecek2T 94.50 3.92 
eitry, Weaver, Richficld.<.<-<....+..-<-e-+05.+-5--- 94.00 2.95 
Christ Abbuehl, Clear Lake............-...5+.0+2+.-- 88.50 0.45
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Name and address Prizes Score Check 
Fred: Gartner, Jacksow, Rod .. o.i. +5. .0s0gn csncesncces SSO §. SEs 
B,J: Rope Camipias aos sso oct sc os tecateeeeceses) ee 1.87 
Jacob Disler, Hartford, R. 3.....................53-231 95.00 11.50 
Fred Baertschy & Son, Maryville...................... 92.25 2.21 . 
Gottfr. Kraeucke, Hartford. ........00...002cscseeesc0 92.96 1.98 
Carl Amport, Mount Bored. ......0.2.0 0c. . cescsascecss OO 3.55 
Prod Mant, Mi. Saree 57... viscosa dine cain cana at eee 2.41 
Jake Balsiger, Pardeeville............73 and % of 200 94.75 5.43 
Joseph “Hunn, Do Wares . 565.00 sos views ccs s casioees exe Tee 2.47 
Alex “Hoerburger, Argyle... .....c0soce cecsaneecacce GoD 4.30 
Joe Schmid, Beaver Daw. 00:0... 6<06ccs 2000s osees dice) OED 3.11 
I. Ht SROTM, ORV OE DAB oc 66,5 0.50 s 0 's.s siesine oie'seis vis tine 4a REO 3.32 
Mike Dahlier, Darlington, R..1......0.....ccccecesc.0 96.26 4.56 
Gottlieb Werren, Blue Mounds....................203 95.00 8.15 
Otto: Mans, - Carrie. 25555 b on cusinved co sowh onediaceane BO 2.51 
Nicklaus Schupbeck,. Dale... .o.c0..00cccsccccese0sncs  SORS 0.00 
Oswald Schneider, Appleton..................2eee02+- 94.50 3.32 
Henry Egli, Dalton, R. 3...................46-49-50-199 96.00 12.85 
Jacob Baumberger, Browntown..................+.2+. 94.25 3.36 
John J. Peirick, So. Beaver Dam...................127 94.50 4.47 
Joe G. Heinecke, Allentown, R. 1..............ce00202 92.50 2.17 
Lloyd Peirick, Beaver Dam................2+++++2127 94.50 4.62 
Wm. P. Bobholz, Randolpn. soc. . 6.5... 5s <sacies cdc sce se S800 2.62 
Paul J. Pinck, Greenwood. Gis. 6... Sede nsasane - SE00 2.85 
John J. Peirick, Beaver Dam (Comp.)................ 94.00 3.30 
John Rechsteiner, Blanchardville..................... 9100 1.60 
Leo Lotscher, R. 1, Beaver Dam..............00.-0+++ 91.50 1.57 
Oscar Sutter, MORTOO 25s visccinc sees acetsensieceses css SS50 4.27 
Valentine Zibung, Monroe, R. 3...........-2e.2ee022++ 88.00 0.00 

Albert Tietz, Ixonia, R. 2, Box 26........0.cccceccsees+ 90.00 15 
Ay. F Guise, POURROS ooo 55.6 daar sigeas ov ict ae ae ee 7.20 
Mrs. Otto Kleist, Potters, Fancy Cooked. 
Herman’ Ticts, Tonia». - . occsc cco 0's +062 ines cclcciea ss UOROO 2.30 
Fred Ogi, Junction City (Comp.)...............0.0022. 9400 3.60 

Total checks (see page 19)........0..ccecsscccccccee soft 04.26
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